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This special issue of
People Land and Water is
issued to commemorate the
Centennial year of the
National Wildlife Refuge
System. On the front cover is
a montage of President
Theodore Roosevelt, who
created the first refuges,
appearing with some of the
colorful diversity of species
protected in the system. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service poster was designed by Tim Knepp.
On the back cover are photos by Tom and Pat Leeson reprinted by permission
from America's Wildlife Refuges: Lands of Promise, Graphic Arts Center
Publishing, 2003. Montage designed by Mina Forsythe Rempe of Electronic Ink.
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By Joan Moody

any national wildlife refuges buried time capsules during 2003 to celebrate the lOOth
anniversary year of the National Wildlife
Refuge System. The Centennial generated celebrations coast-to-coast highlighting the impressive history of the nation's 542 refuges. But we've celebrated
more than history - the Centennial has been about
the present and the future of refuges as well as the
past. This special issue of People Land and Water features articles about yesterday, today and tomorrow.
On March 14, 100 years to the day after President
Theodore Roosevelt established the first wildlife
refuge, Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton,
Assistant Secretary for Fish Wildlife and Parks Craig
Manson and Fish and Wildlife Steve Williams were
joined by thousands of wildlife enthusiasts, Members
of Congress and notable conservationists in a celebration in Sebastian, Florida. Sebastian is home to
Pelican Island, the first refuge, created by Roosevelt
on March 14, 1903.
"The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is using this
historic occasion to put the welcome mat out to every
American," said Director Williams. "There is a
wildlife refuge in every state and one within a hour's
drive of most cities." Celebrations at many of those
other refuges occurred simultaneously and continued throughout the year. Secretary Norton's speech at
Pelican Island appears on page 5 and articles about
celebrations in Montana, Michigan, and Alaska follow.
Martha Nudel, an editor with the Division of Visitor
Services and Communications of the National
Wildlife Refuge System, elucidates the growth of the
Fish and Wildlife System's mission in her refreshing
overview of "The National Wildlife Refuge System at
100."
Moving to the present, a section of the
magazine called "Saving Habitats, Saving
Species" emphasizes the link between protecting refuges and the survival of species
that depend on them. We are grateful for
permission to feature excerpts from
America's Wildlife Refuges: Lands ofPromise
in this section. Jeanne Clark, author of the
text, has served the Fish and Wildlfe Service
for a number of years, and photographers
Tom and Pat Leeson graciously gave us permission to use their photos elsewhere in this
issue as well.
In the centerfold list of wildlife refuges,
most of us can find places unfamiliar to us
among the great diversity of refuges. The
"Heroes" section of the magazine features
refuge notables from first warden Paul
Kroegel to scientist Rachel Carson.
Subsequent sections feature members of
the FWS "Family," "Friends and Partners"of
the refuge system, and features showing the
importance of refuges to "Visitors and
Communities." The "Education" section highlights
the importance of teaching future generations about
the role of refuges, while the "Spotlight" section
shows how refuges attract the focus of Hollywoodas well as PBS and the Outdoor Channel. The latter
channel aired free Centennial spots featuring
NASCAR driver Ward Burton promoting the refuges
(p . 45), while a Cousteau crew filmed the remote
Northwest Hawaiian Islands for an upcoming public
broadcasting documentary (p. 44).
This issue is but a sampling of what's out there.
FWS historian Mark Madison gave a tour of the refuge
system using an overall time capsule that he noted
was collected from many refuges. He noted how the
objects "tell the story of the refuge system's history,
expansion, and the daily work of thousands of dedicated refuge employees, volunteers and partners."

M

Starting a New
"Refuge Time Capsule"

For the Pelican Island Centennial Kickoff, TV
celebrity Jack Hanna (right) hosted events at
Riverview Park, joined by Secretary Norton
(center), Challenger the bald eagle, and several thousand FWS employees and other dignitaries and wildlife enthusiasts. (Seep. 8.)
Photo by Tami Heilemann, DOI.

The collection also "tells the story of American
wildlife conservation." Unlike the other time capsules, it was not buried but put on display in various
cities during the Centennial and will be housed permanently at Pelican Island. A few of the contents of
the capsule:
• a 1902 land survey from Pelican Island, then
besieged by plume hunters and others who killed the
birds before the island became the first refuge.
• a bronze plaque from Lake Andes refuge in South
Dakota, an artifact of the Works Progress
Administration, which employed workers during the
Depression and dust bowl of the 1930s to restore the
soil and wildlife populations.
• a polar bear swag and walrus tusk symbolizing
the expansion of the refuge system under the Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980.
• razor coral from Johnston Atoll in the Pacific

Ocean showing geographic diversity of the
refuges; and
• a California condor transmitter symbolizing a relatively new mission for the refuge
system: returning species to wild places
from which they had been eliminated.
Hopper Mountain National Wildlife Refuge
in California, which used the transmitter to
track the condor's progress, also designed
the wonderful poster on page 22 that shows
the condor and other species saved from extinction
by wildlife refuges .
Special thanks to Ben Ikenson, Martha Nudel,
Mitch Snow, Nicholas Throckmorton and other FWS
professionals for their help with this issue. And
apologies for everything that's missing. Each refuge
could have been the focus of a story in this issue if
space permitted, and each refuge is a story still in the
writing.
"As we celebrate the first 100 years of wildlife conservation, we now turn our attention to the next 100
years," said Centennial Commission Chairman
William Horn. Wonder if there will be a Bicentennial
time capsule prepared for 3003?
Joan Moody, a public affairs specialist in the Office
of the Secretary, is editor of this special issue of
People Land and Water.
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America's Best-Kept Secret
By Craig Manson

than 35.5 million visits were made to refuges in
2002. That's a 36 percent increase since 1995. And
those visits resulted in $809 million in sales of
recreation equipment, food, lodging, and transportation.
Refuges also generate jobs in communities surrounding them. According to our study, the average
number of jobs generated in communities surrounding»xefuges grew to 120 per refuge. In fact,
each Federal dollar spent on the refuge system
results in an expenditure of $4.43 in recreation
and $1.42 in job-related income in the local
economies near the refuges .
Through April 11, 2004, the Smithsonian
Institution's National Museum of Natural History is
hosting a first-of-its-kind exhibition, "America's
Wildest Places: Our National Wildlife Refuge
System." The multi-media exhibition will be one of
the most extensive examinations of the conservation, 0t wildJif~ aqd natl).ral divers_jty by any museum and will bring the refuge system increased visibility.
As the Centennial year comes to a close, our slogan may be dated- refuges are no longer "America's
best-kept secret." It's been a secret worth giving
away this year because refuges belong to all of us.

·~ the start of 2003, the slogan for the National
Wildlife Refuge System Centennial campaign
saiu ;1. alJ-''Discover America's Best-Kepl
S ecre t.~_,,

After a century of conservation success, it
seemed, many Americans still didn't. know about
the refuge system an what it provides. This
Centennial year has given us an opportunity to let
the public know more about the refuge system, We
ave hosted events throughout the year to invite the
American public to learn about their National
Wildlife Refuge System and America's conservation
legacy.
Refuges have had an incredible impact on the
conservation of our wildlife an d natural resources
for the past 100 years, ever since President
Theodore Roosevelt declared Pelican Island the
first national wildlife refuge. That fateful day was
the first time the federal government set aside land
for the sake of wildlife.
Today, the refuge system includes 542 refuges.
These protected havens provide habitat for 700
species of birds, more than 200 species of fish and
nearly 500 species of other animals.
They are also havens for people. In fact, a 2003
report called Banking On Nature shows that more

0
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Looking Back, Looking Forward
By Steve Williams

T

heodore Roosevelt understood that foresight is necessary in striking a sustainable
balance between the needs of
humans and those of wildlife. It
was in fact the market hunting of
water birds for their plumage that
led Roosevelt in 1903 to establish
the first national wildlife refuge.
His legacy, the National Wildlife
Refuge System, is now one of the
finest feathers in the cap of conservation.
The NWRS centennial is a good
time to reflect on the achievements
of our predecessors. It also presents an opportunity to consider the
conservation challenges that lie
ahead.
One of my primary goals is to
increase awareness of the many
Steve Williams
opportunities that refuges offer to
the public. Putting people in contact with nature is important, and refuges provide many opportunities, including birdwatching, wildlife observation, nature photography, and hiking.
It is also my finn belief that hunting and fishing will continue to be a key to
the success of conservation. Hunters and anglers have been the backbone of
wildlife conservation from the beginning. Their chosen recreation will continue to instill the lasting respect for nature and wildlife on which wildlife conservation was founded .
Another priority l have is to nurture existing and potential relationships with
partners. As refuges assume the national spotlight during our centennial celebration. it is a great opportunity for States and other partners to highlight the
contributions they've made to conservation. Conservation has always depended on a spirit of cooperation. Nonprofit organizations, volunteers and friends

4
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Jwl.ge Craig Manson is Assistant Secretary of the
Interior for Fish, Wildlife, and Parks.

groups, hunters and angler organizations have all played instrumental roles in
conserving America's fish and wildlife resources. The Service is grateful to
these traditional partners and remains open to establishing new partners.
As we look back on the last century and start planning for the next, Jet's
focus on what essentially enabled the success of the National Wildlife Refuge
System: a deep concern for wildlife; friends with like interests; and, the guiding light - a sense of responsibility for the future.

Steve Williams is Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Interior
agency that administers the National Wildlife Refuge System.

Director Williams and Secretary Norton at the Pelican Island Centennial observance.
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During the Centennial Year of:the
National Wfldlife Refuge System,
Citizen Stewardship Heralds
<;-reat Promise for the FutlUe

The National Wildlife Refuge System began 100 years ago when Theodore Roosevelt set aside lands at Pelican Island in Florida. Plwto by George Gentry USFWS.

THE PRESENT

By Gale Norton, Interior Secretary

THE PAST

W

hen Teddy Roosevelt declared Pelican Island the nation's first federal bird
reserve in 1903, the fate of the natural world in the United States was at
a critical juncture. The 19th Century had been a time of tremendous con-

trasts.
For example, one visitor to Pelican Island described it as "draped in white, its
trees seemingly covered with snow." The "snow" was in fact the downy young pelicans, egrets, Ibises and other wading birds that nested atop the mangrove trees.
Another visitor to Pelican Island, Dr. James Henshall, described one of his trips
in an essay published in 1884 under the title, "Pelican Island - Slaughter of the
Innocents."
"As we passed, we saw a party of northern tourists at the island, shooting down
the harmless birds by the scores through mere wantonness," Dr. Henshall wrote.
"As volley after volley came booming over the water, we felt quite disgusted at the
useless slaughter... "

For the most part, we have moved beyond these contrasts - the stunning abundance of nature on one hand and its wanton destruction on the other.
Today, there are federal laws that protect our nation's flora and fauna and the
National Wildlife Refuge System.
By the time Theodore Roosevelt left office, Pelican Island and 50 other federal
bird reserves had been established, along with four national game preserves.
Today, our nation's [542] national wildlife refuges cover an area of nearly 100
million acres. To put that in perspective, if they were all gathered together they
would equal an area twice the size of Florida.
More than 50 national wildlife refuges were established specifically to protect
endangered or threatened species.
The system has been instrumental in the recovery of threatened species including the whooping crane and the Aleutian Canada goose.
Many national wildlife refuges are strategically located along the nation's four
major migratory flyways - to provide convenient stopping points for birds that

Continued on page 6
100 Years
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Continued from page 5
travel hundreds or even thousands of miles in search of food and breeding
grounds.
Refuges also teem with plants, insects, fish, reptiles, amphibians and mammals. But they aren't just for animals and plants. National wildlife refuges provide unparalleled outdoor activities: fishing, environmental education, wildlife
observation and photography - making them peaceful places for all Americans to
connect with nature. Many refuges also offer opportunities for nature hikes, bird
watching tours, wildlife drives and other activities - including hunting.
The depredations by market hunters may have been the catalyst that created
the wildlife refuge system. But the president who created the first refuge was an
avid hunter.
Hunters and anglers have been some of our biggest partners in securing our
conservation efforts. Hunters rallied during the Great Depression to save wetlands
for waterfowl. They were appalled by the destruction of wildlife and habitat that
was a part of the Dust Bowl. For the first time ever in history, a group went to
Congress and essentially said, "tax us." They asked for the Duck Stamp program
- and now any hunter who wants to hunt waterfowl must buy a federal duck
stamp.
This self-imposed tax has brought in more than $600 million and purchased
more than 5 million acres of land for refuges. The future of the National Wildlife
Refuge System looks bright.

THE FUTURE
But we also have specific challenges ahead for the refuge system.
National wildlife refuges receive a helping hand each year from almost 40,000
volunteers, who dedicate their talents and their energy to refuges all across the
country. I have said before, we couldn't do the job we do without our volunteers.
They take on all the jobs from helping with invasive species to guiding our many
visitors and answering their questions.
More than 35 million people visit national wildlife refuges annually, and there
is at least one refuge within an hour's drive of most major cities.
This means refuges give urban children a chance to see and learn about nature.
The danger to refuges in the next century is if people lose touch with wildlife
and the natural world. Too often children are watching animals only on television
and playing in the woods or forest only in video games.
Visiting refuges allows kids to connect to a real world with conservation values
- which is critical for the future.
Another critical element for the future is to turn citizens into stewards of the
land. We need to look at conservation with a holistic modern approach.
Americans should be partners in the preservation of our lands and our natural
resources.
I believe that most Americans are ready and willing to step up to that challenge.
We see it everyday with the many volunteers I mentioned, who come forward to
help with refuges and parks.
But we also see it in our Partners for Fish and Wildlife program under which
individual landowners and groups voluntarily work to conserve habitat on their
own property. Or they work to restore wetlands or cleanup streams. No new environmental law requires them to do this. They do it as our partners.
Private landowners, for example, have voluntarily restored 640;000 acres of
wetlands, I million acres of upland habitat, and 4, 700 miles of streams under the
Partners program.
President Bush has proposed a Cooperative Conservation Initiative that allows
grants to go to those private landowners to help pay for some of the work they are
doing. This program will enhance our challenge grant program.
As we protect the refuges, we also need to recognize that they are interrelated
with the surrounding lands. What is privately held and conserved is often just as
important as what is publicly held and conserved. Better protected private lands
and mitigated streambeds and wetlands improve the water flow into the refuge.
A symbiotic relationship often develops. Refuge managers in Loxahatchee have
helped the surrounding private landowners with flood control. The private
landowners, in turn, used their tractors to prepare the soil for new plantings to
restore habitat in the refuge.
Our new environmentalism moves away from government-led, command and
control. It says everyone has a responsibility to honor Roosevelt's legacy in whatever way they can. New environmentalism means that we have a stake in the environmental future of our world, one acre, one stream, one person at a time.
If we do our jobs right and remain vigilant, our nation's refuges will be thriving long after we are gone. They will not only continue to provide sanctuary for
our nation's flora and fauna. They will also be quiet places for our children's children to seek renewal away from the pressures and demands of their everyday
lives.
In closing I believe there is a great deal to celebrate as we mark the lOOth
anniversary of the National Wildlife Refuge System.
As a window into our nation's soul, the National Wildlife Refuge System
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At the March 14, 2003 event at which Secretary Norton presented these remarks, the
U.S. Postal Service issued the new commemorative stamp in the background. Photo,
Tami Heilemann.
reminds us that, our reverence for nature has evolved from the days when wanton
slaughter of beautiful birds was tolerated for fashion.
It has evolved from the days of command and control environmentalism that
can only come from Washington, D.C.
I believe it will evolve to a future of new environmentalism that says we are all
citizen stewards of this world.
I will close with words from President Roosevelt who wrote, " ... to lose the
chance to see frigate-birds soaring in circles above the storm, or a file of pelicans
winging their way homeward across the crimson afterglow of the sunset, or a myriad of terns flashing in the bright light of midday as they hover in a shifting maze
above the beach-why, the loss is like the loss of a gallery of the masterpieces of
the artists of old time."
Our refuges assure us those masterpieces will not be lost.
This article is an excerpt of remarks made by Secretary of the Interior Gale
Norton at a March 14, 2003 Centennial celebration in Riverview Park, Florida,
marking 100 years since establishment of the first refuge at Pelican Island.
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Nesting brown pelicans on Mullet Head Island, Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge in Florida. Photo, <r:JTom and Pat Leeson.

Always a Place for Wildlife
By William Hartwig

W

people.
Some of the most important people who work on
behalf of the refuge system never get paid. A group of
duck hunters in Alabama traveled to Washington and
convinced Congress to establish Eufaula Refuge in
1964. Members of the Izaak Walton League petitioned
Congress to establish the 250-mile-long Upper
Mississippi National Wildlife and Fish Refuge.
We have ongoing and productive relationships with
the states, tribes and local landowners and citizens,
working with them as we all cooperate, coordinate and
consult to provide unified conservation. The result is
a refuge system that is woven into the fabric of the
community.
For example, about 40,000 people are members of
the 250 Friends groups that support our refuges with
their energy, their ideas, their time and their financial
Hartwig
resources. CARE - the Cooperative Alliance for Refuge
Enhancement - is a coalition of 20 conservation and
recreation organizations dedicated to ensuring that
the refuge system has the resources it needs to protect the resources that America
treasures.
Our successes have been noteworthy. The refuge system has rescued and recovered species from extinction, safeguarded breeding and resting areas for millions
of birds and staved off the lose of unique and irreplaceable ecosystems. Because
of the National Wildlife Refuge System, we will always have a place for wildlife on
our lands and in our hearts.

hen President Theodore Roosevelt signed the
Executive Order on March 14, 1903, protecting
Pelican Island as a bird sanctuary, he may not
have envisioned the diversity of land and wildlife the
refuge system would one day encompass. But he clearly understood the importance of that first step.
By 1908, after he had already created a dozen
wildlife refuges, President Roosevelt told the
Governors' Conference on Conservation, "We face the
use of the great fundamental sources of wealth of this
nation. Conservation is the chief material question
that confronts us - second only to the great fundamental questions of morality." That is still true.
By the end of his presidency, TR had created 18
national monuments, 13 national forests, five nationWilliam
al parks and protected a crater lake, a rain forest, a
petrified forest, cliff dwellings, skyscrapers of sequoia
stands, canyons - and much more.
But "nearest to his heart" - according to biographer Edmund Morris - were
the 53 refuges he created. To understand why, go to White River Refuge in
Arkansas and hear the music of a million mallards among the bottomland hardwoods. See Bosque del Apache Refuge in New Mexico, where thousands of sandhill cranes converge against the backdrop of the Magdalena Mountains.
Visit one of our most popular refuges, the 14,000-acre Chincoteague Refuge in
Virginia, which has been designated a Globally Important Bird Area and one of
the toplO birding "hotspots" by National Audubon Society. See our largest urban
William Hartwig is Assistant Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which
refuge, the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Refuge, a destination for more than
850,000 people who seek respite and solitude in a city bustling with 7 million oversees the National Wildlife Refuge System.
100 Years
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The Centennial began at Pelican Island National Wildlife Refuge in Florida, shown here at sunset. Photo by Ryan Hagerty, FWS.
By Paul Tritaik

T

he Centennial of the refuge system started early
on March 14, 2003, at Pelican Island National
Wildlife Refuge in Florida, our nation's first
refuge. I witnessed the sunrise on a new century of
conservation bathe the refuge in brilliant color and
light. The rookery on Pelican Island awoke and, one
by one, birds began their daily feeding forays. White
pelicans, wood storks, and cormorants flocked to the
nearby ponds, working in unison to school fish to
each other. Meanwhile, great and snowy egrets
pranced about the edges of the ponds to stake their
own fishing spots, as their long, delicate plumes ruffled in the breeze. Squadrons of pelicans glided overhead in formation as pairs of mottled ducks and teal
winged by.
Soon the buzz of human activity began as coordinators and volitnteers arrived. We were joined by
members of the media, Secretary Norton, Assistant
Secretary Manson, Director Williams, and a small
group of VIPs. As the refuge manager for Pelican
Island, I introduced them to the history of Pelican
Island. We were fortunate to have some very special
guests, including descendants of Paul Kroegel, the
first refuge manager; and Joe Michael, who fought to
save the refuge from dredge and fill development in
the early 1960s. We acknowledged the Kroegel and
Michael families during the rededication of the
refuge as an historic landmark by Secretary Norton
by unveiling the restored plaque that Joe Michael
helped dedicate 40 years ago . Secretary Norton also
unveiled a plaque of the Pelican Island National
Wildlife Refuge commemorative stamp with Pat
Donahoe of the U.S. Postal Service.
Afterwards, I accompanied the Secretary and her
guests on a tour of the refuge. I explained how all of
the restoration and public improvements were made
possible through the generous contribution of our
many partners. Once we reached the foot of the
Centennial Trail Boardwalk, we were unexpectedly
greeted by a chorus of "Happy Birthday" by the chil-
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dren from the Pelican Island Elementary School ECOTroop. The students were planting native trees near
the boardwalk and the Secretary joined them to finish the last ones. We thanked all of the partners for
their contributions and then invited Secretary
Norton, Assistant Secretary Mason, Director
Williams, Congressman Weldon, and Pat Donahoe of
the US Postal Service to help install the final planks
of the boardwalk. The Secretary, assisted by the
schoolchildren, then cut the ceremonial ribbon to
officially open the Centennial Trail Boardwalk. This
dedication was the culmination of decades of planning the first public use facilities on the refuge in 100
years.

As If Walking Back in lime
After the ribbon-cutting, I escorted the Secretary
along the boardwalk and looked at all the routed
planks with the name and establishment year of each
refuge installed in reverse chronological order. It was
as if walking back in time, conjuring up images of the
special places the planks represent and the special
people who worked there. Along the way were the
interpretive panels that relate the story of the growth
of the refuge system, ending at the observation tower
with a fantastic view of where it all started - Pelican
Island.
Once the tour was complete, the guests joined several thousand people at Riverview Park for the big
Centennial celebration. Television celebrity and commission member Jack Hanna hosted the event, educating and entertaining the audience with animals
such as a cougar, bear, falcons, and hawks. Sevenyear-old Jemie Talles belted out a rousing rendition
of our national anthem as "Challenger" the bald
eagle flew over the crowd. The multi-faceted celebration included performances by "President Teddy
Roosevelt," Disney's Voices of Liberty®, and speeches
by historian Edmund Morris, Roy Disney, Secretary
Norton, and Director Williams. The highlight was the
unveiling of a huge reproduction of the Pelican Island
Commemorative Stamp by Pat Donahoe of the U.S.

Postal Service. After the event, hundreds of people
flocked to the U.S. Postal Service tent to purchase
first day-of-issue stamps and cachets with pictures of
Pelican Island. The cachets sold out within an hour!
The participation of 150 Service employees who
joined our speakers on stage, made an impressive
visual backdrop. They also made an impression individually, along with the many Southeast Region
employees and volunteers as they staffed booths representing the diverse refuges and programs that make
up the -Service. Our guests got a virtual tour of the
refuge system from the Arctic and Becharof refuges
in Alaska to Florida's refuges.

Ario Guthrie and Fireworks
The Centennial celebration was capped off with an
evening concert by Arlo Guthrie and fireworks over
the Indian River Lagoon, sponsored by the local
chamber of commerce and the City of Sebastian. Over
the weekend people attended the two-day Pelican
Island Wildlife Festival, co-sponsored by our friends
group the Pelican Island Preservation Society. The
Centennial events drew up to 40,000 people.
The Centennial was an opportunity for many active
and retired Service employees to reminisce on
careers that helped make the refuge system a success.
The Centennial for me was bittersweet for I learned
on that day that my first supervisor had just passed
away after a long battle with cancer.
Bruce Williams was the maintenance foreman at
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center and not only contributed to the success of the endangered species
propagation program for whooping cranes and many
other species, but mentored many current Service
employees who are applying the values he demonstrated. I think Bruce would have been proud that
four of his former employees were on hand at Pelican
Island to make this milestone event a huge success
and fitting tribute.

Paul Tritaik is Refuge Manager of Pelican Island
and Archie Carr national wildlife refuges.
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By Dwain M. "Fritz" Prellwitz

0

n March 14, 2003, I imagined the great
Centennial events on other refuges across this
great nation. Politicians, dignitaries, non-governmental organizations, school groups, and the public would join refuge employees in celebrating the
great work of President Theodore Roosevelt. Cakes
would be eaten, beverages consumed, news stories
taped, and time capsules buried. I was the only one
there to party at Creedman Coulee National Wildlife
Refuge, a satellite of Bowdoin National Wildlife
Refuge, in far northern Montana. I ate a cupcake,
took a few photos, reflected on the place, and then
returned 130 miles to headquarters to participate in
one of those other celebrations.
Creedman Coulee is an easement refuge established in . 941 as "a refuge and breeding ground for
migratory birds and ther wildlife." The Service owns
only 80 acres with the . emaining 2,648 acres under
perpetual easement. The easement applies primarily
o management of the water in Creedman Reservoir.
No one m 1941 thought he prairie would ever
change so no further protection was designated. The
prairie did .-;hange. Much f the native prairie has
been µlowed 3.nd grain stubble ow rests beneath
today's blanket of snow.
A few people visit this place for a few days in the
:.;pring for seeding, and again in late summer for harvest , and maybe an occasional cowboy checks his
cows during summer. I am the only refuge employee
who has spent any time here in the past 15 years, and
on the Centennial it was just me, a few pronghorns
and horned larks, and a coyote or two. J listened to
the tinkling flute music of the larks and the whistling

A Solitary
Celebration
in Montana

Prongfwm Antelope. Photo, FWS.

of a Richardson's ground squirrel, which 1 could hot
see as it awakened from its winter nap and remained
hidden in its bur row. It knew it was here though.
Maybe it wanted the party for itself. I wondered what
this refuge will be like in the next hundred years, and
I thought about what it had been like before it was a
refuge.

A hundred years ago, "Greenman" Coulee was a
live drainage combining with Lodge Creek, and moving water from a watershed in both northern Montana
and southern Canada towards the Milk River at
Chinook. Flows were significant because of a lack of
upstream water developments, especially during
spring runoff. Bison bones were still scattered around
on the prairie.
This was, and is, harsh land where early homesteaders often failed. Most moved on. "Greenman"
Coulee carried a lot of water and early settlers tried
to tame that water to irrigate crops and water livestock. The first Water Right Record, a "Notice of
Appropriation" for Greenman Coulee, was filed on
October 18, 1915, shortly after the construction of the
first dam either in 1903 or 1908. The ducks quickly
found it.
I remembered a visit to the refuge in November
1999. Trips to Creedman in mid November are always
a bit scarey. The closest ranch buildings are abandoned during he cold season. Canada is only two
miles away, and the next closest neighbors are somewhere up there. l had just left Creedman Reservoir
when I noticed dark clouds to the nor th in ~ anada
They were moving! Soon the sky above Creedman
Reservoir was darkened even more b~- .,ver 3,00()
mallards, and more clouds of ducks were sbl i coming
from Canada as far as I could see. .\s l reflected back
on that great spectacle, I thought of all the dignitaries and politicians celebrating at other refuges
today. They don't know this place exists. But the birds
do.

Dwain M. "Fritz" Prellwitz is Wildlife Biologist ox
Creedman "Greenman" Coulee National Wildl(fe
Refuge in Montana.

A Heck of a Hoedown in Alaska
By Bruce Woods
' 'There are few things more rare and precious than Alaska's summer hours,"
said Regional Director Rowan Gould
when welcoming guests to Region 7's centerpiece event marking the lOOth anniversary of
the National Wildlife Refuge System. How much
rarer, then, were the sweet, big-howl-of-blueskied, absolutely sun-drenched hours from 10
a.m . until 8 p.m. on August 2, 2003, in
Ninilchik? And what a tribute it was to this
event, dubbed "Centennial Celebration 2003,"
that upwards of 2,000 people chose to spend
that precious piece of time at the Kenai
Peninsula State Fairgrounds in Ninilchik, some
180 miles from Anchorage!
What lured those hundreds into spending
their summer day celebrating the Centennial?
Some, perhaps, were drawn by the free eats
(including almost 3,500 hot dogs and hamburgers) prepared with the help of partners Unocal
Alaska and Marathon Oil. For others, it was the
live music that formed either the focus of attention or a pleasant background tapestry of sound
all day.
Many came to hear Secretary Gale Norton speak
(or to listen to President Theodore Roosevelt, in the
person of re-enactor Keith McGough). Others were
intrigued by one or more of the activities, ranging
from lectures on cutting-edge resource science to
games for the most teetering of toddlers. In short,
this birthday bash seemed to have something to
draw almost anyone.
Hosted by Kenai and Alaska Maritime national

Secretary Norton releases a bald eagle into the wild. Plwto
above by Ron Levy. Plwto at left; by Don Maclean.

wildlife refuges, the event was the result of
many hours of planning and effort on the part of a
great many dedicated people. Yet all of that hard
work was repaid many times over in such valuable
coin as children's laughter, the light in an adult's
eye, and the simple joy in sharing information,
about who we are, what we do, and what we care so
deeply about.
Perhaps the highlight of the day was the eagle
release. To watch Secretary Gale Norton perform a

picture-perfect release in her first-ever attempt at
returning an adult eagle to the wild, and then realize that she was suddenly engulfed in the same
always-surprising wash of wonder that we were all
feeling, added an emotional exclamation point to
what was already a red-letter day.

Bruce Woods is a Public Affairs Specialist in the
Alaska Regional Office.
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By Joan Moody
re~ti~n of the ~etroit River International
Wildlife Refuge m 2001 was a conservation
milestone in more ways than one. Not only is it
the first international wildlife refuge in North
America, it is also one of the few in a major metropolitan area. Moreover, it is the culmination of visionary public-private partnerships.
The first-ever international refuge is part of a larger vision to preserve wildlife habitat and recreational
opportunities despite the fact that industrialization
has gobbled up more than 95 percent of coastal wetlands in the riverfront region. The Detroit River
ecosystem still includes irreplaceable wildlife habitat.
Located at the intersection of the Atlantic and
Mississippi Flyways, the area is an important migration corridor for an estimated 3 million ducks, geese,
swans and other birds.
The refuge covers coastal wetlands, marshes,
shoals and riverfront lands along the Detroit River
between Michigan and Canada. The Greater Detroit
American Heritage River Initiative developed a binational conservation vision for the Lower Detroit
River in which state, federal and other lands combined would form a greenway.
In December 2001, President Bush signed legislation championed by Congressman John Dingell (DMich) to create an 18-mile-long refuge along the
Lower Detroit River from Zug Island south to the
southern boundary of Sterling State Park. The new
refuge also incorporated Wyondotte National Wildlife
Refuge.
In May 2003 bipartisan cooperation further
expanded the refuge along the Lake Erie coastline
west to I-75 and south to the Michigan-Ohio border.
At the Centennial celebration on September 27, the
Fish and Wildlife Service and Detroit Edison signed
an agreement for the company to donate 600 acres of
woods and water. And Rep. Dingell announced that a
piece of property that formerly served as a Daimler
Chrysler paint plant will be turned into a "living laboratory" for the refuge. He also alluded to possible
protection of another parcel.
Sure enough, on September 30, the Monday immediately following the weekend Centennial celebration,
The Trust for Public Land acquired Humbug Marsh,
410 acres of marsh and upland in Gibraltar and
Trenton, Michigan, in a bankruptcy proceeding.
The nonprofit organization had worked for many
hectic months to save the property and donate it to
the refuge.
TPL felt an urgency to acquire Humbug Marsh now
because "it represents the last mile of natural shoreline on the U.S. mainland of the Detroit River," says
Midwest projects director Al Raymond. "If we had not
acted when we did, it was virtually certain to be developed."
Humbug Marsh is a vital part of the Detroit River
ecosystem and its migratory habitat. More than 150

C

Tf!E LAST UNDEVELD_PED MILE OF SHORELINE: The nonprofit Trust for Public Land recently acquired the last
mile of natural shoreline on the U.S. mainland of the Detroit River for addition to the refuge. The Humbug Marsh
area host~ more ~h~n 150 species of nesting birds as well as migrating Monarch butterflies shown here. Not far
from the industnahzed world, bald eagles swoop overhead and fishermen find a peaceful place to cast their lines
for bass and other fish. Photo by George Waldman detroitphotojournalism.com.

species of nesting birds take advantage of resting
opportunities in the Humbug Marsh complex.
Monarch butterflies also rest here on their annual
migrations from Canada to Mexico and points south.
Bald eagles swoop overhead and fishermen find a
peaceful place to cast their lines for bass and other
fish.
At the September event, Secretary Norton noted
that the refuge protects 29 species of waterfowl, 65

A U.S. - Canada Party in Michigan
By Rachel Levin

D

etroit River International Wildlife Refuge captured the Centennial spotlight during a. week~nd-long series of events September 26-28. Some
3,000 people, mcludmg more than 2,000 schoolchildren, learned about
the refuge system and conservation and experienced firsthand the "wild side"
of the Detroit River area in southeastern Michigan.
The celebration kicked off on Friday, September 26, with an education day
dubbed "Kids in the Field." More than 2,200 4th, 5th and 6th graders from
Wayne and Monroe County schools came to one of four parks along the Detroit
River to participate in educational activities.
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kinds of fish, and 300 species of migratory birds.
Moreover, the Detroit River International Wildlife
Refuge reflects a long legacy of citizen conservation
and "the fulfillment of a new vision for the refuge
system."

Joan Moody is editor of this special publication and
a press officer in the DOI Office of Communications.

On Saturday, hundreds of visitors turned out despite brisk winds for
"Families in the Field" day. Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton, Service
Director Steve Williams and Refuge System Chief Bill Hartwig joined U.S.
Congressman John Dingell and a host of partners for a gala opening ceremony
at Lake Erie Metropark, on the Detroit River in Brownstown, Michigan.
The opening extravaganza started with the appropriate international pomp
and circumstance - both U.S. military and Royal Canadian Mounted Police presented the colors.
The Detroit River Centennial celebration would not have been possible without a host of public and private partners, and a large and enthusiastic crew of
Fish and Wildlife Service employees and volunteers, guided tirelessly by Detroit
River IWR Acting Refuge Manager Doug Brewer.

Rachel Levin is with the FWS External Affairs office in Minnesota.
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By Martha Nudel

W

hen Baca Refuge in Colorado and Mountain
Longleaf Refuge in Alabama became the
54lst and 542nd additions to the National
Wildlife Refuge System last spring, they continued a
100-year tradition of protecting the nation's most significant natural resources for wildlife conservation.
From one-ton bison to half-ounce warblers, the
refuge system protects a priceless gift - the heritage
of a wild America.
Composed of 542 refuges, 39 wetland management
areas and more than 3,000 waterfowl production
areas, the refuge system supports at least 700 species
of birds, 220 mammals, 250 reptiles and amphibians
and more than 1,000 fish on about 95 million acres.
Nearly 260 threatened or endangered species are
found on refuge lands.
Numbers do not paint an adequate portrait of a system that, while still evolving, preserves a sense of
America along with her most vulnerable creatures.
When President Theodore Roosevelt established
the then 5.5-acre Pelican Island National Wildlife
Refuge on March 14, 1903, TR may well have envisioned a network of protected places where wildlife
and America's outdoor heritage could thrive. After
all, he signed into law 51 Executive Orders establishing wildlife refuges in 17 states and territories from
Puerto Rico to Alaska and Hawaii. On February 25,
1909, alone, he created 17 refuges. Two days later, he
created eight more, including five refuges in Alaska.
Indeed, the hastily typed executive orders came so
fast that some even went unpublished as official
records.

100 Years of
Conserving Wildlife

53 Refuges in Short Order
By the time Theodore Roosevelt left the White
House, the nation had 53 refuges. Among them was
Breton Island, the nation's second oldest refuge, now
comprised of a series of barrier islands including
Breton Island and all of the Chandeleur Islands in St.
Bernard Parish, Louisiana, where more than 10,000
brown pelicans have been recorded as nesting.
Other legendary refuges also were created by the
refuge system's founder: Hawaiian Islands Refuge,
which grew to a chain of islands, reefs and atolls that
stretches 800 miles northwest of the main islands
and whose approximately 1.8 million acres of submerged coral reefs are home to more than 7,000
species of coral, algae, mollusks, fish, crustaceans
and other marine vertebrates and invertebrates.
Wichita Mountains Refuge in Oklahoma, which was
the country's first national game preserve, today is an
island where 59,020 acres of natural grass escaped
destruction because the rocks underfoot defeated the
plow.
Simple preservation was the earliest form of
wildlife management. In the refuge system's early
years, that meant posting boundary signs, conducting
periodic counts of wildlife and ensuring law enforcement on refuge lands. In short, it meant securing
habitat as a start.

~·

Dust Bowl and Depression
The appropriation of $1.5 million in 1924 for the
purchase of Mississippi River bottomlands for a
refuge marked the first time that Congress set aside
money for a general wildlife reservation. Today, the
Upper Mississippi River .Wildlife and Fish Refuge - at
261 miles - is the longest refuge outside of Alaska.
But the next decade brought economic and resource
difficulties for people and wildlife.

Continued on page 12
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As drought and economic depression swept across
American in the early 1930s, waterfowl and other
wetland wildlife seemed to be blowing away with the
soil. The number of waterfowl reached its lowest
point in recorded history.
The refuge system shared the nation's trying times,
but conservation leaders were undeterred. Once Jay
N. "Ding" Darling, a nationally known political cartoonist and a celebrated conservationist, was appointed in 1934 as chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey
- predecessor to the Fish and Wildlife Service - the
funding picture changed, at least for a time. He was
instrumental in the 1934 passage of the Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp Act, requiring all waterfowl
hunters to purchase an annual Duck Stamp. Nearly
all Duck Stamp revenue was used to buy or lease
waterfowl sanctuaries.
With the Duck Stamp to raise funds, seed money
from Congress and a host of Civilian Conservation
Corps workers to restore habitat, the refuge system
began an unprecedented crusade for waterfowl and
other wildlife. In 1937, John N. Bruce, engineer of the
camp at Tamarac Refuge in Minnesota, wrote, "We
wake up and live again those forgotten pioneer days
of our forefathers, to bring back as near as possible,
those same abundant conditions of nature as they
existed before the advent of civilization."

Managing for People and Wildlife
Just as habitat conditions have changed dramatically in America since the turn of the century, so has
wildlife management in the refuge system. Simple
preservation was the earliest form of wildlife management. In the first decades of the 20th century, citizen wardens guarded many refuges from poachers
and plume hunters. Visitors were rare - perhaps an
occasional scientist or photographer, sometimes a
wealthy birder who would afford a luxury trip.
As the refuge system grew in the 1920s and 1930s,
some refuges were opened to hunting and fishing.
Then, in a move to broaden support for raising the
price of the Duck Stamp, a 1949 amendment permitted hunting on 25 percent of the land purchased for
the refuge system with Duck Stamp funds. That percentage was raised to 40 in 1958.
Interest in using refuges for recreation other than
hunting and fishing caught the fancy of the postWorld War II generation. Americans loved to travel
the nation's back roads; There, they discovered their
National Wildlife Refuge System.
In 1951, the first year that visitor use records were
totaled, refuges hosted 3.4 million visits. By the end
of that decade, visitation shot past 10 million.
Visitation tripled again by the 1970s until today, when
refuges see more than 38 million visits per year.
Refuges have become showcases for wildlife. They
are places for children to learn firsthand nature's lessons of adaptation and diversity. They are places of
heritage from which America passes on to a new generation a love for wildlife.

PresUlent Theodore Roosevelt enjoys one of the refuges he
created, Breton Jsl,and National WiUllife Refuge in Louisiana,
abave. Photo from the Library of Congress. Roosevelt took
timely action because of threats to wildlife such as the decimation of bird populations to fuel the fashion industry's
demand for feathers, right. Below, these visitors to Pelican
lsl,and in the early 20th century found birds nesting on the
ground because vegetation had been destroyed.

System was officially designated that same year.
Since 1968, with the formal designation of the
Great Swamp Wilderness Area on Great Swamp
Refuge in New Jersey, wilderness in the refuge system
has grown to more than 20.6 million acres.
Additionally, National Wild and Scenic Rivers have
been designated on five refuges in Alaska and a
stretch of the Niobrara River on Fort Niobrara Refuge
in Nebraska. Nearly 1,400 miles of river are destined
to run wild and free.
Today, many refuges are involved in the reconstruction of rare habitats. At the Neal Smith Refuge
in Iowa, land that grew corn and soybeans for 150
years is the site of one of the largest tallgrass prairie
reconstructions in the United States. In Missouri, Big
Muddy Refuge, now more than 10,000 acres, is strung

Continued on next page

Wilderness and Natural Areas
As early as the 1950s, the refuge system began to
focus on preserving unique plant communities. The
FWS had designated distinct grassland areas on
refuges in the Nebraska Sandhills as Research
Natural Areas. As early as 1959, the Society of
American Foresters added 25 unique forest stands on
17 refuges to its list of natural areas.
Even before the Wilderness Act of 1964, many areas
on refuges were de facto wilderness due to their
remoteness, inaccessibility and the protection provided by their refuge designation. The Endangered
Species Preservation Act of 1966 provided the first
specific authority to establish refuges for protection
of vanishing wildlife. The National Wildlife Refuge
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and the State of California acquirecj.
salt ponds · formerly owned by
Cargill. The partnership will free
up 10,000 acres, most to be
restored to wetlands and some to be
retained for saline ponds important
to certain species.
The four foundations have provided fundipg for interim restoration. that will convert the ponds
from their salt-producing function
to wildlife ponds. Expanded recreation will be offered next year.
Nothing is as popular as· _the
chance to get away from the noise
and exhaust fumes of urban San
Francisco to the quiet and green of
the refuge. One three -:rnile trail
alone gets more than 250,000 visitors - families and individuals who
find green -space a scarcity and a
treasure.

like pearls along 367 miles of the
Missouri River between Kansas City
and St. Louis. This is the land documented by Explorers Lewis and
Clark - but the· Missouri River is
vastly different today.
Historically, it was a slow-moving,
shallow river, a haven for wildlife.
Today, the river is channelized,
more navigable, but not better for
wildlife. The refuge is trying to turn ·
back the hands of time, allowing the
river to create its own chutes and
sandbars, willow thickets and cottonwoods . Eventually, the refuge
'\'ill grow to 60,000 acres as the
refuge system works with landowners who want to preserve their land
fot wildlife and for the future.

Shining Like Diamonds

On January· 19, 1959, the FWS
. purchased the first waterfowl proA Succinct Mission
duction area, the McCarlson WPA,
More than 90 years after the first
in Day County, South Dakota. That
. refuge was created, the National
began one of the least-understood
Wildlife
Refuge
System
programs of the refuge syst~m.
Improvement Act, signed by
The plan for WPAs was simple:
purchase and restore prime wetland
President Bill Clinton in 1997,
unequivocally named wildlife conand grassland habitat across the
vast Prairie Pothole region and surservation as the sole mission of the
round these areas with hundreds of
refuge system and gave wildlifewetlands protected by permanent
related recreation and educational
conservation easements that ban
uses - such as hunting, fishing,
dramage, filling and burning.
bird watching and environmental
Today, the refuge system has
education - priority over all other
more than 3,000 WPAs and 25,000
public uses.
conservation easements - protectThe act mandates that conservaing forever wetlands on more than
tion plans be created within 15
1. 6 million acres of private land.
years, clearly establishes that
Although the WPAs cover less than
refuges are anchors for. biodiversity,
2 percent of the Prairie Pothole
. and that the lands and waters of the
landscape in North America, they·
refuge system should be kept bioproduce nearly 23 percent of the
logically healthy and safe from outarea's waterfowl.
side threats.
From the tiny Medicine Lake WPA
The .act requires that the refuge
in North Dakota to the 3, 733~acr~
system's growth be planned to conKingsbury Lake WPA in Montana,
tribute to the conservation of
waterfowl production areas harbor .Snow geese at Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refage, New Mexico. Photo, <OTom and Pat ecosystems and complement the
an impressive diversity of life. These Leeson. Reprinted with permission from America's Wildlife Refuge's Land of Promise. (See
work of states; Tribes, and other
jewels of the prairie offer food _a nd page 16).
Federal agencies to conserve fish,
cover for waterfowl to nest and raise
wildlife, and plant habitats.
broods. The surrounding grasslands
Just a year later, the National
While the refuge system added massive amounts of
·Wildlife
Refuge
system
Volunteer and Community
are home to birds that thrive in the six-foot grass.
wilderness in the past 25 years, it also invited massive
Through the refuge system's careful management, number of visitors as it created "urban refuges" near Partnership Enhancement· Act enabled the FWS to
water levels at many waterfowl production areas can · or within major metropolitan areas. The John Heinz expand a volunteer network that accounts for about
be altered to ensure that migrating shorebirds find at Tinicum Refuge near · Philadelphia and the Don 20 percent of all work performed on refuges. Then,
food and thrive.
Edwards San Francisco Bay Refuge, both established on November 1, 2000, the world's largest network of
lands dedicated to wildlife conservation got a. strong
in 1972, are two dramatic examples.
The View from the Wilderness and the City
The Don Edwards San Francisco Bay Refuge, the boost when President Clinton signed the National·
In Alaska - America's last frontier - whole ecocsys- largest urban refuge, covers more than 23,000 acres Wildlife Refuge Centennial Act, making 2003 the
tems were set aside as· refuges by early Executive across three counties at the southern end of the bay. "Year of the Wildlife Refuge" and celebrating 100
Orders. But nothing was as significant for the land as Surrounded by . more than 7 million .people, it is years of accomplishments.
Refuges are natural treasures - tools that have resthe Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act home to 227 sp,ecies of birds. More than,half-a-milin 1980.. Vast tracts of land - about 53 mjllion areas lion shorebirds make use of its mud flats and salt cued and recovered species from extinction ·and resting places for millions of birds. Perhaps most of all,
- were added to the system as Yukon Flats, Yukon ponds.
Delta, Arctic, Kenai and the Alaska Peninsula became
At the same time, more than 850,000 people visit they are places of respite and beauty in a nation that
the refuge each year. A public fishing pier. is accessi- grows ever more crowded and distant from its land
refuges.
.
These living laboratories of biological diversity ble for wheelchairs. Hunting for waterfowl is very heritage. They are indeed, as Theodore Roosevelt
envisioned, "the property of unborn generations,
have presented new challenges. Instead of the habitat popular.
restoration problems in the lower 48 states, the
Right now, the refuge is working on the largest wet- whose belongings we have no right to squander."
refuge system has been challenged in Alaska to main- lands restoration project west of the Mississippi River.
Martha Nudel is a Writer-Editor with the Division of
tain intact natural systems while permitting wildlife- With the $20 million from four foundations Visitor
Services & Communications of the National
related recreation and subsistence use by native peo- Hewlett, Goldman, Packard and Moore - plus corpople.
rate and other funding, the Fish and Wildlife Service Wildlife Refuge System.
100 Years
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·Starting with TR: A Varied and Colorful History
By David Klinger ·

as forest preserves in 1891, once again raising the
potential of establishing a rudimentary network of
ike many good ideas, it started small.
areas for protection of wildlife. The forests had neither administration nor protection, however, and
Three acres, more or less, depending upon the
although trespassing was forbidden , it was not
ebb and flow of the tides and the shift of the
- winds.
enforced.
In 1892, Harrison withdrew Afognak Island in
When Theodore Roosevelt set aside Florida's Pelican
Alaska as a timber reserve and the U.S. Bureau of
Island as a bird sanctuary in 1903, perhaps few people
Fisheries promptly had it declared a salmon preserve.
had an idea that he was setting in motion a complex
The island is now part of Katmai National Monument,
chain of events that, years later, would result in a
the second largest area in the National Park System.
National Wildlife Refuge System ... the world's largest
Other scientists bent Harrison's ear and convinced
network of lands managed for the benefit of wildlife.
· him that the bays and rocks adjacent to Afognak
California had the honor of being the first ·state to
should be included as refuges for sea lions and sea
establish a wildlife refuge when its legislature passed
otters. Though, again, largely in name only, this was
a law to set aside Lake Merritt in 1870. In 1852, an
the first public area specifically set aside as a wildlife
ent erprising settler named Samuel Merritt had
refuge.
acquired the land near Oakland and converted a
And when the Yellowstone Park Protection Act was
· slough into the lake.
herded through Congress by Iowa's John F. Lacey in
This historic event in the history of the refuge move1894, Yellowstone Park became the first inviolate
ment wasn't even noticed beyond this locality, howevwildlife refuge in fact.
er. This waterfowl sanctuary, later a park, is now in the
But it would take nine more years and a President
heart of Oakland's high rise business district.
named Roosevelt to put the whole bus~ness on a firm
The Federal idea had really started back in 1872
footing and establish what we know today as the
when Yellowstone National Park was set aside, ~hiefly
National Wildlife Refuge System.
for protection of the area's hot springs and geysers.
Presiuent Roosevelt might himself not have fully
Hunting and timber cutting were prohibited as well,
known what he was setting in motion when he asked
accomplishfug what many wildlife protectionists
as aide, "Is there any law that will prevent me from
sought.
declaring Pelican Island a Federal Bird Reservation?"
While the buffalo slaughter raged on the plains President Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the refuge
Told there was not, he replied, "Very well, then I so
around Yellowstone, a remnant herd 'of 250 lives in system
declare it."
·
their mountain retreat 1tj.thin the park virtually unnoDavid Klinger is Senior Writer-Editor at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
ticed. By 1885, they would be the only surviving wild buffalo in the United States.
President Benjamin Harrison set aside 13 million acres of western public lands National Conservation Training Center in Shepherdstown, West Virginia. This article is an historic extract from the Fish and Wildlife News of December 1978.
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Expanding Rapidly:

North to Alaska

By Mark Madison

U

ndoubtedly the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act caused the greatest physical transformation of our refuge system in the past twentyfive years. The passage of this act in 1980 created nine
new refuges and consolidated and expanded seven more.
The end result was to add more· than 53 million acres
to the refuge system creating the two largest refuges in
the system: Arctic NWR (19.5 million acres) and Yukon
Delta NWR (19.l million acres). The expansion of the
Alaskan refuge system to almost 77 million acres two
decades ago presented great opportunities and challenges.
•
Large intact ecosystems (including 18.5 million acres
of wilderness) proved ideal habitat for wildlife. The inclusion of many native villages within the boundaries of
some of these new refuges (43 villages in Yukon Delta
NWR alone) required new outreach efforts by Service personnel to w<_>rk With native peoples in conservation planning....
· President Theodore Roosevelt could scarcely have envisioned that his 53 reservations and preserves would grow
to be an integrated system of more than 95 million acres
of prime wildlife habitat. His seed took root in the
American imagination and the ongoing mission of the
refuge system is a testament to America's devotion to Passage of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act greatly expanded the National Wildlife
wildlife.
Refuge System. The two largest refuges in the system are the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and the
Mark Madison is a FWS Historian in Shepherdstown, Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge. Both are havens for millions of birds and other wildlife such as this
West Virginia.
Emperor Goose and Chicks on the Yukon Delta. FWS photo.
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By Doug Newbould

y vantage point for viewing the National
Wildlife Refuge System at the approach of its
Centennial year was my assignment at Kenai
National Wildli.fe Refuge, one of 16 refuges in Alaska.
Together, refuges in Alaska ·encompass about 77 million acres, or 82 percent of all the lands in the
National Wildlife Refuge System. About 23 percent of
Alaska's refuge lands, or 18 million acres, are designated wilderness. Many of these lands are unknown
to most Americans.
Many Americans are probably. aware of some
refuges in the lower 48 states and in Alaska the Arctic
and maybe even the Kenai national wildlife refuges.
But how many have heard of refuges like Innoko
and Tetlin in Alaska, Bosque del Apache and Sevilleta
in New Mexico, or Forsythe refuge in New Jersey? Up
until recently, I was not aware of many of these special places.
Perhaps this lack of awareness is why some have
referred to the National Wildlife Refuge System as
"America's best kept secret."
But perhaps this year, the National Wildlife Refuge
System Centennial is helping America discover one of
our most important natural treasures.
My personal understanding expanded greatly in
October 2002, when I attended the National Wildlife
Refuge Management Academy in Shepherdstown,
West Virginia. I was one of four Alaskans and one of
28 other academy participants to spend three weeks
in the "Mountain State" of West Virginia.
I didn't have the heart to tell the locals we have glacial moraines bigger than some of their mountains.
Of course, that part of the country has its own
beauty, and I was fortunate to .Qe back there during
the peak of autumn colors.

M

A Set of Marching Orders
I learned that the first year I came to work for the
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1997, was the year the
National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act
passed into law. That law gave the refuge system its
own "organic legislation," a set of marching orders, if
you will.
Refuges now have a mission statement: "The mission of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is working
with others to conserve, protect, and enhance fish,
wildlife, and plants and their habitats for the continuing benefit of the American people."
·
Refuges offer outstanding wildlife -dependent
recreational opportunities, including "the big six"fishing, hunting, wildlife observation and photography, environmental education and interpretation .. If
refuges are America's best-kept secret, then more
than .35 million visitors each year are keeping their
mouths shut.
At the end of the first week, each of us was asked
to make a lO~minute presentation about our home
units. It was a phenomenal day for me as I ,\ritnessed
27 peers share their passion for conservation-each
telling a story about the special place they work. I
learned about the little refuge on the coast of Maine,
named for Rachel Carson, the woman who wrote
Silent Spring.
I learned about the Lower Rio Grande Valley refuge,
where several neighboring communities compete
with each other to capture some of the several hundred thousand birders that "flock" to the area every
year. I learned about a refuge in Minnesota, named
for the wild rice that grows there: Rice Lake National
Wildlife Refuge, a place where wolves still run free.
And I learned about the Yukon Delta refuge, more
than 19 million acres of western Alaska wild lands
that still fit the definition of "untrammeled."

Getting to Know the.Refuge System

The 16 refuges ·in Alaska have 82 percent of the 'land in
the National Wildlife Refuge System. The author's vantage point is Kenai National Wildlife Refuge (aboi!e),
shown in this FWS photo. With 542 refuges, there are
many lesser known areas to explore includingNeil Smith
National Wildlife Refuge in Iowa. This field of greyheaded conejlowers, at right, preserves tallgrass prairie habitat. Photo '°Tom and Pat Leeson from America's Wildlife
Refuges.

Seeing Urban Refuges
During our second week, we traveled to four
"urban refuges," and it was quite an experience for a
country boy like me.
First we crossed the Delaware River on a ferry to
Visit the Cape May National Wildlife Refuge at the
southern tip of New Jersey. There we saw some of the
remnants of the millions of horseshoe crabs that
beach themselves there each year.
·From Cape May we traveled to the Edwin B.
Forsythe Refuge at Brigantine, where you can look
across the tidal marsh to the high-rise casinos of
Atlantic City. I was surprised to see so many snow
geese, feeding on the marsh grasses.
Next, we continued. north to Philadelphia to visit
the John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge at Tinicum . .
This is truly an urban refuge that hosts tens of thousands of inner-city school children annually, teaching
them about conservation and wildlife.
The last refuge .on our trip was the Patuxent
Research refuge near Laurel, Maryland: This special
refuge is where the whooping crane restoration project began, and continues today.
Our last week was back at the training center in
Shepherdstown, and I think it was my favorite week
of all. We continued to learn about refuge programs,
issues, challenges and opportunities that ·week, and
our final exercise was a team presentation before a
panel of refuge managers.
Each team of six service employees was given a set
of refuge management- scenarios/problems to

"solve." These scenarios were really difficult situations designed to test our mettle. It was akin to the
"Kobi-ashi-maru." (For you non-trekkers, that was
the test without a solution, for which Captain Kirk
found a "creative" solution- he cheated.)
. The really special thing about that 'week was the
lasting friendships we formed. It was so hard to say
good-bye to my new friends . But I know I will see
them all again, as I travel this great land of ours visiting some of our national treasures-our national
wildlife refuges.
Doug Newbould is the Fire Management Officer G:_t the
Kenai National Wildlife Refuge. For more infonnation
about the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, visit the
Web site at http://kenai.fws.gov.
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Noted Photographers and ·Writers
-Focus on Refuges
T

his special issue of People l and and Water features o tstanding articles and photos of refuges
and species from America's Wildlife Refuges:
Lands of Promise, publ.ished by Graphic Arts Center
Publi sh ing in October 2003. Thanks to author
Jeanne Clark. photographers Tom & Pat Leeson and
the publisher for permission for one-time use of
this material in th is Department of the Interior
magazine.
.
Other photos in this issue were done for the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife service by a team of noted refuge
photographers, Karen and John Hollingsworth.
Karen Hollingsworth recently gave a presentation
about her new book, Smithsonian Book of
National Wildlife Refuges at the Department of
Interior University. Many of her previous photos
can be downloaded from the image library of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service website at
www.fws.gov.

America's Wildlife
Refuges:
Lands of Promise
Jeanne Clark, author of America's Wildlife
Refuges, has been a nature writer for 25 years.
She served for five years as outreach coordinator for Region 1 of the Fish and Wildlife
Service and for five years as editor of Out and
About , the regional newsletter. Articles
reprinted in this issue from the book include
" Saving Habitats, Saving Species," and the
pieces on the bald eagle, American bison, and Kodiak brown
bear.
Many of the photos in this magazine are reprinted from
America's Wildlife Refuges by permission of Tom and Pat
Leeson, internationally recognized wildlife photographers.
Their photos appear in hundreds of U.S. and international
publications each year, and they have previously published
other books.

Smithsonian Book of National
· Wildlife Refuges
Published by the Smithsonian Press in 2003, this book by Eric
Jay Dohn tells the intriguing story of people and places behind
the refuge system. The photos are by John and Karen
Hollingsworth, whose refuge photos have appeared in many publications including National Geographic . Although John
Hollingsworth is now deceased Karen continues the work of the
team.
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ving Habitats, Saving Species
By Jeanne Clark

N

ational wildlife refuges are as diverse .as the
character of the natfon. Loggerhead turtles
. nest on protected beaches in the shadow of
Florida's Cape Canaveral's laupch pads . . Weary
songbirds find respite on trees in an urban New
Jersey swamp~ Spow geese form a sea of white on
South . Dakota plains and marshes. Prairie dogs
inha}:lit burrows at a former C()lorado military arsenal. . Bald eagles and coastal brown ·bears . feed
undisturbed on some of the world's greatest sah:n~n
runs in Alas.ka. And tnarine life flourishes on coral
reefs in the remote Pacific Ocean ....
Passage of several Endangered Species Acts, culminating in 1973, established new priorities and
national wildlife refuges became a focus for the
preservation of many species at risk. Fifty-six
refuges have been established to rebuild populations of some of the nation's 260 listed species and
the recovery of nearly 100 species is closely tied to
refuges.
·
The Florida Key Deer, Aleutian Canada goose, whooping
crane and monk seal occur almost exclusively on refuges
established for them. The types of species protected also
expanded. Ellicott Slough Refuge (California) protects the
Santa Cruz long-toed salamander. Antioch Dunes Refuge
(California) preserves remnant dune habitat in the midst of
an industrial area and was the first refuge set aside for a
butterfly and two imperiled plants. Lake Wales Ridge
Refuge (Florida) sustains almost two dozen plants, a snake,
two skinks, and a jay, all in jeopardy.
Preserving less charismatic species as part of the warp
and woof of .the environmental fabric parallels the evolution toward protecting entire landscapes. The purposes of
many newer refuges reflect the need to preserYe ecosystems and their biological diversity, from inicroorganisms
in the soil, plants, and other living creatures to the time-wrought relationships
they share.
.
·
~~ny older refuges, such as Malheur (Oregon), have likewise expanded their
?ngmal focus. All 16 Alaskan refuges were established to protect pristine,
mtact ecosystems and more than half, .inchiding Arctic, Yukon Delta, Togiak,
and Kenai, also safeguard unspoiled wilderness.
By contrast, the challenge 'for refug(( detectiveo.biologtsts at Neal Smith (lo:wa)is to rediscover how tallgrass prairie ecosystems work and recreate one of the ·
nation's most ·e ndangered habitats. Hakalau Forest (Hawaii) is attemptfog to
preserve artd restore a lush tropical rainforest once again capable of sustaining
na~ive wildlife, including eight imperiled birds. The Akepa (honeycreeper),
Akiapolaau, Io (Hawaiian hawk), and others feed and breed amorig five hundred year old koas and other venerable trees. ·Forest clearings and ·abandoned
pastm:es now include saplings that were grown, 'planted, fertilized . and are
tended by volunteers helping to reverse the effects of 150 years of livestock
grazing. Since it was established in 1985, the refuge has built miles of fences
to exclude cattle and pigs. It is fighting non-native plants with prescribed fire,
bulldozers, and hand removal, striving tO. restore the forest ecosystem \Vi.th
dozens of native plant and tree species grown hi its own nursery. ·
·
This .ev,olut~onfrom saving ,species to 'conse.rving entire ha:f>itats was finally
:recognJzed ~t~ .~assage of the National }Vildlife R;efuge Sy$t~1n Improvep'lent
Act ~f 1997. Early refuges were few apd. ·mfinagecl il!dividually..' As .migtatoty
species slowly c.Onnected the growing number qf re;fuges, coordination 0£ xnail-

Protection of wildlife habitats in refuges is the primary reason for the survival, persistence or recovery of many species. At the
National Bison Range in
Montana, above, the herd
has swelled. At Petit Manan
NWR in Maine, At/,antic
puffins, left, find shelter.
Photos by <l>Tom and Pat
Leeson from America's
Wildlife Refuges: Lands of
Promise, used by pe11llission.

agement goals and efforts became imperative. The 1997 Act facilitated this
final important linkage, descriQing a unique system of refuges united by a
shared mi_ssion; vis~on'. and principles for conserving ecosystems, placing the
needs of fish and wildlife ahead of all uses, and assuring recreation and other
refuge uses are compati.Qle with the system's mission and each refuge's purposes. The Act Jinks. refuges as diverse as Desert (Nevada), Koyukuk (Alaska)
Moosehorn (Maine/, and Laguna Caregena (Puerto Rico).
. '
~nerations of Fish and ·Wildlife Service employees hav_e been guardians of
this far~flung legacy. ·Re~ge staffs now include biologists, technical systems
experts, · recreation planners, .law enforcement agents, maintenance workers·
and oth~rs using technological tools their forebe~rs eould not have imagined
to face ~ new •century's challenges, from invasive species, dwindling habitat,
and the mcreased need for partnerships, education, and sound ·science, to pre~
serving symbolic valves such as wildness.
·
·
A hundred year8 of refuge workers have nevertheless coped with the same.
~earing heat,-knifing cold, limited budgets, and fong hour$ required to get the
JOb · done. For most the government paycheck js the second reward; the first is
the chance to watch caribou return to give birth, see skeins of ge~se urive at·
the. mar~h, or witness ·captive-bred whooping cranes .reclaim·the·wild; and .u se
theu skills and commitment to make a difference.
· ·.
·
. l~anne.G/,ark is.autho~ of America's Wildlife Refug~s: Lands of Pi:omisefrom
which this .e ssa7 ~· reprinted by permission. (See_ page 16};
.
· . ·.. .
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The National Wildlife Refuge System
is Credited with Saving or Strengthening
Wildlife Populations & Species,
Starting with our .National Symbol

The Bald Eagle Flies On
By Jeanne Clark

W

ith white hood and tail feathers gleaming,
the bald eagle rolls, then rides a thermal
current on lazy spirals into the clouds. He
planes out above the water, his seven-foot
wingspan charting a flight of beauty and easy
grace.
Charles Broley watched countless bald eagles
command the sky, often from their own nests
high in the tree canopy. The amateur naturalist
and volunteer donned climbing spikes and banded eagles on Florida's Gulf coast for the National
Audubon Society, often risking gusty winds and
the sharp talons of returning parents.
In 1939, he was banding about 150 young birds
a season. A decade later there were fewer youngsters and the nests were filled with thin, shattered
eggshells. By 1958, he was able to find and band
only a single eaglet.
Documenting nest failure after failure, Charles
Broley observed what Rachel Carson later detailed
in .her 1962 book Silent Spring: pesticides and
heavy metals were destroyers cif ecosystems and
the causes of reproductive failure in bald eagles
and scores of other species.

Monarch of the Skies
Chosen as the symbol of our young nation in
1782, this monarch of the skies was slaughtered
and poisoned. Bald eagle numbers plummeted
from perhaps 200,000 nesting pairs to fewer than
450 nesting pairs in thel960s throughout the ·
Lower 48 states.
The bans on DDT and other chemicals and protection under the Endangered Species Act helped
lay the groundwork for recovery. In the 1970s,
Virginia scien.tists found a single pair of nesting
bald eagles. Hope drove private citizens and The
Nature Conservancy to safeguard 6,000 acres of
resting, feeding, and roosting habitat as Mason
Neck National Wildlife Refuge, the first refuge in
the system devoted to protecting bald eagles and
a place where eagle·s nest today.
Bald eagk and chicks. Plwto; ©Tom and Pat Leeson from
Wildlife professionals and concerned citizens America's Wildlife Refuges: Lands of Promise. (See page 16).
made a similar stand at the Klamath Basin in
Oregon. At one time, more than 1,000 bald eagles
eagles. He worked with Bob Fields, manager of
over wintered in the basin, but by the 1960s, only 2ff Klamath Basin National Wildlife Refuge to convince
nesting pairs could be found.
The Nature Conservancy to purchase and hold the
Ualph Opp, a veteran eagle o_bserver and biologist core area and another 3,200 acres surrounding. it
for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, until the Fish and Wildlife Service could raise funds
made a stunning discovery about the significance of to buy the land. This occurred in 1978, and Bear
night roosting areas. Every evening eagles gathered Valley National Wildlife Refuge became the first
on northeast-facing slopes in old growth stands that refuge established to protect night roosting habitat
protected them from wind, and offered safety and for the bald eagle.
open branches to accommodate dozens of birds with
Creating Homes
six-to-eight foot wingspans.
Opp located the largest of their night roosts in
The refuge and partners conduct surveys, research,
1976, a 1,000-acre core area used by up to 600
prescribed burns, and other activities to maintain
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and improve the habitat. Today, up to 1,000 bald
eagles use the basin, forming the largest wintering concentration of bald eagles in the lower 48
states.
, Each winter of the 1980s, the refuge staff at
Sequoyah National Wildlife Refuge (Oklahoma)
observed a few eagles somersault through the air
and lock talons during courtship displays, then
carry branches to a nest the birds never used.
Even ' though partnerships were uncommon, the
refuge enthusiastically responded when the
George M. Sutton Avian Research Center of
Oklahoma asked them to build an elevated plat-, form, called a hacking tower, for the center's
progeny.
For several months, they provided fresh fish to
the maturing youngsters. They also gave housing
and equipment to volunteers who helped monitor
49 eagles released on the refuge over a six-year
period. Banded birds from Sequoyah are now
routinely sighted in other states and it is not
unusual to see more than a dozen eagles brooding their eggs on the refuge, even through i;;pring
snowstorms. The successful partnership with the
refuge allowed the center to expand its program,
eventually releasing 275 bald eagles in five southern states.
·
Dozens of refuges have been established for
bald eagles, w_hich now winter or nest at about
350 national wildlife refuges and other natural
areas across the continent.

ASuperb Hunter
Hundreds feast on fish and waterfowl at refuges
strung along the Mississippi River. Huge concentrations gather at Blackwater (Maryland). They
feed on fish frozen in oxbows of the River Grande
River at Alamosa/Monte Vista (Colorado) and are
a common sight at Karl E. Mundt (South Dakota),
another night roost sanctuary protected when a
community sold endangered species drinking
cups to help purchase the land. They have never
been imperiled in Alaska, where a thousand or
more mingle in huge gatherings as they follow
the spawning salmon at Kodiak National Wildlife
Refuge.
The Fish aqd Wildlife Service upgraded the
bald eagle from endangered to threatened over its
entire range in 1995. Delisting is on the horizon. A
superb hunter, a skillful thief, and a devoted mate,
the bald eagle is one of only a few endangered species
to recover, demonstrating the resiliency of nature
when provided a chance, and given a refuge.
Reprinted by permission from America's Wildlife
Refuges: Lands ofPromise, Photography by l!'JTom and
Pat Leeson, Jason and Gene Stone; Essay by Jeanne
Clark.
.
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At the National Bison Range in Montana, the herd has swelled to 450 bison. Plwto, CTom and Pat Leeson from America's Wildlife Refuges: Lands of Promise.

By Jeanne Clark

0

n October 18, 1907, a New York train bearing precious cargo labored to a
stop in the small southwestern Oklahoma town of Cache. Led by the
renowned Comanche Chief Quanah Parker, Indians on horseback joined
excited throngs of towns people gathered to witness this historical moment. Heavy
crates bearing 15 healthy bison donated from the New York Zoological Park were
placed on mule-drawn wagons for the thirteen mile trip to a fenced enclosure in
the Wichita Forest. It had been 50 Tears since the last bison were slaughtered on
these wild prairies. An icon of the Great Plains had returned.
At one time the American bison roamed the prairies and grasslands in staggering numbers of 60 million or more. This ton of muscle _covered wtth _tough hid() was uniqµ~ly _ adapted to
the prairie, its feet stirring seeds in the soil and frs ·
drive to wander protecting the landscape from overgrazing. Bison were the heart of the Plains Indian's
existence and spiritual life. Their dried droppings
fueled fires, wooly hides became robes and moccasins,
meat and marrow were a source of sustenance.
Between 1840 and 1890, bison numbers plummeted.
Traders bartered with th~ Indians, sometimes securing
a hide for as little as three cups of coffee or six cups of
sugar. Hide hunters followed, often taking 50 -to 100
animals a day. Then General Phillip Sheridan ordered the bison's extermination
in order to drive the Plains Indians into established reservations, making way for
the railroad and settlement. N_u merous efforts to pass state and federal legislation
to protect America's largest game animal failed. After supporting their decimation, in 1894 Congress finally appropriated $15,000 to buy 21 privately-owned
bison to augment Yellowstone National Park's small wild herd. The land was
strewn with their bones and less than 100 wild ·bison remained.
Recognizing the bison's fragile existence, William Temple Hornaday of the
Smithsonian Institution organized the American Bison Society in 1905, with
President Theodore Roosevelt as the group's honorary leader. The Society and the
New York Zoological Society offered to donate fifteen bison if Congress would provide $15,000 to fence an area in Oklahoma's Wichita National Forest and Game
Preserve. The fence was built and fifteen wagons unloaded the crated animals,
which ambled into fr.eedom and a new future for the American bison.
It is fortunate for the bison, and the relocated elk, longhorn cattle, turkeys,
prairie dogs, river otters, and burrowing .owls which have followed, that the
refuge's oak savannah and prairie had been too rocky to till and were set aside as
a sanctuary. In the early years the refuge and Civilian Conservation 'corps crews
expanded the fencing to encompass the entire 59,000 acre refuge, constructed

working pens, and built stock ponds, water impoundments and concrete dams to
hold year round water. The refuge provided supplemental feeding for about two
decades, until the native prairie was healthy. This careful husbandry continues
today, and now six hundred bison roam the Wichita refuge.
The refuge has since separated the herd into three groups with cross fencing.
Each October the stillness of the prairie is broken by a distant drumming. The
sound of hooves beating the earth draws closer, accompanied by a smear of dust
on the horizon. The air vibrates with bellowing as hundreds of the shaggy beasts
appear, trotting ahead of hovering helicopter and cowboys mounted on sturdy
horses. The standard story is that a cowboy can drive the bison anywhere they
want to go. The route is never direct; bison constantly vee'r to the left and the
right to keep sight·of their pursuers.
·
The refuge culls out older animals to auction, sample·s for diseases, and shuffies youngsters between the
· herds to maintain genetic diversity. Since 1907, more
than 7,000 excess animals have been sold or donated
to preserve the high quality of Wichita grasslands.
A year after the bison came to Wichita, the American
Bison Society urged the President to establish the
National Bison Range in Montana. The Society raised
$10,000 to purchase a private herd of 42 animals that
were moved to the refuge. The herd has swelled to 450,
a number maintained by periodic roundups. Animals
are tested, sampled, and tiny tags are inserted beneath the skin to identify each
animal. All'of the bison on refuges and other public lands are descended from
the same early herds. While some mixing with cattle has occurred with private
herds, those on public lands remain pure, a genetic legacy descended from the
same stock that once roamed the Old West.
The American Bison Society disbanded in 1918, having met their goal of saving
the bison. There are now about 25,000 on public lands and over 180,000 on private ranches in the United States and Canada. Several other refuges are also bison
guardians, including Sully's Hill (North Dakota), Fort Niobrara (Nebraska), and
Neal Smith (Iowa). At these refuges, peop1e are learning about the intimate relationship between the bison and rare prairie ecosystems. It is a. symbiotic joining
that the Plains Indians have understood since the beginning of their time. For
them, the spirit of the bison, the Indian, and the earth are one. Private herds may
wax and wane, but several national wildlife refuges and other sanctuaries will
assure that this soul of the earth endures.

"1"'he stillness of the
prairie is broken by
distant drumming."

.

Reprinted by permission from America's Wildlife Refuges: Lands of Promise,
Photography by Tom and Pat Leeson, Jason and Gene Stone; Essay by Jeanne
Clark.
·
·
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King· of Brown
Bears Flourishes
at, Kodiak

interests, and preserve a wealth of wild salmon, wild
bears, and wild country, a win-win solution was essential between parties with a history of distrust.
The Fish and Wildlife Service ·made pm:chase of
these native inholdings their top acquisition priority.
But in the days following the oil spill, negotiations halted as worried Kodiak residents and refuge staff saw
gooey mousse from the spill become trapped in their
bays and blanket their shorelines. Marine life was decimated, a huge blow for commercial fishermen, includBy Jeanne Clark
ing the Alutiiq, who earned as much as twenty million
dollars annually from the Karluk and Sturgeon river
n the north edge of the Pacific Rim, tides bathe
salmon. As they watched as their livelihoods and legaand storms batter a string of islands, reefs, and
cies destroyed, recreation-based development of their
seamounts isolated from mainland Alaska by disinholdings seemed inevitable.
tance and time. It is a scenic, unspoiled wilderness surThe Kodiak Brown Bear Trust, a conservation group
rounded by one of the most biologically productive Coastal Grizzly, McNeil River, Alaska. Plwto, ©Tom and
representing national interests in conserving the brown
ecosystems in' the world. The centerpiece is Kodiak; a Pat Leeson from America's Wildlife Refuges: -Lands of
bear and its habitat in a manner sensitive to the Alutiiq,
one hundred-mile-long island skirted by rugged coast- Promise.
has helped keep the partners talking. Negotiations were
line and offshore rocks' used by two million sea birds.
made public, the State and refuge embarked on a bear
Its chiseled mountains and-hidden valleys shelter red for 7,500 years, are geographically and culturally inter- management plan, and citizen advisory committees
fox and introduced Sitka black-tailed deer. Pristine twined. They are also bound by legislation and the were established, which helped to create an unprecelakes and rivers support five ~pecies of spawning · March 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill, when the super- dented level of public participation that has since
salmon. It is also home _to a unique race of giants.
tanker leaked eleven million gallons of oil, some of become a model for the nation. Parties have worked to
Barely a pound at birth, the Kodiak brown bear may which was carried by wind and tides to pristine·Kodiak. set aside distrust. Their common ground has been the
tower over nine feet and weigh 1;500 pounds in its Through the efforts of a partnership led by the refuge, refuge aiJ.d what is best for the brown bear.
prime. Kodiaks are the largest brown bears, or griz- State of Alaska, Alutiiq people, Kodiak Brown Bear
The results are also without precedent. Willing native
zlies, in the world. They gain their great stature from Trust, and others, the environmental tragedy sur- corporations-have sold inholdings or negotiated conserthe island's increc;lible diversity, where 12,000 years of rounding the refuge was turned into one of the most vation easements to the Fish and Wildlife Service to
separation from the mainland have made these bears compelling conservation successes of the century.
return 276,000 acres to refuge management. The purgenetically distinct. Those in the molintain valleys feast
The refuge and its brown bears were the focal point chases have been made with $150 million from the oil
on lush grasses, sedges, and abundant berries. They of discussions beginning in 1971, when the Alaska spill, and government and private funds, representing
congregate along prolific salmon streams and lakes, Native Claims Settlement Act fulfilled a promise made the largest addition to an existing refuge, through
some supporting 200 feeding bears, a density seldom to its native people in 1959, Upon Alaska's statehood, to acquisition, in the history of the Refuge System. Public
matched around world. On rocky southern beaches, return control of their historic lands. On Kodiak, the . use of the 58,000-acre Karluk Lake inholdings is now
bears devour insects hiding iii kelp or marine mammal native corporations selected 310;000 acres of prime for- being managed by the refuge under a multi-year concarcasses that have washed ashore. Kodiak bears flour- . est, river, and coastal habitats within the refuge. This servation easement that could lead to full acquisition.
ish here and throughout the archipelago, consuming 80 included several. vital bear feeding areas, including the
To the Alutiiq, the mere presence of the brown bear
to 90 pounds of food per day to prepare for winter and rich Karluk Lake watershed, which holds tluee times evokes fear and inspires awe. So powerful is his totem
the birth of cubs during hibernation. Management has more salmon than the. 2,500 watersheds of Oregon's that they do not refer to him by name. He is the brown
involved studying the bears' food preferences, move- -Columbia River. A special provisfon of the law forbade one, the big-footed one, the great one. His meat has
ments, and population densities; learning how deer the Kodiak corporations from selling their land to any given sustenance, his shaggy coat has provided warmth,
hunting and public viewing affect them; and assuring non-native for twenty years, directed them to give the his teeth are proudly worn, his bone and sinew the
that this unique setting is protected.
government the first right to purchase land, and source of tools. He is the backbone of a culture, an
Three presidents have recognized the national value required them to man~ge it without interfering with economy, and the giver and taker of life. The Kodiak
of the bears and their wilderness domain. In 1892, brown bears and refuge regulations. For the Alutiiq, brown bear is an icon, symbolic of all that is wild and a
Benjamin Harrison set aside neighboring Afognak encumbering their l~d with these require~ents deval- partnership forged of necessity to preserve a giant, a
Island as a Forest and Fish Culture Reserve, in 1907 ued w~at they had waited a century to rec~iv~ and g~ve refuge large enough to sustain him, and the First
President Theodore Roosevelt established Afognak as them littl_e recourse. These lands had_ no _oil fields, tiln- People's right to a way of life.
part of a Lie Chugach Na1ionfil- Forest0 -,and- in· 1941-, _ ber, or ~es to .de¥~19.Ih To ere~~ a li~e~ihQQdJID? I!_re=--. __
Franklin Roosevelt made two-thirds of Kodiak island a serve therr way of life, ~e Alu~q consid~re_d building
Reprinted by permission from America's WiJiilife
national wildlife refuge for the brown bear. The lives of roads and r~sorts, re_nting h~ting and fishmg lodg~s, Refuges: Lands of Promise, Photography by Tom and
its brown bears, millions of spawning salmon, and the ~d developmg tounsm, which w_ould surely conflict Pat Leeson, Jason and Gene Stone; Essay by Jeanne
Alutiiq or "First People " who have lived on the island with refuge purposes and regulations. To protect the Clark.
'
national interest, the Alutiiq's cultural and economic
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The.ix only hope for sarvival was a struggling flock of
=about 18 birds pEotected ·in 1937, when t11eir winter

bugle~affeetiona:tely for their partner. Guided by the

refuge an;d Corps, local ·*bn:shwss donated tons of

wo whooping cranes looked up with startled yel- home was preserved as Aransas National Wildlife material and hundr
provided labor to
low eyes as the deep quiet of their pond was :Refuge (Texas). Protection has not spared these begin proteeting the ree
etine. A National
.
broken by a whirring sound. Stiff-legged, they imperiled cranes frOm a continuing onslaught of Audubon Society lawsuit fioo yzyjelded a :perrpanent
urged their solitary chiek int.o the safety of some taJil problem!!'. In tke 1940s, the Army Corps of Engineers solution frotn the Corps, which armored over twenty
sedges as a helicopter en r-0ute to a forest fire passed, constructed the Gutt lntercoastal Waterway bisecting iniles designated as critical crane habitat. Their
then ciroled baek to give the pilot a second. look. It the refuge. Piles of dredge spoils buried close to
spoils are noW 'neing ~nsed to advantage, to
would seem that the tallest bird in North America~ 1,200 acres of crane roosting habitat and waves from ,,, ~v
,. marshes. Although there are now 1l85
an elegant white bird standing ilive feet with. blaek barges and boats eroded several acres ' per ear. cranes, ~$as cannot guarantee their safety. The
whl«f>i,.,...
and a red crown., would be bard
Protection
under the Enrumo:ered.
of birds :remain vulnerable to hurricanes, and. . sniUs
of
t~f~r- to lose·' btlt
.
. .., " q
r .;:;
not a · single nesting whooping crane bad oeen"Seen 1966 and 1973 stopp~ the Co
,~
oducts transported on tbe waterway. 'Recently,
for over a decade. The future changed in June 1954, .;.,¥ spoils on the refuge but th~*
!1
t
a:tet _flows to the wetwhen their secluded nesting habitat was finally dis- , erosion, whieh became severe.
""""
fftli~
covered at Canada's Wood Btiffalo National Park.
By the 1990s, the s~~ly :inc:re . ,,
-rtl Shooting, disease, and loss of the'ir wetland and tion bad captured the hearts'. of citi~ens and cosserprairle habitat had eause.d North American whoopmg vation groups.. Eaeb year they visited the refuge and
crane~ numbers to t pitun(Dlet to uear-extin(?tiou.
climbed_on tour boats .to. wat?h pairs mated ~or life - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - .bow .tbeu- beads, flap theIT wmgs, dance on atr, and

re
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SAVING HABITATS, SAVING SPECIES

By Martha Nudel

Sea Turtles Find
Nesting Havens

T

he night is warm, the moon is full, the breeze
that comes off the glittering ?cean dis~els some
of the summer heat, the Flonda beach is deserted as far as the eye can see.
In the stillness of a summer night, the Atlantic
Green Sea Turtle - Chelonia mydasis by her scientific name - crawls out of the ocean to build a ~
·nest and lay her clutch 0£ eggs - maybe as many .
as 115 at a time. She was here in July or August
two or three ·years ago. Although she only lays
eggS- every few years, she likes to return to a
beach she has known.
The green sea turtle is huge - about three feet
long, 300 to 350 pounds. She is no youngster by
human terms - 30 to 50 years old before she
matures to breed. Although population estimates for the green turtle are difficult to pinpoint for a variety of reasons, experts believe
th.e re are 200 lo 1,100 females nesting on U.S.
beaches.
The breeding populations of green sea turtles
off the Florida coast were declared an endangered species in 1978. Six other species of sea
.turtles are also endangered in the United States.
The loggerhead turtles are a threatened species.
Green sea turtles live long lives, 80 to 150 Green sea turtle. Photo, ®Tom and Pat Leeson from America's
years. Indeed, the turtle's exact life span is Wildlife Refuges: Lands of Promise. (See page 16).
another of the my; teries that we have not yet
divined about this great creature, whose ancestry
· stretches back 100 million years. We don't even know or foraging grounds for ·sea turtles. Refuges that
how she selected this beach to nest, although we are form the Hawaiian and Pacific Islands Refuge
Complex - such as Baker Island, Howland Island and
gaining more solid information each year.
Researchers from the University of Central Florida Jarvis Island refuges - are closed to the public.
have studied sea turtles since 1982 at the Archie Carr Threatened green sea turtles and other species forage
National Wildlife Refuge, which has more than 20 in the shallow waters on and around the reef - along
miles of beachfront from Melbomne to Wabassco with hundreds of colorful species of fishes, corals
along Florida's East Coast. The land'is among the best and other invertebrates. Indeed, these refuges are
green sea turtle and loggerhead turtle nesting ground closed to the public in order to protect fragile seabird
in the United States. More than 17,000 sea turtle nests colonies and island habitats. ·
Other refuges - like Merritt Island and Hobe Sound
are laid annually. Every nest is monitored and tracked
each morning to understand just how many eggs hatch in Florida - are important to sea turtles and are open
to the public. Hobe Sound, a coastal refuge bisected.
and how many hatchlings return tQ the sea.
by the Indian River Lagoon, is one of the few places
Recording Every Aspect
in the United Stat~s where visitors can join a Turtle
Walk.
Over the past two decades, researchers at Archie
Twenty-five people at a time can learn about sea
Carr refuge have recorded and analyzed every aspect turtles, first from a video ~show and then by waiting
of the sea turtles' lives and habits to learn more
on the beach while certified watchers observe nesting
about these fascinating giants. Their research contin- turtles. Once a green sea ·turtle lays as many as 50
ues.
eggs, visitors can actually go right up to watch her
Ten national wildlife r~f_uges are important nesting

Whooping Cranes
Conttr1;uetl from page 20

;

--------------~-----

many possibilities for addressing these realities. Over
many years scientists have cautiously removed one of
two ctggs produced by the nesting birds to furm the
foWldation of a captive bre
and reintroduction
program first, at Patuxent Wiil 'e Researeb Center
(managed by the Fish and Wildlife Service until
1996) and later, at the International Crane
Foundation (Wisconsin) and Calgary Zoo (Canada). A
fourteen~year effort to create a new migratory flock
al Grll)·s Lake NationaLWUdlUe Refuge (Idaho) ultimately failed, but a non-migratory flock started on
Flotida's Kissimmee Prairie in 1993 is slowly increasing, providing insurance against catm~trophe.
Another migratory flock was essential, but how could
these inexperienced birds learn tl1e migration route?
Serendipity provided the answer wb.en an ultralight pilot sailing n \1-ind was foHowed by a skein of
tlying gee·se. From t his Operation Migration was b0rn

and eventually, tbe Whooping Crane Eastern
Partnership, an intematio--qal alliance of agencie$,
foundations, researchers, . priv.ate landownerS, ahd
others devoted to crane roooV€ry: They agreed to
establish a flock of cranes at Necedah National
Wildlife Re~e ~isconsin) , and teach them the
migration raufo"lZ Florida's Chassahowitzka National
Wildlife Refuge using ultralight aircraft.
In the tan of 2001, eight young whooping cranes al
Necedah ,conditioned to the ultralight even before
birth, t.ook to the s kies accompanied by three u.ltraJights, and a Cessna. They followed a predetermined
route invoh'ing otb.er refuges, 20 state agencies, and
34 private landowners who agreed to allow overnight
stays on their property. They were fOUowed by an ontbe-ground entourage of recreational vehicles, veterinarians, and handlers. SuC<'-ess required decent
weather - alld hope. After).,250 miles, 27 stops, and
48 da:, s of travel, an ultralight followed by stately
white birds glided pae"t a shopping mall where 2,000
onlookers watched jn awed sH nee, then skimmed
over Lhe palms and cypress of their winter home at

finish the process.
Sea turtles are graceful saltwater reptiles, well
adapted to life in their marine world. With streamlined bodies and flipper-like limbs, they are graceful
swimmers able to navigate across the oceans. When
they are active, sea turtles must swim to the ocean
surface to breathe every few minutes.
Of all the mysteries we have not yet resolved
about sea turtles, no life cycle is more fascinating and unfathomable ·than their nesting. As the
green sea turtle crawls out of the ocean, she will
turn around and return without nesting if she
.s ees any light or movement.

Deliberate Mother
She deliberately and carefully scoops out her
nest - which can be as much as three feet deep.
There she lays her eggs, grunting, with "tears"
running down her face. While humans watching
her labor can be very emotional, the turtle's
tears are not. The tearing occurs because she is
on dry lahd. In her normal habitat, the seawater
washes her eyes regularly.
When she is finished, she covers the nest with
sand and makes her way back into the ocean. To
confuse predators about her nest, she will sometimes dig decoy nests. ..
The hatchling will emerge from the nest about
45 to 60 days later. Those on the bottom - more
than 50 siblings - have ·the hardest time emerging. Many won't.
But those that survive will head into the glimmering ocean as -their mother .h as, also at night because
light can be disorienting. They will dive under the
surf, swimming nonstop for 24 hours, straight for the
Gulf Stream, where they will live and feast for their
first 10 years of life. Then, they will migrate to reefs
and lagoons, rich in nutrition.
The hatchlings are tiny - just ,t hree inches long yet they are perfectly formed turtles, their shells
already intact.
Although the green sea turtle traveled thousands of
miles to return to her original birthplace to lay her
eggs, she will never see her young. But they will continue the genetic lirte begun 100 million years ago.
And for those humans who have watched the process
on the beach, the emergence symbolizes a precious
link in the ecological chain.

Martha Nudel is a Writer-Editor with the Division of
Visitor Ser.vices & Communications of the National
Wildlife Refuge System.

Chassahowitz:ka. These travelers made history, and
mpeated tt ·when corµident wings ca;rried them to
Necedah on their own. In faff 2002 they rebmled to
Chassahowitzka, parachuting on thennals in just
nine days. They returned t0 a refuge with expanded
wetlands, and Ml enlarged pen for 16 more whooping
cranes, which flew .i nto history -on the second ultralight migration in fall 2002. .,
Chassabowitka, Necedala, Aransas - three national
wildlife refug.es at the heart ola consetYation mile$tl)ne. When President Theodbre Roosevelt established the first refuges, partn~rship Wtl8 a foreign
concept al\d con.secvation was a OedgUn3 idea. The
w.booping cra~e recovery e:ffott ls a remarkable story ~
of ingenuitY and: copt)eration, a fitting "'posteT chlld" .
for tbe conservation ethic President Roosevelt envisioned.
Rf!printed by pennission from America's Wildlife
Refuges: Lliniis of Promi$e, PhQl.ogrophy by Tom and
Pat Leeson, Jason and Gene Stone; Essay by Jeanne
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California Condor,
Hopper Mountain NWR,
Califomill
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ALABAMA

AMERICAN SAMOA

Bon Secour
Cahaba River
Choctaw
Eufaula*
Fern Cave
Grand Bay
Key Cave
Mountain Longleaf
Sauta Cave
Watercress Darter
Wheeler

Rose Atoll

Sacramento River
Salinas River
San Diego
San Joaquin River
San Luis
San Pablo Bay
Seal Beach
Sonny Bono Salton Sea
Stone Lakes
Sutter
Sweetwater Marsh
Tijuana Slough
Tule Lake
Willow Creek-Lurline

ARIZONA
Bill Williams River
Buenos Aires
Cabeza Prieta
Cibola*
Havasu*
Imperial*
Kofa
Leslie Canyon
San Bernardino

Loggerhead sea turtle laying eggs at
dawn, Archie Carr NWR, Florida.
Photo, ©Tom and Pat Leeson.

.COLORADO

Crystal River
Egmont Key
Florida Panther
Great White Heron
Hobe Sound
Island Bay
J.N. Ding Darling ·
Key West
Lake Wales Ridge
Lake Woodruff
Lower Suwannee
Mat/acha Pass
Merritt Island
National Key Deer Refuge
Okefenokee
Passage Key
Pelican Island
Pine Island
Pinellas
St. Johns
St. Marks
St. Vincent
Ten Thousand Islands

Alamosa
Arapaho
Baca
Browns Park
Colorado River WMA
Monte Vista
Rocky Mountain Arsenal
Two Ponds
Coastal grizzly, McNeil River, Alaska.
Photo, '°Tom and Pat Leeson.

Mexican wolf, Arizona.
Photo, '°Tom and Pat Lees~n.

ARKANSAS
ALASKA
Alaska Maritime
Alaska Peninsula
Arctic
Becharof
lnnoko
lzembek
Kanuti
Kenai
Kodiak
Koyukuk
Nowitna
Selawik
Teti in
Togiak
Yukon Delta
Yukon Flats

Muskox, Arctic NWR, Alaska.
Photo, '°Tom and Pat Leeson.

Bald Knob
Big Lake
Cache River
Felsenthal
Holla Bend
Logan Cave
Overflow
Pond Creek
Wapanocca
White River

Bombay Hook NWR, Delaware.
Photo Jamie Richie, FWS.

CONNECTICUT
Stewart B. McKinney

CALIFORNIA

DELAWARE

Antioch Dunes
Bitter Creek
Blue Ridge
Castle Rock
Cibola*
Clear Lake
Coachella Valley
Colusa
Delevan
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay
Ellicott Slough
Farallon
Grasslands WMA
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes
Havasu*
Hopper Mountain
Humboldt Bay
Imperial*
Kern
Lower Klamath*
Marin Islands
Merced
Modoc
North Central Valley
Pixley
Sacramento

Bombay Hook
Prime Hook

FLORIDA
Archie Carr
Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee
Caloosahatchee
Cedar Keys
Chassahowitzka
Crocodile Lake

Roseate spoonbills, Ding Darling
NWR , Ff rida. Photo, ©Tom and Pat
Leeson.

GEORGIA
Banks Lake
Blackbeard Island
Bond Swamp
Eufaula*
Harris Neck
Okefenokee*
Piedmont
Savannah
Wassaw
Wolf Island

*located in more than one state·
Brown pelican, Merritt Island NWR,
Florida. Photo, ©Tom and Pal Leeson.
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GUAM

IN DIANA

Guam

Big Oaks
Muscatatuck
Patoka River

HAWAII
Hakalau Forest
Hana lei
Hawaiian Islands
Huleia
James Campbell
Kakahaia
Kealia Pond
Kilauea Point
Oahu Forest
Pearl Harbor

l

Coldwater River
Dahomey
Grand Bay* ·
Hillside
Mathews Brake
Mississippi Sandhill Crane
Morgan Brake
Noxubee
Panther Swamp
St. Catherine Creek
Tallahatchie
Yazoo

I

l

MISSOURI

Western meadowlark, Wichita
Mountains NWR , Oklnhoma. Photo,
John & Karen Hollingsworth, FWS.

Atlnntic Puffin, Petit Manan
NWR , Maine. Photo, Tom
and Pat Leeson.

KANSAS

MARYLAND

Flint Hills
Kirwin
Marais des Cygnes
Quivira

Blackwater
Chincoteague*
Eastern Neck
Martin
Patuxent Research Refuge
Susquehanna

KENTUCKY
Hawaiian monk seal. Photo, '°Tom
and Pat Leeson.

Clarks River
Ohio River Islands*
Reelfoot*

MASSACHUSSETS
Assabet River
Great Meadows
Mashpee
Massasoit
Monomoy
Nantucket
Nomans Land Island
Oxbow
Parker· River
Silvio 0. Conte National Fish
& Wildlife Refuge*
Thacher Island

IDAHO
Bear Lake
Camas
Deer Flat
Grays Lake
Kootenai
Minidoka

LOUISIANA

Greyheaded coneflower, Neil Smith
NWR , Iowa. Photo, ©Tom & Pat Leeson.

IOWA
DeSoto*
Driftless Area
Neal Smith
Northern Ta!lgrass Prairie*
Port Louisa*
Union Slough
Upper Mississippi River National
Wildlife & Fish Refuge*

Atchafalaya
Bayou Cocodrie
Bayou Sauvage
Bayou Teche
. Big Branch Marsh
Black Bayou Lake
Bogue Chitto
Breton
Cameron Prairie
Cat Island
Catahoula
D'Arbonne
Delta
Grand Cote
Handy Brake
Lacassine
Lake Ophelia
Mandalay
Red River
Sabine
Shell Keys
Tensas River
Upper Quachita

Chautauqua
Crab Orchard
Cypress Creek
Emiquon
Great River
Meredosia
Middle Mississippi River
Port Louisa*
Two Rivers
Upper Mississippi River National*
Wildlife & Fish Refuge

MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA
Agassiz
Big Stone
Crane Meadows
Hamden Slough
Mille Lacs
Minnesota Valley
Northern Tallgrass Prairie*
Rice Lake
Rydell
Sherburne
Tamarac
Upper Mississippi River National
Wildlife & Fish Refuge*

Aroostook
Cross Island
Franklin Island ·
Lake Umbagog*
Moosehorn
Petit Manan
Pond Island
Rachel Carson
Seal Island
Sunkhaze Meadows
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Bison herd, National Bison Range,
Montana. Photo, Tom and Pat Leeson.

Lee Metcalf
Lost Trail
Medicine Lake
·National Bison Range
Nine-Pipe
Pablo
Red Rock Lakes
Swan River
UL Bend
War Horse

MISSISSIPPI
Bogue Chitto*

24

MONTANA
- Benton Lake
Black Coulee
Blackfoot Valley WMA
Bowdoin
Charles M. Russell
Creedman Coulee
Hailstone ·
Halfbreed Lake
Hewitt Lake
Lake Mason
Lake Thibadeau
Lamesteer

Detroit River International
Wildlife Refuge
Harbor Island
Huron
Kirtlands Warbler WMA
Michigan Islands
Seney
Shiawassee

MAINE

ILLINOIS

Big Muddy National Wildlife
& Fish Refuge
Clarence Cannon
Great River*
Middle Mississippi River*
Mingo
Ozark Cavefish
Pilot Knob
Squaw Creek
Swan Lake
Two Rivers*

*located in more than one state
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NEBRASKA
Boyer Chute
Crescent Lake
DeSoto*
Fort Niobrara
John W. and Louise Seier
Karl E. Mundt*
North Platte
Valentine

Grulla
Las Vegas
Maxwell
San Andres
Sevilleta

Upper Souris
White Lake
Wild Rice Lake
Willow Lake
Wintering River
Wood Lake

NEW YORK
OHIO

Amagansett
Conscience Point
El izabeth A. Morton
Iroquois
Montezuma
Oyster Bay
Seatuck
Shawangunk Grasslands
Target Rock
Wallkill River
Wertheim

Cedar Point
Ottawa
West Sister Island
Ruddy duck, J. Clark Salyer NWR ,
North Dakota. Photo , John and
Karen Hollingsworth.

J. Clark Salyer
Johnson Lake
Kellys Slough
Lake Alice
Lake George
Lake llo
Lake Nettie
Lake Otis
Lake Patricia
Lake Zahl
Lambs Lake
Little Goose
Long Lake
Lords Lake
Lost Lake
Lostwood
Maple River
Mclean
North Dakota WMA
Pleasant Lake
Pretty Rock
Rabb Lake
Rock Lake
Rose Lake
School Section· Lake
Shell Lake

NORTH CAROLINA

Desert bighorn sheep. Desert
NWR, Nevada. Photo, ©Tom
and Pat Leeson.

NEVADA
Anaho Island
Ash Meadows
Desert National Wildlife Range
Fallon
Moapa Valley
Pahranagat
Ruby Lake
Sheldon
Stillwater

Alligator River
Cedar Island
Currituck
Great Dismal Swamp*
Mackay Island
Mattamuskeet
Pea Island
Pee Dee
Pocosin Lakes
Roanoke River
Swanquarter

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Great Bay
John Hay
Lake Umbagog *
Silvio 0. Conte Nat'.I Fish & Wildlife
Refuge*
Wei pack

NEW JERSEY
Cape May
Edwin B. Forsythe
Great Swamp
Supawna Meadows
Wallkill River

Snow geese, Bosque del Apache
NWR , New Mexico. Photo, Gary
Stolz, FWS.

NEW MEXICO
Bitter Lake
Bosque del Apache

Deep Fork
Little River
Optima
Ozark Plateau
Salt Plains
Sequoyah
Tishomingo
Washita
Wichita Mountains

Pronghorn antelope, Sheldon
refuge, Nevada. FWS photo.

OREGON

Red Wolf, Alligator River NWR , NC.
Photo, ©Tom and Pat Leeson.

NORTH DAKOTA
Appert Lake
Ardoch
Arrowwood
Audubon
Bone Hill
Brumba
Buffalo Lake
Camp Lake
Canfield Lake
Chase Lake
Cottonwood Lake
Dakota Lake
Dakota Tallgrass Prairie WMA *
Des Lacs
Florence Lake
Half-way Lake
Hiddenwood
Hobart Lake
Hutchinson Lake

OKLAHOMA

Yellow-headed blackbird, ]. Clark
Salyer NWR , North Dakota. Photo,
John and Karen Hollingsworth.

Sheyenne Lake
Sibley Lake
Silver Lake
Slade
Snyder Lake
Springwater
Stewart Lake
Stoney Slough
Storm Lake
Stump Lake
Sullys Hill National Game Preserve
Sunburst Lake
Tewaukon
Tomahawk

Ankeny
Bandon Marsh
Baskett Slough
Bear Valley
Cape Meares
Cold Springs
Deer Flat*
Hart Mountain National Antelope
Refuge
Julia Butler Hansen *
Klamath Marsh
Lewis and Clark
Lower Klamath *
Malheur
McKay Creek
Nestucca Bay
Oregon Islands
Sheldon*
Siletz Bay
Three Arch Rocks
Tualatin River
Umatilla
Upper Klamath
William L. Finley
*Located in more than one state
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Attwater Prairie Chicken
Balcones Canyonlands
Big Boggy
Brazoria
Buffalo Lake
Caddo Lake •
Grulla*
Hagerman
Laguna Atascosa

Fish Springs
Ouray

VERMONT
Missisquoi
Silvio 0. Conte Nat'I Fish & Wildlife
Refuge*

Clark's nutcatcher, Oregon. Photo
by- Dave Menke, FWS.

American Avocet, western U.S. Photo,
©J'om and Pat Leeson.

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie
John Heinz NWR at Tinicum
Ohio River Islands*

WASHINGTON
Wlwoping cranes, Aransas NWR ,
Texas. Photo, ©Tom and Pat leesqn.

PUERTO RICO
Cabo Rojo
Culebra
Desecheo
Laguna Cartagena
Vieques

Bald eagle, Mason Neck NWR ,
Virginia and other refuges.
Photo, ©Tom and Pat Leeson.

Little Sandy
Lower Rio Grande Valley
McFaddin
Moody
Muleshoe
San Bernard
Santa Ana
Texas Point
Trinity River

RHODE ISLAND
Block Island
John H. Chafee
Ninigret
Sachuest Point
Trustom Pond

VIRGINIA
Back Bay
Chincoteague*
Eastern Shore Of Virginia
Featherstone
Fisherman Island
Great Dismal Swamp*
James River
Mackay Island*
Martin*
Mason Neck
Nansemond
Occoquan Bay
Plum Tree Island
Presquile
Rappahannock River Valley
Wallops Island

SOUTH CAROLINA
ACE Basin
Cape Romain
Carolina Sandhills
Pinckney Island
Santee
Savannah*
Tybee
Waccamaw

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Buck Island
Green Cay
Sandy Point

SOUTH DAKOTA
Bear Butte
Dakota Tallgrass Prairie WMA *
Karl E. Mundt*
Lacreek
Lake Andes
Sand Lake
Waubay

TENNESSEE

Attwater's prairie chicken, Attwater
Prairie Chicken NWR, Texas. Photo,
©Tom and Pat Leeson.

U.S. ISLAND POSSESSIONS
Baker Island
Howland Island
Jarvis Island
Johnston Island
Kingman Reef
Midway Atoll
Navassa Island
Palmyra Atoll

Chickasaw
Cross Creeks
Hatchie
Lake Isom
Lower Hatchie
Reelfoot*
Tennessee

TEXAS
Anahuac
Aransas

26
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Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge
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Columbia
Conboy Lake
Copa Iis
Dungeness
Flattery Rocks
Franz Lake
Grays Harbor
Julia Butler Hansen*
Little Pend Oreille
McNary
Nisqually
Pierce
Protection Island
Quillayute Needles
Ridgefield
Saddle Mountain
San Juan Islands
Steigerwald Lake
Toppenish
Turnbull
Umatilla*
Willa pa

WEST VIRGINIA
Canaan Valley
Ohio River Islands*

WISCONSIN
Fox River
Gravel Island
Green Bay
Horicon
Necedah
Trempealeau
Upper Mississippi River National
Wildlife & Fish Refuge*
Whittlesey Creek

WYOMING
Bamforth
Cokeville Meadows
Hutton Lake
Mortenson Lake
National Elk Refuge
Pathfinder
Seedskadee
Bald eagle, Ridgefield NWR , Washington and other refuges. Photo, ©Tom
and Pat Leeson.

*Located in more than one state
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By Phil Million

T

o learn about Paul Kroegel, one must come eventually to the Kroegel homestead and talk to Mrs.
J. T. Thompson, his daughter and probably the
best authority on his life and times.
Mrs. Thompson, a slight, lovely lady in her 70s who
punctuates her anecdotes with delightful b'tusts of
girlish laughter, says it all began in Chemnitz,
Germany.
"That's where they were living when my father's
mother died suddenly on Christmas day, 1870," she ·
recalls. "My father was only 6 years old at the time·
and his baby brother was 2."
Distraught over his wife's death and at odds with an
older brother -who had inherited the family estate,
Paul's father, Karl Freidrich Gottlob Kroegel, decided
early in 1871 to make a new start in America. And so,
in classic immigrant fashion, they came; surviving a
deadly outbreak of plague in Hamburg and a stormy
passage across the Atlantic to New York.
During the next 10 years, the elder Kroegel, who
had been a china maker in Germany, worked as a chef
, in New York and Chicago. "While they were in
Chicago, my grandfather heard about the Homestead
Act and became interested in moving to Florida," Mrs.
Thompson says. "My daddy was 17 at the time and was
learning the meat industry in Chicago and also learning to make furniture, boats and houses. Anyway, in
1881, they came to Florida and grandfather got a job
in a famous resort hotel in Fernandina, near
Jacksonville."
After a brief tenure feeding Yankee tourists at the
hotel, the r.estless Kroegels bought a small sailboat
and provisions and headed south in search of a homestead.
"They started down the St. John's River and there
was no wind," says Mrs. Thompson. "It was in the
spring and the mosquitoes come out early and just
swarmed them. The wind never did pick up and they
had to row all the way down the St. Johns to Salt Lake,
At night they were scared to death because the panthers and the alligators were so close."
.
Mrs. Thompson believes the Kroegel's decision to Warden Paul Krogel, FWS Historical Collection.
stop near Pelican Island was rooted in their German
past. Her grandfather, she reminds you, was used to
the hilly country around Chemnitz and Barker's Bluff
was the only hill around. Likewise, she ties · the
~'1"11,tit
younger Krogel's· fascination with the hundreds of
brown pelicans paddling their way lazily through the
Indian River air to the fondness he had shown as a
child for storks nesting on the roofs of Chemnitz.

ivas wortli

Seeking a Homestead

a. 11iillio1i d(Jllars
to l1.i11i. ''

In any event, they stopped and slapped together a
rude palmetto shanty on top of the bluff. A hurricane
whisked the shack away in 1882, but the Kroegels,
having started an orange grove by this time, were
there to stay. They soon replaced the shanty with
more permanent frame strµcture made from lumber
they brought in by boat from St. ·Augustine. From his
vantage point atop the mount, Paul Kroegel would
spend hours observing the tiny, 3-acre island that
.seemed so irresistible to the thousands of pelicans
who for some reason preferred its beaten down mangrove trees as nest sites to all others in the vicinity.
During the 1880s and 1890s, Paul Kroegel entered
young manhood - a slim man with piercing blue eyes
and a fine blond mustache. Using the carpentry skills
he learned in Chicago, he became a boat builder.
These were free-wheeling times. Game laws were
practically non-existent. Plume hunters were devastating waterfowl in the Everglades to supply the fashion
industry's demand for feathers . .One observer pretty
well summed up human behavior toward wildlife on
Florida's waterways in the fate 1870s when he reported: "Practically all tourists were armed with rifles,
shotguns, revolvers, or all three. These armed men
lined the rails of the steamboats and shot ad libitum
at alligators, waterfowl, or anything that made an
attractive target. There were practically no restrictions

on shooting, although the steamers never stopped to
gather in the game, but left it where it fell."
Mrs. Thompson remembers well her father's
accounts of those days of trouble for his beloved pelicans: "The channel was such that boats had to go
Within 100 feet of Pelican Island. When '!;he boats got
close, the pelicans would just rise up and hover
around them. And that's when people started shooting at the pelicans. Well, daddy saw what was happening and he just had to do something about it."
·What he did was begin an intensive lobbying campaign on behalf of the birds.
•
"What my father wanted to do was get word through
to President Roosevelt," Mrs. Thompson says. "He
wanted Pelican Island to be a Federal reservation so he
would have power to keep people off the island."
Somehow the word did get through. Federal protection was extended to the island by way of President
Roosevelt's Executive Order of March 14, 1903. 'I\vo
weeks later, Kroegel received another piece of paper
that had been signed in Washington: "Mr. Paul
Kroegel of the State of Florida is hereby appointed
warden in charge of Pelican Island ,Reservation,
Florida, in the Division of Biological Survey in the
United States Department of Agriculture, at the rate

of one dollar per month, to be paid from the fund
appropriated for general expenses of biological investigations. This appointment takes effect of April 1,
1903."

Into His Own Hands
Mrs. Thompson says her father wasn't bothered by
the rather penurious salary. "He could tell people to
stay off Pelican Island and that was worth a million
dollars to him."
·
Lacking the benefit of a formal education in wildlife
management, the new warden leiuned his craft the
hard way. According to Mrs. Thompson, the
Agriculture Department ordered Kroegel to post a
large sign on the island proclaiming it and.its feathered inhabitants to be wards of the government. The
pelicans, of course, immediately left the island and
didn't return until Kroegel, taking matters into his
own hands, removed the offending sign in November
1904.
I
Eventually, Warden Kroegel evolved a simple modus
· operandi. . "The Department of Agriculture sent him
this huge American flag," explains Mrs. Thompson
with a laugh. "It was the prettiest thing I ever saw.
They wanted him to put it up on the island, but he just
laughed, knowing it would scare the pelicans away.
Instead he put it on a flagpole near his dock.
Whenever boats would come down the river, they
would always blow their whistles to salute the flag.
That give him his warning and when he heard a boat
whistle he would j~p up and get to the river and sail
his boat to the island. "
Mrs. Thompson adds that her father usually took a

Continued on page 3 7
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Finley's Outreach Produced
First Refuges in the West
Finley helped from Oregon's first Fish and Game
Commission in 1911. He was appointed state game
illiam L. Finley, pioneer wildlife photogra- warden and established the agency's first magazine,
pher and documentary mm maker, also was the Oregon Sportsman, writing most of it himself. In
a master of outreach. When he saw wildlife 1919, the Commission fired Finley.
The Oregon public was shocked and outraged by
populations or habitat under siege, he used his photographs, articles he authored for the popular maga- Finley's flring. Thousands of protest letters were writzi11es of his day, and illustrated wildlife lectures to get ten and school children held a Finley Day.
In the 1930s, when the rivers feeding Malheur Lake
the attention of the American public and President
were diverted for irrigation and left the lake an alkaTheodore Roosevelt.
Three Arch Rocks, supporting the largest bird li flat, Finley was able to achieve a happier ending.
colonies on the Oregon coast, also provided Finley Finley turned to his friend, Jay N. "Ding" Darling,
with his greatest wildlife photography adventure. Chief of the U.S. Biologi1:<al Siirvey, for help in purAccessing the wind and wave-battered islands by a 14- chasing the "P." Ranch and its all-important w,ater
foot rowing dory, Finley ·and his partner, Herman rights. Finl~y . wrote, "It wai;; a.mong my personal
~-.-~·~, ·..
·\
_ ~
Bohlman, lugged heavy cameras and glass plates up highpoints." .
Finley dieQ. in .i953. In 1964; th~ Fish and Wildlife
the sheer face in 1903 to photograph seabirds.
Finley used the photographs to convince the Serve named a newly established.refuge ill Oregon's
Oregon legislature to end the sport of shooting · Willamette Valley for him in recognition of his eonseabirds, which he witnessed at Three Arch Rocks. servation achievements and the inception .of the
According to Finley's written accounts, a boat would Na~ional Wildlife Refuge System in the West.
take passengers down the coast on Sundays and slowSusan Saul is an outreach specialist in External
ly steam around the rocks while the gunners fired
into the nesting bird colonies. "The beaches at Affairs in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Pacific
Oceanside were littered with dead birds following the Regional Office.
Sunday carnage," he wrote.
He then turned to the White House. After viewing
the photographs, President Theodore Roosevelt
declared Three Arch Rocks a federal bird sanctuary
on October 14, 1907. It was the first bird refuge in the
West.
Finley also was instrumental in establishing Lower
Klamath and Malheur refuges. Finley and Bohlman
had pbotographed wildlife in the Klamath Basin in
1905 and Finley photographed Malheur in 1908.
In 1907, Finley and his wife, Irene, published their
:fµ-st book, American Birds. Illustrated with Finley's
photographs, it gives details of the habits and lives of
the birds in a chatty, accessible style. Finley was
known to have a flare for drama. He instinctively
Finley's seabird photos helped
knew what images ·and words would get his audito establish the Three Arch
ences' sympathies.
.
Rocks wildlife refuge, the first
During the 1920s and 1930s, Finley was best known
western bird refuge, in 1907.
for his popular writings 'on wildlife. He wrote both
Photo courtesy of the Oregon
"cute animal stories" and hard-hitting pieces on conHistorical Society.
servation issues, such as the 50 cent bounty that the
Alaska Territorial Legislature had imposed on bald
eagles in the state.

By Susan Saul

W

Moving Into Fil~
The Finleys began shooting motion pictures in
1910. They gained national recognition through the
wildlife documentary films they made for the
American Nature Association in the 1920s and l930s,
Many of the films featured cute animals, a format
adopted by Walt Disney years later, but they also
included conservation issues, such as the draining of
wetlands for agricillttire:- They showed their films
across the U.S. in a traveling lecture series.
In 1902, Finley helped found the Audubon Society
of Oregon and served as president-for-26-yeai:s~ ."
Through the society, he was instrumental in starting
the first environmental education program in
Oregon's schools. From 1912 through the 1940s, bird
house contests were held in every school across the
state. The prize was a day out of school, accompanied
by an Audubon Society member, to put up the bird
house.
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By Kip Koss

hen anyon~ asks me _to talk about nw_grandfather, "Dmg" Darlm g, he or she is well
advised to pull up a comfortable seat. Ding
was a fascinating man, of whom a grandson could be
justifiably proud. He could square your shoulders
with a few gruff words, bring a smile to your face with
his warmth and humor and wipe away any cobwebs of
confusion with the clarity of his thought and speech.
I was unusually close to Darling, figuratively and
literally, both as a youngster and as an adult. My earliest memory is of a game played each morning when
I ventured next door after my own breakfast, but
before he had completed his own.
Perhaps four years old, I would peek into the dining room where he sat hidden behind his morning
newspaper. With no sound in the room except the
rustle of the newspaper, I would timidly approach a
few quiet steps at a time. When he sensed that our
heads were close together, he would abruptly drop
the newspaper and bellow, "BAH!" at which point I
would scamper back home. Whether my earliest nickname for my grandfather came before or after we
developed this game, I can't remember, but the nickname was "Bah-Bah."
Later, after I started calling him by his first name,
"Jay", the ·games turned into lessons. Long a hunter,
Jay taught me gun safety at a tender age. He was an
effective teacher and the lessons stick with me more
than a half-century later.
Not as fun as learning to shoot, but perhaps more
important in my life, was a lesson I learned from him
about the same time. Although I no longer playfully
Jay N. "Ding'' Darting
attempted to sneak up on my grandfather as he read
the morning newspaper, I did frequently visit his
house at breakfast time. One morning he looked out completely, roots 'a nd all."
over his backyard, which sat on a bluff overlooking
Wanting to please my grandfather, I said agreeably,
the river below, and said, "I'd pay someone a dollar to "okay," and went back to work. Now the required
take out that little tree there in the middle of the tools also included a pick and shovel. I dug and I
yard. It's going to grow up and block my view." I picked and I chopped for what seemed like hours.
looked at the tree, which was about as big arpund as When I could see little evidence of my labors, I pragmy ten-year old leg. "Well," I said, "I'll take that tree , matically decided it wasn't worth it and returned to
out for a dollar." We made a deal.
tell Darling to "keep the dollar." "Oh no," he replied,
"you agreed to take out the tree and I agreed to pay
Everyman Must Honor His Word
you a dollar. It's called a 'contract.' Every man must
Perhaps thirty minutes later i had found a saw or a honor his word and his contracts; even if it turns out
hatchet, chopped down the tree and thrown it over he doesn't like it." I still feel a sense of pride that I
the bank out of sight. When I went to collect my dol- eventually earned the dollar, and would like to think
lar, Jay said, "First, let's go take a look at your work." I learned the lesson, too.
In the _b~c_!<-yar~L ]le gaz~d @sapprovingly _at. the __'[Q a ..child, most everyon~ and everything_ ~re "norstump that remained. "I can't have that," he 'mal," and as a child I certainly thought my grandfaexclaimed. "I'll keep running into it every time l mow ther, Jay N. "Ding" Darling, was normal. Even in my
the yard. When I said, 'take out the tree,' l meant mid-teens; I found it not entirely unusual to have my

W

My Grandfather

DiIJg

.Federal'Duck Stamps

.THE FEDERAL DUCK STAMP PROGRAM- Ding DarUng initillted the Federal DU<(,k Stamp Prqgra~ arid ...
designed the first Duck Stamp iri '1934. Duck Stamp~ are required; of all wateifowl hunters 16 ar)d· older. .
Revenues generated by Duck Stamp sales are !fSed to buy wetlands w protect wildlife habitat. At left is the
first duck stamp, sigtied by parling. At right is the 20Q2.c20()3 Duck stamp/ snow geese· by Ron Lougue: ·

grandfather ask that I drive down to the railroad station to pick up a former President of the United
States to bring him to the house for dinner. Even by
my early twenties, I did not find it remarkable that
everyone in town felt they knew my grandfather well
because his editorial cartoon s had appeared on the
front page of the statewide morning newspaper for
nearly a h alf-century, and that these same cartoons
appeared in more than one hundred major n ewspapers across the country. Because those cartoons
expressed his values, his insights and his humor, millions throughout the country felt they also knew
Darling personally.
It was only several decades later, while serving as
President of the J. N. "Ding" Darling Foundation; that
I truly gained an appreciation of what an extraordinary man my grandfather was and how much he had
contributed throughout his life. Long before he served
as Chief of the U. S. Biological Survey, Darling had
been active in conservation. As Chairman of the Iowa
Conservation Commission, he de-politicized that
board and commissioned a Twenty-five Year
Conservation Plan for Iowa. Recognizing that a good
plan required a knowledge base as a starting point, he
persuaded' Aldo Leopold to conduct a survey of Iowa's
natural resources as they then existed. The completed
plan still serves as a model for conservation planning.

Duck Stamp Program
Darling arrived in Washington in the middle of
both an ecological and a financial crisi ~. Overhunting
and years of drought had pushed waterfowl populations to record lows. Extinction loomed as a possibility for some species. The country was at an economic standstill and all available·federal funds were slated for human relief programs. It was an especially
difficult time to attract funding for wildlife. Darling
waded into this situation with his typical determination and resourcefulness.
Although variations of what was to become the
Federal Duck Stamp Program had been envisioned
since the early 1900s, nobody had been able to obtain
the necessary legislation. The program, which effectively made hunters stewards of the waterfowl they
hunted, held great appeal for Darling. After tweaking
the legislation so that stamp revenues could not be
diverted from their intended purpose - the acquisition and preservation of waterfowl habitat - Ding
successfully guided the Migratory Bird Hunting
Stamp Act into law in 1934. Later, when asked what a
federal duck stamp should look like, Darling casually sketche-d tlie imag e-tliat wasTo become the design
for the First Federal Duck Stamp.
Darling's hero, President Theodore Roosevelt, had
established the first national wildlife refuge in 1903,
but when Darling became the Chief of the Biological
Survey 30 years later, no comprehensive plan for a
system of refuges existed.
As he had done earlier in Iowa, Darling recognized
the starting point for a good plan had to be an inv:en. tory of both existing arid potential resources. Again,
as in Iowa, Ding appointed an extraordinarily qualified and dedicated man to do the job: J. Clark Salyer.
Together Darling and Salyer laid out the architecture
for the national wildlife refuge system as we know it
today. While it is true that many other refuges have
been added for specific reasons, such as protection
for endangered species, the backbone of the-system
remains a series of refuges along the country's migratory flyways.
· Although Darling's role in implementing the
Federal Duck Stamp Program is well-known, his role
in establishing the Cooperative Fish & Wildlife
Research Unit Program is less Widely recognized.
Ding recognized that wise conservation plans must be
based on good information and that inadequate information existed. He further recognized that insufficient numbers of young men and women were trained
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Ding Darling.
Continued from page 29
in those academic disciplines necessary to develop
valid data. He devised the Cooperative Fish & Wildlife
Research Unit Program, which would educate students in appropriate disciplines while at ,the same
time developing the databases needed by resource
managers. The program was to be funded by a federal, state and private partnership. To implement the
first unit program, Ding personally funded the private portion of the partnership for the first three
years of ·the program. This program remains viable
today and it is conducted in nearly all fifty states.

To Complete Darling's Work
When "Ding" died in 1962 at age 86, a group Qf his
peers, his friends and his family joined together to
form the J. N. "Ding" Darling Foundation. The purpose of the foundation was to. complete a number qf
Darling's projects that he had been unable to finish
before his death. Darling himself had volunteered his
own money, time and energies in support of conservation and conservation education, and the trustees
chose to follow that model. The Darling Foundation
has never had any paid staff, and its trustees have volunteered their own resources throughout the years in
pursuit of the foundation's goals. All contributions
received have gone directly into the foundation's current projects.
Our modest endowment covers our minimal operating expenses. During the 40 years since Darling's
death, the Darling Foundation has pursued Darling's
vision with vaiying degrees of success.
As President of the J. N. "Ding" Darling
Foundation for the past 20 years, I've become inti-

Jay N. "Ding'' Darling
mately familiar with Darling's enduring accomplishments and the conservation ethic underlying those
accomplishments. First and foremost, Darling was a
down-to-earth conservationist, who argued passionately for the wise use of our nation's natural
resources. Never a "tree hugger," he sought pragmatic solutions. He pointed out that when history's great
civilizations had depleted their natural resources,
they vanished. He believed that almost all human
conflict stemmed from arguments over natural
resources, and would have certainly viewed the current Middle East situation not as a religious war, but
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Kip Koss, Ding Darling's grandson, has been president of the Ding Darling Foundation for the past
twenty years.
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as a struggle for land and water resources.
Darling believed that believed that almost all
human conflict stemmed from arguments over natural resources.
Although Darling's stay in Washington was brief, he
remained active in conservation and continued to
maintain a close relationship with his colleagues in
the U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service. He led the effort to
found the National Wildlife Federation and served as
its first President. He played an important role in creating the Wildlife Management Institute and the
North American Wildlife Conference. In 1945, a
decade after liis departure from Washington, he was
influential . in having critical wetland habitat on
Sanibel. Florida's barrier island declared a national ·
wildlife refuge. Later, following Darling's death in
1962, the refuge was renamed . the J. N. "Ding"
Darling National Wildlife Refuge. With the recent
completion of the new . Cent9r for Education,
Darling's emphasis on conservation education has an
even greater impact on the -more than 800,000 per·. sons.who visit the refuge each year.
,
Throughout his, conser\ration career, "Ding"
Darling emphasized the importance of partnerships
to the success of any significant conservation endeavor. This year, as we celebrate the lOOth anniversary of
the National Wildlife Refuge System, it is heartening
to realize that the Cooperative Alliance for Refuge
Enhancement (CARE), perhaps the most significant
initiative since Teddy Roosevelt designated the first
national wildlife refuge, is just such a multi-party
effort. Darling's grandson will even be so bold as to
proudly observe that many of those sponsors have their
roots firmly embedded in "Ding" Darling's legacy.
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Rachel Carson: On the Side of Refuges, On the Side of Science
By Joan Moody
. Today, Rachel Carson is recognized as a
heroine, but in her own day she was the
object of a campaign to discredit her. For
that reason, instead of thinking of her heroism
as larger than life, we can appreciate her as a
real-life model for those of us working
anywhere in the natural resources or environmental fields.
Today's environmental activists, for
example, would do well to remember that
the woman credited with starting the
modern environmental movement with
the publication of Silent Spring in 1962
began as a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
scientist and writer, not as a conservation
lobbyist. On the other hand, present-day
Interior employees and others inside government can learn a lot about the role of
science from her. Nowadays both sides of
conservation arguments often accuse the
other side of using science for political
purposes. Rachel Carson was one of the
first to call for making policy decisions
based on science-and to incur the wrath
of many in the chemical and other industries as a result.
Before she became involved in publicizing 'the dangers that pesticides pose to
people and wildlife, however, she set her
sights on publicizing our national wildlife
refuges. A marine biologist who believed
that translating science into publications
for the general public would encourage
conservation, Carson devised the
"Conservation in Action" series in which
she and other writers described individual refuges as well as the mission of the
refuge system. I found a bound copy of
the 1947 pamphlets in the library in the
main Interior Building, where Rachel
Carson worked starting sixty years ago.
Holding it in the darkened stacks, I felt
like I was holding a piece of history _and
wondered if . Carson had ever touched
these copies. Spoken like a true fan. From
hearing about Carson for many years in
the conservation field to reading Linda
. Lear's fascinating 1997 biography, Rachel
Carson: Witness for Nature, I had long
been intrigued by her life. But I'd never
focused on Carson's refuge writings
because Silent Spring and The Sea Around
Us and the rest of her trilogy of books on
the sea are so much more famous. In fact,
a lot of the inspiration for her books came
from Carson's career with the U.S. fish
and Wildlife Service, where she wbrked
from 1936 to 1952 as a biologist and then
chief editor of the agency's publications:
The paper stock in the "Conservation in
Action" pamphlets has yellowed a bit, and
the drawings and photos are all black and
white, but even after all these years,
Carson's series shows how colorful science can be. Her descriptive writing about
the choice of refuges as sanctuaries along
the flyways of migratory birds and the fine
illustrations of Bob Hines; Shirley Briggs
and Katherine Howe have a clarity of
vision often missing in the glossy, sometimes over-designed publications of the
21st century.

Rachel Carson by US. Fish
& Wildlife Service, at left.
Below, Rachel Carson and
wildlife artist Bob Hines ·
spent many hours in refeges
gathering materials for publications. Here they search
for marine specimens in the
Flqrida Keys. FWS photo.

The first pamphlet, written in 1947, covers
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, "an important"way station on the Atlantic flyway." Even though
I've been to the refuge many times and read the literature, I learned new things from the words penned
by Carson. Another pamphlet covers "Guarding our
Natural Resources" and reveals how much of a
visionary Carson was. In an age when words
like "ecosystem," "biodiversity" and even
"environment" were not part of the public
vocabulary, Carson talked about these concepts.
"The preservation of wildlife and of
wildlife habitat means also the preservation
of the basic resources of the Earth, which
men, as well as animals, must have in order
to live," she said in "Guarding our Natural
Resources." Today that statement seems
obvious scientifically as well as logically,
but in her own day, Carson was accused of
being anti~scientific by those who felt science was controlling nature.
Carson's work on wildlife led to her concern about pesticides. The idea for Silent
Spring first came to her when she received
a letter saying that DDT was killing birds.
Silent Spring became a book that changed
history in a number of ways-it led to a ban
on DDT and brought species such as the
eagle back from the brink of extinction for
starters. President Kennedy said at a press
conference in 1962 that the book prompted the Department of Agriculture and
Public Health Service to take a closer look
Carson's Own Words
at long-range side effects from pesticides;
he appointed a special panel to examine its
Tbe aim of science is to discover and illuminate truth. And that, I take
conclusions. The panel validated Carson's
it, is the aim of literature, whether biography or history Or fiction. [t
findings.
seems to me, then, that there can be no separate literature of scie11ce ....
Industry spokespersons attempted to disThe winds, the sea, and the moving tides are what they are. If th.ere is
credit the work of Carson, one of relatively
wonder and beauty and majesty in them. sf'ience will discover tlwse
few women scientists at the time, as emoqualities. If they are not there, science cannot create them. If there is
~ional and nonscientific. Lear's biography
poetry in my book about the sea, it is not beca11se I deliberately put it
there. but because n0 one could write truthfully about the sea and leave
provides details of industry campaigns that
out the poetry ... .
would make present day spin-machines
look tame. Carson did not back down.
From Carson's remarks at her acceptanre of the National Book Award for
Every fact in her book had been checked
Nonfiction
and doublechecked. Her courage far
exceeded their wrath. While battling the
I[ you travel much in Lhe wi lder section s of our country, sooncritics, in fact, Carson also was battling
er or later you are likely to meet the sign of the Hying
goose - Lhe emblem of the national wildlife refuges.
breast cancer. Ironically, Carson was one of
Ol~..,..,,.., ~· ~·.
You
may
meet
it
by
the
side
of
a
road
crossing
miles
of
the
first to pore over medical literature to
f I~~>.,.,.;· C H 'I U1'
flat prairie in the Middle West, or in tbe hot de erts of
gather pieces of the puzzle about possible
the Southwest. You may meet it by some m0tmlain lake,
links between pesticides and the physiologor as you push your boat through the wincling salty
ical changes at the onset of cancer.
creeks of a coastal marsh.
NAilONAL.
Carson died of the disease in 1964, but
WILDLIFE
Wherever you meet this sign, respect it. It means that
she had already planted the seeds of new
REFUGE
the land behind the sign has been dedicated by the
life. Silent Spring is often credited with the
American people to preserving, for themselves and
birth of the modern environmental movetheir children, as much of our native wildlife as can be
ment and ifs 'new grassroots organizations
retained along with our modern civi'lization.
and with creation of the Environmental
Wild creatures, like men, must have a place to live. As civProtection Agency in 1970. Like a pebble
ilization creates cities, builds highways, and drains marshdropped in a lake, the book made a large
es, it takes away, little by little, the land that is suitcircle
of . ripples because it raised public
able for wildlife. And as their space for Mving dwinawareness
as never before about the effects
dles, the wildlife populations themselves decline.
of chemicals on our environment and
Refuges resist this trend by saving some areas
about the many interactions in the web of
from encroachment, and by ·preserving in
life.
them , <>r restoring where necessary, lhe conAlthough pesticides are still a huge probditi<>ns t,hat \\<i-ld things need in order to live.
lem, Carson left a legacy to deal with that
Carson in introduction to
problem: more informed and energized
"Conservation in Action" series, 1947
consumer-citizens who would rather
receive the truth than what Carson called
"little tranquilizing pills of half-truths."
Score one for science.
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By Mark Madison

hugely diminished resource base. The CCC c~mps
were ended in 1942, which removed tens of
thousands of young men-and their labor,
equipment, and supplies-from the refuge
system.
In the first year of the war, 20 percent of
refuge personnel were drafted to fight or
work in war industries. It was not unusual to
have two or three refuges overseen by one
employee. The Service headquarters was
moved to Chicago so most of the clerical staff
quit rather than relocate. Conditions would
only get worse as the war continued for three
more years. But rather than quit or complain, Gabrielson persevered. He shifted
resources to support the war effort and still
expanded the refuge system through those
years.
Gabrielson overcame some of our nation's
:rµost demanding challenges all the while
ceaselessly fighting for our nation's wildlife
resources. At Patuxent in 1966, 50 years
after he began his work with the Service,
Gabrielson was finally honored with the
naming of the Gabrielson Lab, which houses
much ornithology work - appropriate since
he ended ·up donating some 8000 birds'
skins to the research center. At the dedication of the · new laboratory Gabrielson
quipped that "either someone thought he
was· dead when he wasn't, or he was dead and
didn'.t know it!"
Nothing could have bet;n further from the
truth. Gabrielson was alive to the possibilities
of Ametican conservation. His active battles
in defense of wildlife earned him the honorific "Mr: Conservation." Gabrielson's life
stands as al) inspiration and challenge,as during the refuge centennial and seek to honor
and, more importantly, expand upon his legacy.

I

t is relatively easy to be a good leader
when times are prosperous and resources
are abundant, but in Ira Noel Gabrielson's
era, neither was · the case, making his
achievements all the more amazing. In 1916
Gabrielson came to work for the Biological
Survey. Carrying out most of his work in the
American West, he worked through the many
divisions of economic ornithology, food
habits research, predator and rodent control,
and game management.
In 1935 Gabrielson was lured back East as
Director Jay "Ding" Darling appointed him
assistant chief of the Division of Wildlife
Research. Darling had groomed Gabrielson _
to be his successor, and he became Chief of
the Biological Survey in 1935, retiring in
1946 from the renamed U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
In the midst of the Depression and the _
waning years of drought and Dust Bowl,
Gabrielson oversaw a huge expansion of the
refuge s}rstem, ably aided by his second in
-command, Chief of Refuges J. Clark Salyer.
There were 63 refuges when Gabrielson took
". . . refuges are t
over as Director and 210 refuges by the time
of his retirement. He was tireless in seeking
most important
out wildlife habitat to protect, firmly believwildlife aid we have
ing he enjoyed a once-in-a lifetime opportutoday and it is
nity to recreate the refuge system.
imperative fihai:
He succeeded in getting a sizable continsuJfi,cient areas,
gent of Civilian Conservation Corps boys
adequately
distribassigned to refuges to build an infrastructure
uted,
be
reserved
or
that persists today on many refuges. In his ·
restored while it is
spare time, he dedicated the important
Patuxent Research Refuge in 1939, oversaw
posswle.
the first Refuge Manual establishing Uniform
policies and practices on the refuges in 1942,
and wrote ,the definitive book on the system,
Wildlife Refuges, in 1943.
One of my favorite artifacts in our archives
is Gabrielson's annual report for the year
ending June 30, 1943. It recounts how in the
first year of the war, Gabrielson oversaw a Ira -Gabrielson on the Mississippi.

Mark Madison is U.S. Fish and WUdlife
Service historian in Shepherdstown, West
Virginia. This article originally appeared in
Fish and Wildlife News, Spring 2003.

Refuge Builder:
They called ·Salyer-father of the refuge system
I

By George Laycock
·o n e summer evening in 1934, J. Clark Salyer, II
answered the telephone, never suspecting that
this call might change his career. Until then,
Salyer, a robust, young man with a love for tramping
the fields, woods and wetlands, was satisfied with his
plans for a lifetime of teaching biological sciences.
Born in western Missouri in 1902, he came to know
every corner of his grandmother's 600-acre farm,
where he hunted, fished, trapped and studied the
ways of wildlife.
Clark Salyer sold furs from his trapline and saved
the money for his college expenses. He earned a
degree in biology from Central College in Fayette,
Missouri, in 1927, and a master's degree in zoology
from the University of Michigan in 1931. In another
year, he would have had his PhD., the phone rang.
At just that time, lawmakers in Washington, -DC,
were awakening to the threats facing America's
wildlife. Drainage, drought and over-shooting had
reduced duck populations to the lowest level in histo-ry. In 1929, Congress passed The Migratory Bird
Conservation Act, creating a commission to find and
approve the purchase of land and water " ... for the
conservation of migratory game birds."
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This legislation authorized field biologists to scour
the countryside for suitable wildlife refuges. But little was accomplished until 1933, when President
Franklin D. Roosevelt chose Henry A. Wallace to be
Secretary of Agriculture. The Biological Survey, forerunner of the Fish and Wildlife Service, was part of
Wallace's domain and he began casting about for a
new leader. His immediate -choice was J. N. Darling, a
nationally known editorial cartoonist and Pulitzer
Prize winner whose drawings concentrated heavily on
wildlife conservation issues.
Somewhat reluctantly, .Darling, who always signed
his drawings "Ding," agreed to take time off from his
job at the Des Moines Register and come to
Washington to help save the ducks. Darling's first
challenge was to find a man who had the knowledge
and the energy to shift the moribund refuge program
into high gear. Darling had seen Clark Salyer in
action while serving on the Iowa State Conservation
Commission.
Darling tracked . Salyer to the University of
Michigan. His first call and follow-up letter offering
- Salyer -the refuge job did not bring the answer
Darling wanted. He ha_d a long talk with Salyer on the
campus, where Salyer was ,working on his studies of
fish predation. Darling was an enthusiastic and con-

vincing speaker. In the Salyer apartment, that
evening, he outlined for Clark and his wife, Mable,
the opportunity this job offered. As head of the
refuge system, Salyer could accomplish more for
America's waterfowl than any other individual had
ever done. Salyer agreed to come to Washington for
one year, after which he would return to his studies.

Comeri_ng Money for Wildlife
When he arrived in July 1934, there was _no office
space. So he set up bqsiness at a desk in the hallway
outside Ding Darling's office. But his desk was rarely
used. His immediate business was out on the
American landscape, locating new refuges, for suddenly there was money to buy wetlands. Ding Darling
had turned into a first class fundraiser. He became a
familiar figure around the Department of Agriculture.
Other bureau chiefs, i;;eeing him hustle from one
agency to the next, said Ding is rattling his tin cup
again." He admitted that he was "using a straw to suck
funds from the other fellow's barrel."
He did this job so well that, by the end of a -few
months in the capital, he had cornered $8.5 million
for wildlife. Of this $2.5 million came from Work
Projects Administration (WPA) rehabilitation funds.
But this WPA money came with the stipulation that it
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during those trying days ."
His astounding well of knowledge often amazed his
refuge managers and their staffs. DuMont called him
"extremely knowledgeable" and said Lhat this was evident in his approach to fishing. Salyer kept a long
wooden box in his station wagon to hold such essentials as guns, fishing rods, waders and boxes of flies.
At home, he tiad a small room devoted Lo fishing tackle, much of which he builL himself. He was an experL
al tying flies. His major interest in fishing seemed to
aim at understanding the food habits of the fish he
caught. When he waded Lhe refuge waters fishing he
took Lime to turn over rocks to see what lived Lhere.
Salyer's concerns ranged from grizzly bears to butterflies. But more than that, he was interested in the
total ecosystem. We did not save a marsh for waLerfowl
alone, but also for red-winged blackbirds, frogs, salamanders, and native plants.

must be spenL for refuges before March 31, 1935.
Suddenly, Salyer realized thaL he had only a few
months to find, evaluate and acquire $2.5 million
worLh of refuge lands or sec Lhe money revert to other
agencies. For starters, his field men had their lists of
candidate areas, and Salyer began adding to the list as
he traveled Lhe country.
His search for new refuge lands mighL have gone
faster if he had flown , but Salyer never went up in an
airplane. Neilher would he Lravel by train. Instead his
battered old govemmcnL station wagon ferried him
across the country and down back roads. "I saw Mt.
Shasta in the moonlight," he once Lold me, "before I
saw iL in the daylight." Wilhin six we~ks, Salyer had
driven 18,000 miles and approved plans for 600,000
acres of new refuge lands.
Once an area was added to the refuge system, there
must be new plans for its improvement. Hundreds of
WPA and CCC workers esLal1lished camps on the
refuges and labored to make the areas more attractive
to ducks and geese.

Saving Ecosystems -

Never Enough lime
As the March deadline loomed, Salyer made one
unforgettable decision that " ... could have sent me to
prison." No matter how far or how fast he traveled
Lhere seemed never to be Lime remaining to locate
enough new refuge lands Lo commit all of that $2.5
Clark Salyer
million. He was down to the last week and still had a
quarter of a million of those dollars uncommitted. But hunters. Salyer didn't listen. Instead he forged ahead
near the end of that week he sensed success as he acquiring land and waters wherever the opportunity
turned his station wagon away from the Dakotas and presented itself reasoning that areas performing poorhomed in on Washington.
ly in wildlife production could be improved ¥.ilh
Salyer expected to reach his office early enough on sound wildlife management. Said long-time Fish and
Friday, to complete the essential papenvork by Wildlife Service Chief of Research, Walter F. Crissey,
Saturday, the day of his deadline, and still get the "He tended to favor refuges that were furthest out in
Secretary of Agriculture's signature on the documents the boonies - less trouble with people."
before the offices closed for the weekend. He and his
Salyer felt deeply that the wild nature of refuges
secretary, Winnie Baum, labored far into that night deserved protection. Stewart M. Brandborg, a pioneer
until Lhe paperwork was complete.
in wilderness protection, recalls Salyer's intense feelEarly Saturday morning, back in the office, he ing for such areas. "When we discussed wilderness
learned that the Secretary of Agriculture was out of and the refuges he would almost get.tears in his eyes."
town until Monday morning. Stunned, Salyer sat at his
Salyer was not above supplying information Lo outdesk staring at the official papers and thought again side agencies if he suddenly needed public support for
of the new refuge lands the vanishing funds might one of his projecls. One of his favorite conduits was
buy. He reached for his pen and signed the papers in lra N. Gabrielson, president of the Wildlife
behalf of Henry A. Wallace. "That was the longest Management Institute. Dan Pool, Gabrielson's assisweekend I ever spent," he said.
tant for many years recalls, "He would come over and
On Monday morning Salyer was waiting when the slip Gabe a complete file with all the details - names,
Secretary arrived at his office. He confessed. Wallace, dates, facts - and we would get out a news release."
listening carefully to Salycr's story, finally said. "You
came in here to buy land,. Go on back to work." Years
$2.75 Per Acre
later Wallace Lold me, "It was good that Jay had a man
Shortly after he was appointed chief of the Division
like Salyer to implement his objectives."
As the trial period he had agreed to for this job of Migratory Waterfowl, he wrote a document calling
drew to a close, Salyer, now chief of the Division of for creation of the White River National Wildlife
Migratory Waterfowl, was too involved, too challenged _ Refuge in Arkansas' flooded bottomlands where, in
by the opportunity to build a stronger refuge system, autumn, acorns shower down from giant oaks and as
to slop in his frenzied pursuit.of additional wildlife many as 300,000 hungry ducks flock to the harvest.
Salyer saw the area as a gem in the refuge system and
lands. With that first $8.5 million spent, "Ding"
he
fumed when the deed application rested on the
Darling was in constant pursuit of new money.
desk
of the Attorney General for what Salyer considCongress, aware now that the ducks needed help,
ered
far
too long. The depression level price was $2.75
appropriated another $6,000,000 dollars and Salyer
an
acre,
a bargain that, in Salyer's 'iew, was far Loo
never slowed down. While deals were being closed for
good to pass up.
_
purchase of refuge lands, especially wetlands, other
~'hen Salyer could stand the sluggish bureaucracy
suitable areas already in federal ownership were being
transferred to the system. The next few years became no longer, he rang the Attorney General. "I just gave
the time of fastest growLh ever for the refuge system. him particular hell," Salyer said.
Almost at once, the Attorney General called the
In one year alone, 1939, the system grew by 38 refuges
Secretary
of Agriculture requesting Lhe identity of this
among them such choice wildlife areas as Montana's
new assisLant over in refuges. The next call Salyer
Red Rock Lakes where Lhe endangered trumpeter
received was from Henry A. Wallace himself. "l don't
swans nested, SouLh Dakota's Lacreek where thouknow how you did things out in Michigan," said the
sands of ducklings· hatch every year, and the wildlife
Secretary , "but here in Washington, you don't bawl
rich Lower Souris a favorite with Salyer which was
out the Attorney General of lhe United States."
later renamed in his honor.
However, the area became an important national
wildlife
refuge in SepLember 1935.
In A Rush For Land
Salyer was impatient with anything that smacked of
This rush to add refuge areas raised questions in time wasted. Philip A. DuMont, a refuge manager who
some minds. Within the Fish and Wildlife Service came to Washington as Salyer's adminisLrative assisthere were those, often duck hunters, who argued that Lant and stayed for 39 years, said, "He didn't look \\ith
new refuge sites should be chosen, noL for the benefit favor on just silting around visiting or wasting time."
of wildlife alone, but also within convenient traveling "But he was a remarkable person," DuMont added.
distance of population centers for the benefit of "They couldn't have picked a better man for chief

His memory was phenomenal. Once he saw a body
of water or piece of land on a refuge he seemed always
to remember it. DuMont recalled, "He knew the normal water level of every lake on the Valentine refuge
in Nebraska. He would ask the water level and know
how low il was."
This astounding reservoir of knowledge surfaces in
papers describing one of Salyer's dreams that never
quite materialt-/~d. In 1962 he suggested a second system of wildW~~ refuges lo be called wildlife "monuments," established Lo save endangered species .. His
list of species to be protected, ranging from the spiny
nosed minnow in Arizona to the Hawaiian hoary baL,
went on for 17 pages and included numerous entire
ecosystems for a total of more than two million acres
at a cost of $67,435,700. Although the idea never flew,
parts of Salyer's "monument" plan appeared years
later wiLhin endangered species legislation.
As the refuge system grew larger and more complex
and others took over more of the responsibilities,
Salyer's dominance was diluted. In the 27 years that
he led the Branch of Refuges, it grew from 104 refuges
to 284 and increased in size from 6 million acres to
more than 28 million. The f.)'Stem became the world's
outstanding example of government lands set aside
for wildlife.
Among Salyer's assistants in those hectic early years
was Melvin 0. Steen who later became a highly
respected director of Nebraska's Came, Forestation
and Parks Commission. "Salyer," he told me, "was the
best boss I ever had. Sure he was tough and exacting,
but he was also eminently fair and honest. He drove
his staff but he also drove himself."
Given his nature, Salyer was certain to make enemies. "Vested and predatory interests didn't like
him," Steen added, "and for good reason. They couldn't whip him into line. Resource spoilers and refuge
rapists lost nearly every battle."
Gradually Salyer's physical problems slowed him
down. Eventually he became blind and, in 1961,
stepped down to an advisory position. Even then, he
continued to come to the office every day and contribute to discussions on refuge management. In his
mind, he could still see the refuge lands, waters, management struclures and their wildlife.
On one of the last visits, he made a typical Salyer
remark to me. "Now I'm going to talk to you like a
Dutch uncle," he said. "Why don't you write something about the refuges?" It didn't matter that I had
wrillen a book and numerous articles about the
refuges.To him, no one ever did enough for the
national wildlife refuges.
On the night of August 15, 1966, when he was 64
years old, his heart gave out. J. Clark Salyer II died in
-his sleep.

George Laycock i,s a nationally recognized outdoor
writer and the author of The Sign of the Flying Goose
- The Story of tl1e National Wildlife Refuge System.
Laycock has served as a field editor for Audubon
magazine and his works have appeared in Sports
IllusLTated, National Wildife, Field and Stream, and
Outdoor Life. Hi,s books include The Deerhunters
Bible, Alien Animals, and Diligent Destroyers.
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Pronghorn antelope were part of Greenwalt's upbringing at
Charles Sheldon refuge. Photo by Steve Hillebrand, USFWS.

By Lynn A . Greenwalt

M

y father came to refuge life almost by accident. He had been the managing editor of a
:
major newspaper in Nevada, and was asked in
the late 1920's to write some articles on the dwindling antelope herds. He became so enthralled with
what he found and what he saw in the wildlife business in northwest Nevada that he never returned tQ
the newspaper.
I grew up with the wildlife refuge system. I never
lived anywhere else until I went off to college.
I was brought back as an infant to the Charles
Sheldon Refuge in northwestern Nevada where my
father was stationed. My parents had lived for several
years in this remote part of the . country in an old,
very primitive cabin which they referred to as the
"Last Chance Ranch." It was an old stone ranch stead
that came with the land and was without any of the
amenities. My mother and father and I lived in this
strange little building, out in the wilds, where we
spent some extremely trying times, especially for my
mother.
She was not particularly prepared for this primitive
lifestyle, and her mother was even less pleased at the
idea of her being there. She was from an academic
family; had a masters degree in psychology and chemistry from . Stanford University, and was an accomplished violinist and a vocalist in the classical sense . .
However, she had taught school for a time in one of
the mining camps in southern Nevada, and so had
been exposed to another side of the world. She knew,
generally, what she was getting into and rather
enjoyed it.
·
. But she was hardly ready for a situation in which
the advent of winter, for example, required that we be
prepared to live utterly on our own, and alone, for 4
or 5 months without the probability of being able to
get out. She was not apprehensive, however, and did
as much as my father in making is possible to succeed in that environment. She helped him build the
first roads on the refuge and taught him to work the
gearshift on the refuge vehicle.
.
My earliest recollections are of living in this little
two-room house - and of "accumulating" animals. I
can remember vividly at one time having two or three
antelope. kids that we had rescued, two or three
"bummer" lambs that had lost their mothers, a cow
and a horse, and a collie dog that collectively followed
everybody around in a little parade. They were always
underfoot, all of. them. They all didn't come into the
house, but they wanted to. And wherever I went, it
was with this entourage, which was very handy for my
mother because she could find me by simply following the animal trail.
As I neared school age, we moved to Oklahoma. My
father became the assistant manager at Wichita
Mountains Refuge, which was established in -1905 as
a forest-J>reserve. Wichita Mountains was something
of a cultural shock to me because there were a great
many people living on this refuge. There were perhaps seven our eight families in residence, plus three
CCC camps.
·
Two things impressed me immediately at Wichita
Mountains. One was that it was extremely warm and
humid when we moved there in June 1936. The discomfort we felt must have been severe to stand out in
my memory all these years. The other thing that
impressed me as much as anything was that there
were children there. Playmates! We had the largest
backyard on record and tlie opportunity to climb
mountains and explore all manner of places.
One of the playmates, who became a fast friend
although he was three or four years older, is still an
employee of the refuge. And if I'm not mistaken,
within the next few years he will be eligible for retirement, which tells you something about the passage of
time. .
It · was at Wichita Mountains that I first went to
school: and that was not any greater shock to me, I
suppose, than to any 6-year-old going by bus to a
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school that seemed light years
was
almost
immediately
away from home. I can remember
assigned dual responsibility for
that the school bus had a wooden
Wichita and the Salt Plains
body with curtains - instead of
Refuge, about 200 miles to the
glass - that rolled down the side
north at Cherokee, Oklahoma.
windows. Years later I was to drive
The ·CCC camps were taken out
and the· staff on the refuge was
the school bus over 30 miles of
unpaved, treacherous roads, a
sharply diminished. For most of
trip that took about 'three hours
the war years, ·there were no
each day.
more than three families in resOur assigned house had ample
idence.
Change also · came from the
space and was very comfortable.
enlargement of the nearby mili~
The houses then were widely
tary reservation, Ft. Sill, the
spaced, similar to a compound,
artillery training center for the
with lots of trees and the yards
United States. By agreement
were large and well-maintained.
with the Service, the military
It was almost like an estate - not
opulent - but set up very much
used the refuge as a training
area, and we soon had 2,000 to
like an estate.
3,000
troops
conducting
I can remember that the
Lynn Greenwalt
kitchen was equipped with a
maneuvers on Wichita. This
became quite a problem and
wood range, which was ·not
unusual in those times. My mother was used to it, created a new environment for all of us. Because the
but it was shortly thereafter upgraded to a Coleman staff had been ·so curtailed, I was recruited to ·help
gasoline stove - a big one, a huge thing that required my father do various .kinds of things, not the least. of
a tremendous amount of pumping to build up the which was fighting the grass fires the military caused.
pressure in the gas tank. One of my chores was to
Orie of the things I remember well was the soldiers
pump that thing before - and sometimes during - who would come by my home just to talk to ·somethe preparation of each meal. It .took a lot of atten- body not military. My mother would provide coffee
tion and tender loving care. If I wasn't really careful, and so on, and occasionally one of them would develit would make strange noises and pop, which made op the courage to ask if he. might take a bath. My
my mother very apprehensive. .
.
. mother was acutely conscious that these young men
My mother liked Wichita Mountains very much. were heading into war and might not return. She was
She accommodated herself to the new environment a surrogate parent for many of these soldiers.
My childhood spent on refuges, particularly the
and became actively involved in teaching in the for- .
mal training program for the- CCC people. They used early years on remote Charles Sheldon, stood me in
to bring people who were interested in her courses - good stead in later years when my career took me to
English and other things - together in one p~ace. Fish Springs in western Utah. One of the most desoEvery Wednesday night they had movies. And so it late areas in the United States, Fish Springs was nevwas we enjoyed a kind of social and community life ertheless one of the most exhilarating experiences in
that I suspect is not duplicated now on refuges any- my lifetime. The Service had just acquired the land in
where because there were perhaps a thousand people western Utah when I was assigned there as manager
in residence on the refuge, counting the CCC enroll- in 1959.
Given this assignment, I was extremely fortunate in
ment. That's a small town. The population on the
refuge at that time was far larger than the town where having a wife.who had also grown up on a refuge and
I went to school, which even when I graduated from was undaunted by this awesome challenge.
high school had a population of only about 600 or
700 people. We were a community.
.
World War II came and all that changed. My father
Continued on page 35
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Not Even the Flagpole ls the Same
By Barry W. Stieglitz

·1t

the Southeast Region. Then he returned to headquarters, first serving as deputy associate director for the
National Wildlife Refuge System, and later, as assistant
director for wildlife resources.
In 1989, five years before Walt retired, son Barry
reported for duty as a refuge manager trainee at, you
guessed it, the Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee refuge
(since renamed for Everglades biologist Art Marshall).
Called in to work an hour early, Barry was not asked to
paint a flagpole. Instead, he hopped in a heli~opter to
search the refuge for a missing air boat, and prepare for
prescribed burns of the refuge interior. Barry took off
from the office parking lot, not 50 feet from the
unpainted, anodized aluminum flagpole that replaced
the steel pole of Walt's day.
The job at Loxahatchee had changed significantly.
Gone were the days when refuge managers personally
conducted
wildlife
management
activities.
Administrative · reports had grown longer, law enforce'
ment activity to protect endangered species and combat
drug trafficking in South Florida had increased. Unlike
the fann tractors and primitive radio collars for telemetry studies of yesterday, today's tools include helicopters, satellite imagery, cellular communications, and
' ~
complex chemical herbicides to control invasive plants
and animals brought here by global trade. It seems that
only the air boat, pickup truck, and pumps to move
water into impoundments remain the ·same.
Since Walt's time at L_oxahatchee, Congress had
passed a number of laws important to national wildlife
refuges, including the landmark National WUdlife
Refuge System Administration Act of 1966; the Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980; aild
the Refuge System's organic act, otherwise known as the
National Wi'ldlife Refuge System Improvement Act of
1997. We also have the National Wildlife Refuge System
Centennial Act, heralding 100 years of wildlife conservation in the Refuge Systeni.
Today the agency has a different name, the refuge
manager's tools are different - not even the flagpoles
Walt (left) and Barry Stieglitz in Riverview Park,
are the same. But one thing remains constant. The
Sebastian, Florida, in front of a statute of the first refuge Service's greatest assets are still its people. Whether
manager, Paul Kroegel. Photo by Wendy Stieglitz.
they are from the same family or not, they remain dedicated to our wildlife conservation mission.

just wouldn't do to have the new 26-year-old assistant refuge manager with a Master's degree in
Wildlife · Management from Southern Illinois
University getting too uppity. So the refuge manager at
Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge put Walt Stieglitz to
work painting the steel flagpole. Thus began Walt's
career with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
The following year, in 1961, Walt moved on to become
assistant refuge manager at Loxahatchee refuge in
Boynton Beach, Florida. While his day at Loxahatchee
included some administrative duties and eventually
some supervision of others, biological tasks took up
most of his attention. He managed impoundments for
migrating and wintering ducks and geese. He placed
wood duck boxes strategically throughout the impoundments and the cypress swamp, using the latest scientific information on wood duck nesting preferences. He
conducted waterfowl and alligator surveys, using early,
awkward air boats.
The routine was occasionally broken by a trip to one
of the many other South Florida refuges administered
under Loxahatchee - Sanibel Island (now J.N. "Ding"
Darling), which was across the state; the nation's first
national wildlife refuge, Pelican Island, up the coast
near Sebastian; or the Key Deer National Wildlife
Refuge, in the Florida Keys.
Walt spent three years at Loxahatchee, and then he
stayed on for nine more years in the Southeast Region.
He served as an Area Refuge Management Biologist and
a Refuge District Supervisor. In 1973, he was tapped to
become the first refuge manager of the San Francisco
Bay National Wildlife Refuge. By then, second son Barry
had already taken an interest in what Walt was doing.
In 1975, Walt moved to Washington D.C. to become
the Chief of the Branch of Resource Management. Two
years later, he was spearheading the Bicentennial Land
Heritage Program for the Service. The FiSh·and Wildlife
Service worked together with the National Park Service
to launch this initiative, which included an infusion of
nearly $300 million. These funds made it possible to
create 500 new positions for the National Wildlife
Refuge System. The money bought vehicles, equipment,
new offices and visitors centers. Even the old steel flagpoles like the one Walt painted at Reelfoot were replaced by new anodized aluminum ones.
After four more years at headquarters, Walt served as deputy regional director of

Growing Up on a Refuge
Continue.d from page 34
Like my parents years ago, we were totally isolated, with no electricity, no telephone, no paved roads within 70 miles, and the nearest grocery store 76 miles distant. It was a long ways from anywhere and I've never lived in a more delightful
place in my life.
There was very little social life at Fish Springs and nothing to do except what
we did together. As we had at Salt Plains and Bosque del Apache, we would get in
the pickup and "drive around the dikes" in the evening. We also explored the
desert, which had first been used intensively and then abandoned by the miners
after World War I. We started collecting what's called desert glass which, when it's
sufficiently old, changes color and turns purple in the sunlight. This hobby
earned us a reputation in the community as "those screwballs who spend their
weekends digging in trash heaps." We'd dig for bottles in any old garbage dump
but abandoned mining camp dumps were special finds. Before long, all the people in that end of Juab County were "digging in the dumps."
Although we were isolated, we never felt apprehensive. The people on the military base 70 miles away took an interest in us and were concerned about our wel-

Barry W. Stieglitz is deputy chief of the Division of Conservation Planning &
Policy, National Wildlife Refuge System, Arlington, Virginia. This article is reprinted
from Fish and Wildlife News, Spring 2003.

fare. I talked to them everyday on my two-way radio and if I missed for some reason, there would be a helicopter over the refuge in about 20 minutes.
I understand that families are no longer assigned to Fish Springs because of its
remoteness. Not every young married couple would elect that kind of lifestyle, but
to us it was an entrancing way of life. Perhaps the Service will come full circle
again in Alaska, with base camps in the summer
so the "pioneering" families can get personally involved in establishing refuges .
in remote areas like my parents did.
My memories of growing up on a refuge are vivid. It was an unparalleled opportunity, akin to pioneering and knowing you were strictly on your own in desolate
areas for months at a time. It was an arduous life in many ways, but not burdensome, because it was enjoyable. The rewards were many, but chief among them
was the sense of public service and the knowledge that you were doing what few
others would willingly undertake.
Wichita Mountains and Fish Springs still have a hold on me. If I have any sense
of deprivation, it is that I can't go back agrun to recapture the joy and sheer pleasure of living on a refuge.
Lynn A. Greenwalt is a former director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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This relic road grader, recently retired, was operated by Harry Bentley, his son Otis (center), and his grandsons Vic Scott (left) and Jack Bentley (right). FWS photo: Russell
Webb.
.
.

By Patricia E. Metz

In this atmosphere, Otis and his Dad rebuilt levees
and constructed new "trunks," wooden water control
tis Bentley was a strapping 21-year-old in 1972 . structures modeled after those used on the old planwhen he took his father's advice, gave up a tations. Father and son planted crops, mowed dikes,
lucrative job as a bartender in the booming burned fields, and performed virtually every task
resort town of Hil~on Head, South Carolina, and required to meet the refuge's primary waterfowl manbecame a wage-grade employee at Savannah National agement objectives. They were joined by two other
Bentley family members-Otis'uncle, Joe Ford, and
Wildlife Refuge.
The job transition required a complete transforma- cousin Sydney Ferguson.
During his 30-year career, Otis has witnessed
tion of his work skills, as he worked alongside ·his
changes
in management objectives, a doubling of the
dad, Harry Bentley, the refuge's tractor operator. Otis
recalls his decision to join the Bureau of Sports refuge's acreage and major changes in the way work
Fisheries came in response to an ulti'matum from his is accomplished. His father witnessed even greater
father, who saw no future in his son's liquor business. changes, since the refuge's entire motor fleet once
The elder Bentley was no stranger to hard work and · was limited to one TD-9 Caterpillar tractor that had
he obviously felt Otis, his twelfth-born child, needed no seat (the operator had to stand while driving); one
dump truck confiscated from a bootlegger; and one
the character-building experience of manual labor.
In colonial days, slaves and itinerant Irishmen military jeep with no windshield, windows, roll-bar or
toiled on this same land, performing the most gruel- top. Needless to say, Otis has no longing for the old
ing tasks such as dike-building in a tidal freshwater days when he served as the "oiler" for his dad on the
environment. The years have not diminished the refuge's relic dragline. Today, he operates an array of
demands on those who must work in this low coun- · heavy equipment including two excavators, assorted
try. Mosquitoes grant only a few weeks reprieve from bulldozers, a 98 link-belt dragline and a tractor trailtheir attacks, usually in the dead of winter. At the er.
The most dramatic refuge changes. Otis has witpeak of the mosquito .and black fly infestations, the
temperatures usually hover in the high 90's and the nessed relate to safety in operating all forms of
equipment, including chain saws, outboard motors,
humidity hits the 100 percent mark.
as well as heavy equipment. These changes have· been .
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most beneficial and most appreciated. He vividly
recalls how his father would set an olo tire on fire
and drag it behind a tractor to begin a "control"
burn. Nowadays, with drip torches and NOMEX clothing, Otis' fj.re nightmares have subsided.
Reflecting on his career, Otis is justifiably proud of
his achievements, though modest about .his role
model status in the c~mmunity. He is a hero among
local African-Americans in an economically
depressed area plagued by limited educational opportunities. He has risen to the rarified rank of a WG-11
dragline operator, one of the most critical staff positions in the Savannah Coastal Refuges, a complex of
seven refuges scattered along a 100-mile stretch of
coastline from Pinckney Island NWR near Hilton
Head, South Carolina, to Wolf Island NWR near
Darien, Georgia. His crane work is legend, hence the
constant demand for his services at other stations.
Though neither of his daughters chose to follow in
their father's footsteps, Otis takes credit for recruiting another generation of Bentleys l.nto work for the
Service. Nephews Jack Bentley and Vic Scott now
work on the Savannah Coastal Refuges. Jack is an
engineering equipment op·eri;ltor and Vic is a· tractor
operator.
PatriGta E. Metz is a Supervisory Refuge Ranger
based in Savannah, Georgia.
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By Ed Jones

I

'm a retired Egg Harbor Township police officer
and assistant manager at the Margate Bridge
Company. In June of 1999, I was involved in a
motor vehicle accident and found I could never work
again. I started moping around house getting fat and
stupid - feeling sorry for myself.
One day, while reading Outdoor Photography, I saw
an article on the Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife
Refuge - a place that my wife, Carol, and I had been
going to for years with our children and now our
grandchildren. I called the Refuge to see if they
would be interested in the article.
When I brought the article to their office, I saw a
volunteer brochure that said they needed volunteers
for photography. I thought I can at least do that. I
began by taking photos of the native wildlife garden
just being started by the refuge's Senior Volunteer
Group.
For a while, I was volunteering just one day a week
\vith the garden club, but 1 heard the staff talking
about how backlogged things were. I offered to come
to the Refuge more than one day a week to help with
other things. It wasn't long before I started coming
on a daily basis. It wasn't long after that, that the
staff gave me my own office and business cards. They
jokingly said I spent as much time there as they did.
About a year ago, I started an annual photo contest.
What started as an idea has now blossomed into a
yearly fund raiser for the Friends of Forsythe. The
photo contest prompted many inquiries about a
photo club. What should have started out as a few
people interested in photography grew to approximately 100 members. I'm very proud of this success.
None of this would have been possible without the
support and encouragement of the staff. They have
given me the opportunity to be creative. They are
always supportive and willing to listen to my ideas
and opinions, answer questions, and provide direction and guidance. In fact, all the people with whom
I've spoken, throughout the entire National Wildlife
Refuge System, are the nicest people I've ever dealt

I

'm very blessed with a
large family - 6 children
and 11 grandchildren
and a wonderfully supportive wife. My granddaughter, Angela (now 11
years old) , has been my
traveling and fishing partner since she was three
years old. She was familiar
with Forsythe Refuge
before I started volunteering as we would come here
to take pictures. She asked
if she could be a volunteer
too. Angela now volunteers
at the Refuge whenever
she has vacation from
school. She helps with
mailings and other administrative projects. She has
now convinced her 6 yearold cousin, Corey, that volunteering at the Edwin B. Ed .Tones (right) helps Kathy Clark, New Jerse_y state biologist with peregrine
Forsythe National Wildlife banding at Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge, Oceanville, NJ. Photo
Refuge is "the thing to by Tracy Casselman.
do."
Corey's mom, Amy, volunteers her computer expertise in helping me writing letters for the Refuge's Friends Group. .
My son Ronny, a union floor covering installer, has volunteered his weekends to lay carpeting in the
newly renovated Volunteer House.
Another son, Ty, a licensed electrician, for the past couple years has helped put up a banner across the
inaill road to promote the Refuge's celebration of National Wildlife Refuge Week. Ty has also volunteered
to do electrical work in the Volunteer House.

with my entire life.
The refuge staff is very protective of me. They are
concerned for my safety, above and beyond normal
concerns because of my health conditions. Most
important to me, I have never walked out of the office
without a very sincere thank you from everyone to
whom I have said good bye.

The First Refuge Manager
Continued from page 27

10-gauge shotgun along on these forays, in the event his mere physical presence
failed to deter would-be marksmen intent on using the pelicans for targets. He
used it more than once to warn off trigger happy yachtsmen.
Kroegel's constant presence helped reduce harassment of the pelicans. The
yachting crowd seemed to be getting the message. Unfortunately, the same couldn't be said for some local commercial fishermen.
"Towards the end of World War I, when food got scarce, the fishermen started a
fuss, saying the pelicans were destroying the fishing industry and should be done
away with," says Mrs. Thompson.
An editorial supporting the fishermen's contention appeared in the · Florida
Times Union. Dismayed, Warden Kroegel wrote a blunt rebuttal explaining that the
pelicans fed primarily on menhaden, a fish of no significant commercial value at
that time. That seemed to quiet the newspapers, but the fishermen sought to have
the last word.
"Things quieted down for a while and then one night there was a northeaster,"
Mrs. Thompson recalls. "The wind was really blowing and howling, but dad said
there was something wrong with the pelicans. Just as soon as dawn came, he fought
his way over there - the river was awful rough - and when he got there he discovered that nearly all the pelicans had been clubbed to death. The fishermen put
their boys on the island to do their dirty work. When my father say that bunch of
dying, crippled, lame birds it made him sick. When he came home he was white
as a sheet."

I feel far more important here than "just" a volunteer. I know that I'm appreciated , and for the first
time in my life, I look forward to coming to "work"
each day!
Ed Jones, volunteer, Edwin B. Forsythe NWR, Egg
Harbor Township, New Jersey

Kroegel immediately telegraphed the Florida district game warden and as a
result of their investigation court was convened quickly in Sebastian. Although the
boys who had done the killing were minors, the presiding judge advised their parents that they, the parents, would go to jail if anything further happens to the pelicans. Fortunately, enough pelicans survived the slaughter to provide the nucleus
of a healthy breeding population the next year.
On June 30, 1926, Paul Kroegel's days as a Federal warden were ended. The government politely terminated him on the grounds that the pelicans had abandoned
the island (temporarily, as it turned out).
Mrs. Thompson likes to joke about this event. "Calvin Coolidge got rid of him for
stingy purposes!" she snorts. She may have something there, for by this time the
warden's salary after 23 years of faithful service had been upped to $15 a month.
Kroegel died in 1948, but the little island he labored to protect continues to
exert its strange pull on nesting pelicans. Biologists and birdwatchers, following
the footsteps of such famous naturalists as Dr. Chapman, Ernest Thompson Seton,
and Louis Agassiz Fuertes, still come to see the island and its birds. Baker's Bluff
is gone and the river is wider, but judging from old photos not all that much else
has changed.
Mrs. Thompson and her husband, J.T., are careful caretakers of the legacy of
Pelican Island. They are anxious that history does not overlook what has done here
- by the government and the Kroegel family - to further the cause of wildlife conservation.
Phil Million was U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service puhlic affairs chief for 14 years
and now is chief of the Conservation Partnership Division. This article is reprinted
from Fish and Wildlife News, December 1978.
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By Martha Nudel

by one of the kindergarteners. The refuge's
Friends group sells the
seed packets in the Refuge
Visitor
Center
store,
returning the full 50-cent
price to the class so they
can expand the garden
and show it to other
schools.
The Friends group also
established a backyard
habitat demonstration site
at the refuge's Cusano
Environmental Education
Center to show visitors just
what they can do in their
own backyards.

t the Willapa National
Wildlife Refuge on the
Pacific coast of Washington
State, Chum, Chinook and Coho
salmon move from pristine
Willapa Bay to the refuge's
streams to spawn, ensuring their
survival in a state where salmon
runs are part of history.
Visit the 11,000-acre refuge and
you can travel from sand dunes
and sandy beaches to grasslands
and freshwater marshes. A stand
of old-growth western red cedars
graces the land. Isolated sandbars are pupping grounds for harbor seals and rest stations for
Mentoring and Funding
more than 100,000 migratory
Start-Up
birds. Grasslands and forests
shelter bear, elk, bobcat, spotted
Because the work of
owls and Pacific tree frogs. You
grassroots Friends groups
can go fishing, clamming and
is so valuable, the Fish and
crabbing, photograph wildlife or
Wildlife Service provides
just walk the trails.
and supports a range of
Yet, in the midst of this paranational programs to supdise lures an East Coast killer:
port the Friends groups,
Spartina altemiflora - common- The National Wildl{fe Refuge Association led 200 refuge "Friends" to Capitol Hill in 2003 .
most notably the National
ly called smooth cordgrass - that
Wildlife Refuge Support
is destroying the salt marshes and
Group Grant Program and
mud flats, killing migratory bird,
stations and brought overwhelming support and the National Refuge Mentor Program. Administered
fish and shellfish habitat.
interest in refuges.
by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation in partThe Friends of Willapa Wildlife Refuge, a volunteer
Friends of the Wildlife Corridor linked isolated for- nership with FWS, National Wildlife Refuge
group founded in 2000, couldn't ignore the devasta- est habitats by reforesting with native vegetation Association and National Audubon Society, the grant
tion. Led by Rudy Schuver - a retired Army colonel tracts of land acquired for the Lower Rio Grande program distributes grants of $1,500 to $5,000 as
who served in Korea, Vietnam and Japan - the 200- Valley and Santa Ana refuges in Texas.
seed money for creative programs that increase the
member Friends group raised more than $60,000 to
Friends of the Upper Mississippi River National number and effectiveness of such organizations.
enable the refuge to conduct essential tests to deter- Wildlife and Fish Refuge in Minnesota turned to the
Fifty-six Friends groups received more than
mine the concentration of herbicides that will be public libraries for expanded education, providing $234,000 in grants under the fiscal year 2003 proused extensively over the next few years to rid the children's books and helping to create library out- gram, which supports community outreach, conserrefuge of a killer.
reach programs.
vation education, habitat restoration, and other visiBut Rudy - who had worked on the refuge as a volFriends of Squaw Creek Refuge in Missouri used a tor services and start-up efforts. During its life, the
unteer with his wife for many years - soon found a grant from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation program has awarded more than $1 million through
more persistent and beatable foe: ignorance.
to build the Mike Callow Memorial Trail - a handi- 270 grants to more than 150 Friends groups working
"The old timers in the community didn't really capped-accessible trail that honors a Fish and to support more than 165 refuges, wetland manageappreciate the refuge," said Rudy. "Many don't have Wildlife Service employee who died in the line of ment districts and national game preserves.
much appreciation for the federal government in gen- duty.
Additionally, the highly regarded National Refuge
eral." So the Friends of Willapa Refuge concentrated
In Oklahoma, the Association of Friends of the Mentor Program will provide customized visits and
on changing young minds - bringing an extraordi- Wichitas created a two-hour interpretive program recommendations to 16 refuges and wetland managenary education program into fourth grade classrooms that teaches visitors to the Wichita Mountains Refuge ment districts in late 2003 and early 2004, helping to
in three school districts in this Southwestern about the importance of bats and other nocturnal establish new Friends groups or build the capacity of
animals, using night viewing equipment to observe existing ones.
Washington community.
Two hundred fifty youngsters each year are taught their movement.
The mentor team, comprised of a highly experiabout the refuge, bird identification, wildlife habitat
Perhaps nowhere is the impact of Friends felt more enced Friends representative and a refuge manger,
and amphibians of the northwest in four classes con- deeply than in blighted communities. The John provides guidance to staff and citizen members of the
ducted either by refuge staff or Friends members. Heinz Wildlife Refuge at Tinicum, just one mile from forming or existing Friends group. Mentoring visits
They then are brought to mini science stations set up Philadelphia International Airport, was established in also nurture and advise Friends groups that have
by the Friends throughout the refuge for a day of 1972 to preserve the largest freshwater tidal marsh in grown beyond early formation stage. Experienced
exploration and wonder. The Friends want to elevate Pennsylvania.
individuals in each National Mentor Team are availthe program to middle schools.
·
Over the years, the refuge has become a resting and able by phone or e-mail to help Friends groups sucfeeding area for more than 300 species of birds. Fox, ceed.
Friends Groups Are Growing
deer, turtles, fish, frogs and a wide variety of wildFor the first time in 2003-2004, a series of six conflowers
and plants are among the species that call the ferences are being staged in four regions to bring
The Friends of Willapa Refuge is one of about 250
such voluntary, community-based groups across the refuge home. John Heinz Refuge is one of a handful ideas, skill building and networking opportunities to
country that enhance the Refuge System, up from just of urban refuges, protecting natural resources for a Friends groups. In years past, a single national con74 groups in 1996. They add a dimension of expert- community better known for concrete than cor- ference brought together hundreds of Friends, volunise and assistance that otherwise could not be fund- morants.
teers, refuge staff and supporters from across the
That's just the reason that the Friends group has country. Building on the national momentum,
ed. Passion drives their work. Knowledge of the
importance of the Refuge System fuels their passion. thrown its weight behind The Nature of Learning, the regional conferences will be more intimate and conToday, more than 30,000 people are members of Refuge System's environmental education program. nect people in communities that are in close proximrefuge Friends groups, a.dvocates for their local The results of the multi-faceted program have been ity. The FWS is partnering with the National Wildlife
refuges and the National Wildlife Refuge System. The startling: Longsteth Elementary School's kinder- Refuge Association and refuge Friends to co-sponsor
nonprofit, independent groups - some dating back to garten class planted a certified Schoolyard Habitat and promote the regional conferences.
the 1970s - are as diverse as the communities they with the help of the refuge and its Friends.
"Our outstanding partners and Friends are pivotal
The students, living in one of Philadelphia's most to our success," notes Trevor Needham, the Refuge
serve. So is their work.
In Georgia, volunteers working with the Savannah blighted neighborhoods, collected $121 in pennies to System's Friends coordinator. "The legacy of our 250
Refuge Friends partnered with the Savannah College buy plants, soil and wood slats for the native species Friends groups can be seen on the land, as more and
of Art and Design in 1999 to produce public service they nurture. The neighborhood is enthralled with more volunteers devote their passion and time to our
announcements that aired on three cable television the program, buying seed packets that the youngsters refuges."
create. Each packet is graced with a hand-drawn label
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With Partners By Our Side
By Martha Nudel

W

ith a wildlife refuge in every state and one
just about an hour's drive from nearly every
major metropolitan area, the National
Wildlife Refuge System can't possibly do its massive
job alone.
Indeed, a host of partnerships with nonprofit
organizations, plivate corporations and other Federal
agencies has reinforced and expanded the refuge system's programs and visibility, sometimes bringing the
images and concepts of wildlife protection as close as
the television remote control.
In honor of the refuge system's Centennial, ESPN
has been airing weekly, two-minute vignettes since
January in a series called "A Century of
Conservation." The series broadcasts images of
wildlife refuges into 3 million homes, exploring such
·wonderlands as the 25,000-acre National Elk Refuge
in Jackson Hole, WY, home to one of the largest wintering concentrations of elk.

CARE
One of the most extensive relationships is with the
Cooperative Alliance for Refuge Enhancement
(CARE), a coalition of 21 nonprofit conservation and
recreation organizations from across the political
spectrum that is an effective voice on Capitol Hill for
the Refuge System.
Dr. Rollin Sparrowe, president of the Wildlife
Management Institute, created CARE in 1996, bringing together organizations that had sometimes disagreed about refuge system management issues.
These organizations found common ground in their
support of increased funding for operations and
maintenance of the refuge system. Their success has
been remarkable
For fiscal 2003, the year of the Refuge System's
Centennial, CARE worked with Congress and the
Administration to secure a $48 million increase for
operations and maintenance - the single largest
annual funding increase. Since CARE's creation,
annual funding for the refuge system has more than
doubled. The funding has significantly improved the
ability of the Fish and Wildlife Service to manage
refuges for fish and wildlife and for the enjoyment
and benefit of people across the nation.
The impact of funding increases has been seen on
the ground, partially in the conservation of threatened and endangered species. In 2001, for example,
Moapa Valley Refuge (NV) improved conditions for the
Moapa dace, an endangered fish. The refuge is this
species' last stronghold, with fewer than 1,200 dace
alive today. The project removed debris and concrete
lining from a pond, a concrete stairway leading to the
main stream channel, several palm trees, and railroad ties burned in a 1994 wild fire. Together, the
improvements re-established natural spring and
stream flow as well as the natural contour of hill to
prevent erosion. The project also restored 200 feet of
stream habitat vitally important to the Moapa dace.
Wildlife conservation has been directly affected.
At Fort Niobrara Refuge (NE), for instance, approximately 350 bison and 70 elk are managed to assure a
genetically sound breeding population, provide
appropriate viewing opportunities, and support scientific studies. Approximately 50 miles of interior
fence and corrals and 50 miles of boundary fence are
used to control the timing of grazing and movement
of the animals to simulate natural conditions. The
deteriorating corrals, built in the 1930s and rebuilt
in the 1950s, were finally rehabilitated when fresh
funding became available.
The environmental community has seen partner-

ships come and go. CARE has
persisted because diverse
conservation organizations
have been dedicated to a single cause:
the Refuge
System.
"Maintaining the biodiversity
of
the
northern
Everglades or the Alaskan
wilderness or the Sonoran
Desert requires the dedication and expertise of all the
staff of the refuge system,"
observed
Defenders
of
Wildlife President Rodger
Schlickeisen in an interview
with Fish & WUdlife News
last spring. The organization
is a CARE member.
"Even though refuge staff
have gotten pretty handy with
duct tape, maintaining the biodiversity of the refuge
system also requires adequate funding, and that's
why Defenders has been an active member of CARE
since its inception," he expanded.

Support from the Magic Kingdom
CARE is one of the 21 partners that work closely
with the refuge system. Another is the Walt Disney
Company, which donated the time of Vice President
for Corporate Environmental Policy Kym Murphy to
the refuge system's Centennial Commission, responsible for making the contacts that resulted in an
array of partnerships that have clearly aided wildlife
refuges.
Disney, for example, was the first company to
donate $100,000 toward the Centennial Commission
Scholarship Fund for Conservation, administered by
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, another
Refuge System partner. Scholarships will help graduate students from minority populations study conservation and environmental education.
In donating the money, Roy E. Disney, former
chairman of The Walt Disney Company, recalled his
own introduction to conservation through the True
Life Adventures films he helped produce. Now the
company's contributions are research oriented,
including assigning biologists from Disney's Animal
Kingdom to join their Fish and Wildlife counterparts
in studying sea turtle nesting habits near Disney's

The Bald Eagle exhibit at the National
Zoo, which opened on July 4, is afirst-ofits-kind collaboration among the National
Zoo, the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association (AZA) and the refuge system.
Gathering to celebrate the opening,
above, are (left to right) Dr. Lucy
Spelman, National Zoo director; Dolly
Parton; Steve Griles,Deputy Secretary of
the Interior; Sydney Butler, Executive
Director, AZA; and Al Cecere, President of
the American Eagle Foundation, holding
Liberty. This diarama of an Alaskan
brown bear in the Kenai refuge, at left, is
part of the Smithsonian exhibit on the
FWS Centennial. Major partners include
the Fish and Wildlife Service, Federal
Highway Administration, Smithsonian
Institution, and the Whooping Crane
Eastern Partnership.

Vero Beach Resort, located near Pelican Island
Refuge, the nation's first wildlife refuge.

BassPro Shops Enter the Picture
One of the most extensive partnerships is with Bass
Pro Shops, one of the country's largest retailers of
sporting goods. The retailer, interested in both conservation and ensuring that its customers have a
plethora of outdoor recreation options, has undertaken an enormous wide range of activities - from
including Refuge System stories and public service
announcements in its Outdoor World magazine and
radio and TV programs to creating in-store display
. and in-store seminars and creating links between
stores and nearby wildlife refuges to entice customers
to take part in refuge events and recreation offerings.
Bass Pro Shops even put the Refuge System
Centennial logo on its shopping bags. More importantly, the retailer has created special events as new
stores are opened near refuges.
The Refuge System's partnerships range far and
wide. A few example:
The U.S. Mint, celebrating the Refuge System's
Centennial, produced the first silver commemorative
medal series ever offered. The limited edition 2003
National Wildlife Refuge System Centennial Medal
Series, consisting of four medals, highlights the
diversity of the Refuge System. A portion of the pro-
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by one of the kindergarteners. The refuge's
Friends group sells the
' seed packets in the Refuge
Visitor
Center
store,
returning the full 50-cent
price to the class so they
can expand the garden
and show it to other
schools.
The Friends group also
established a backyard
habitat demonstration site
at the refuge's Cusano
Environmental Education
Center to show visitors just
what they can do in their
own backyards.

t the Willapa National
Wildlife Refuge on the
Pacific coast of Washington
State, Chum, Chinook and Coho
salmon move from pristine
Willapa Bay to the refuge's
streams to spawn, ensuring their
survival in a state where salmon
runs are part of history.
Visit the 11,000-acre refuge and
you can travel from sand dunes
and sandy beaches to grasslands
and freshwater marshes. A stand
of old-growth western red cedars
graces the land. Isolated sandbars are pupping grounds for harbor seals and rest stations for
Mentoring and Funding
more than 100,000 migratory
Start-Up
birds. Grasslands and forest s
shelter bear, elk, bobcat, spotted
Because the work of
owls and Pacific tree frogs. You
grassroots Friends groups
can go fishing, clamming and
is so valuable, the Fish and
crabbing, photograph wildlife or
Wildlife Service provides
just walk the trails.
and supports a range of
Yet, in the midst of this paranational programs to supdise lures an East Coast killer :
port the Friends groups,
Spartina altemiflora - common- The National WUdlife Refuge Association led 200 refuge "Friends" to Capitol Hill in 2003 .
most notably the National
ly called smooth cordgrass - that
Wildlife Refuge Support
is destroying the salt marshes and
Group Grant Program and
mud flats, killing migratory bird,
stations and brought ovenvhelming support and the National Refuge Mentor Program. Administered
fish and shellfish habitat.
interest in refuges.
by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation in partThe Friends of Willapa Wildlife Refuge, a volunteer
Friends of the Wildlife Corridor linked isolated for- nership with FWS, National Wildlife Refuge
group founded in 2000, couldn't ignore the devasta- est habitats by reforesting with native vegetation Association and National Audubon Society, the grant
tion. Led by Rudy Schuver - a retired Army colonel tracts of land acquired for the Lower Rio Grande program distributes grants of $1,500 to $5,000 as
who served in Korea, Vietnam and Japan - the 200- Valley and Santa Ana refuges in Texas.
seed money for creative programs that increase the
member Friends group raised more than $60,000 to
Friends of the Upper Mississippi River National number and effectiveness of such organizations.
enable the refuge to conduct essential tests to deter- Wildlife and Fish Refuge in Minnesota turned to the
Fifty-six Friends groups received more than
mine the concentration of herbicides that will be public libraries for expanded education, providing $234,000 in grants under the fiscal year 2003 proused extensively over the next few years to rid the children's books and helping to create library out- gram, which supports community outreach, conserrefuge of a killer.
reach programs.
vation education, habitat restoration, and other visiBut Rudy - who had worked on the refuge as a volFriends of Squaw Creek Refuge in Missouri used a tor services and start-up efforts. During its life, the
unteer with his wife for many years - soon found a grant from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation program has awarded more than $1 million through
more persistent and beatable foe: ignorance.
to build the Mike Callow Memorial Trail - a handi- 270 grants to more than 150 Friends groups working
"The old timers in the community didn't really capped-accessible trail that honors a Fish and to support more than 165 refuges, wetland manageappreciate the refuge," said Rudy. "Many don't have Wildlife Service employee who died in the line of ment districts and national game preserves.
much appreciation for the federal government in gen- duty.
Additionally, the highly regarded National Refuge
eral." So the Friends of Willapa Refuge concentrated
In Oklahoma, the Association of Friends of the Mentor Program will provide customized visits and
on changing young minds - bringing an extraordi- Wichitas created a two-hour interpretive program recommendations to 16 refuges and wetland managenary education program into fourth grade classrooms that teaches visitors to the Wichita Mountains Refuge ment districts in late 2003 and early 2004, helping to
in three school districts in this Southwestern about the importance of bats and other nocturnal establish new Friends groups or build the capacity of
animals, using night viewing equipment to observe existing ones.
Washington community.
1\vo hundred fifty youngsters each year are taught their movement.
The mentor team, comprised of a highly experiabout the refuge, bird identification, wildlife habitat
Perhaps nowhere is the impact of Friends felt more enced Friends representative and a refuge manger,
and amphibians of the northwest in four classes con- deeply than in blighted communities. The John provides guidance to staff and citizen members of the
ducted either by refuge staff or Friends members. Heinz Wildlife Refuge at Tinicum, just one mile from forming or existing Friends group. Mentoring visits
They then are brought to mini science stations set up Philadelphia International Airport, was established in also nurture and advise Friends groups that have
by the Friends throughout the refuge for a day of 1972 to preserve the largest freshwater tidal marsh in grown beyond early formation stage. Experienced
exploration and wonder. The Friends want to elevate Pennsylvania.
individuals in each National Mentor Team are availthe program to middle schools.
·
Over the years, the refuge has become a resting and able by phone or e-mail to help Friends groups sucfeeding area for more than 300 species of birds. Fox, ceed.
Friends Groups Are Growing
deer, turtles, fish, frogs and a wide variety of wildFor the first time in 2003-2004, a series of six conThe Friends of Willapa Refuge is one of about 250 flowers and plants are among the species that call the ferences are being staged in four regions to bring
such voluntary, community-based groups across the refuge home. John Heinz Refuge is one of a handful ideas, skill building and networking opportunities to
country that enhance the Refuge System, up from just of urban refuges, protecting natural resources for a Friends groups. In years past, a single national con74 groups in 1996. They add a dimension of expert- community better known for concrete than cor- ference brought together hundreds of Friends, volunise and assistance that otherwise could not be fund- morants.
teers, refuge staff and supporters from across the
That's just the reason that the Friends group has country. Building on the national momentum,
ed. Passion drives their work. Knowledge of the
importance of the Refuge System fuels their passion. thrown its weight behind The Nature of Learning, the regional conferences will be more intimate and conToday, more than 30,000 people are members of Refuge System's environmental education program. nect people in communities that are in close proximrefuge Friends groups, advocates for their local The results of the multi-faceted program have been ity. The FWS is partnering with the National Wildlife
refuges and the National Wildlife Refuge System. The startling: Longsteth Elementary School's kinder- Refuge Association and refuge Friends to co-sponsor
nonprofit, independent groups - some dating back to garten class planted a certified Schoolyard Habitat and promote the regional conferences.
the 1970s - are as diverse as the communities they with the help of the refuge and its Friends.
"Our outstanding partners and Friends are pivotal
The students, living in one of Philadelphia's most to our success," notes Trevor Needham, the Refuge
serve. So is their work.
In Georgia, volunteers working with the Savannah blighted neighborhoods, collected $121 in pennies to System's Friends coordinator. "The legacy of our 250
Refuge Friends partnered with the Savannah College buy plants, soil and wood slats for the native species Friends groups can be seen on the land, as more and
of Art and Design in 1999 to produce public service they nurture. The neighborhood is enthralled with more volunteers devote their passion and time to our
announcements that aired on three cable television the program, buying seed packets that the youngsters refuges."
create. Each packet is graced with a hand-drawn label
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With Partners By Our Side
By Martha Nudel

W

ith a wildlife refuge in every state and one
just about an hour's drive from nearly every
major metropolitan area, the National
Wildlife Refuge System can't possibly do its massive
job alone.
Indeed, a host of partnerships with nonprofit
organizations, private corporations and other Federal
agencies has reinforced and expanded the refuge system's programs and visibility, sometimes bringing the
images and concepts of wildlife protection as close as
the television remote control.
In honor of the refuge system's Centennial, ESPN
has been airing weekly, two-minute vignettes since
January in a series called "A Century of
Conservation." The series broadcasts images of
wildlife refuges into 3 million homes, exploring such
wonderlands as the 25,000-acre National Elk Refuge
in Jackson Hole, WY, home to one of the largest wintering concentrations of elk.

CARE
One of the most extensive relationships is with the
Cooperative Alliance for Refuge Enhancement
(CARE), a coalition of 21 nonprofit conservation and
recreation organizations from across the political
spectrum that is an effective voice on Capitol Hill for
the Refuge System.
Dr. Rollin Sparrowe, .president of the Wildlife
Management Institute, created CARE in 1996, bringing together organizations that had sometimes disagreed about refuge system management issues.
These organizations found common ground in their
support of increased funding for operations and
maintenance of the refuge system. Their success has
been remarkable
For fiscal 2003, the year of the Refuge System's
Centennial, CARE worked with Congress and the
Administration to secure a $48 million increase for
operations and maintenance - the single largest
annual funding increase. Since CARE's creation,
annual funding for the refuge system has more than
doubled. The funding has significantly improved the
ability of the Fish and Wildlife Service to manage
refuges for fish and wildlife and for the enjoyment
and benefit of people across the nation.
The impact of funding increases has been seen on
the ground, partially in the conservation of threatened and endangered species. In 2001, for example,
Moapa Valley Refuge (NV) improved conditions for the
Moapa dace, an endangered fish . The refuge is this
species' last stronghold, with fewer than 1,200 dace
alive today. The project removed debris and concrete
lining from a pond, a concrete stainvay leading to the
main stream channel, several palm trees, and railroad ties burned in a 1994 wild fire. Together, the
improvements re -established natural spring and
stream flow as well as the natural contour of hill to
prevent erosion. The project also restored 200 feet of
stream habitat vitally important to the Moapa dace.
Wildlife conservation has been directly affected.
At Fort Niobrara Refuge (NE), for instance, approximately 350 bison and 70 elk are managed to assure a
genetically sound breeding population, provide
appropriate viewing opportunities, and support scientific studies. Approximately 50 miles of interior
fence and corrals and 50 miles of boundary fence are
used to control the timing of grazing and movement
of the animals to simulate natural conditions. The
deteriorating corrals, built in the 1930s and rebuilt
in the 1950s, were finally rehabilitated when fresh
funding became available.
The environmental community has seen partner-

ships come and go. CARE has
persisted because diverse
conservation organizations
have been dedicated to a single cause:
the Refuge
System.
"Maintaining the biodiversity
of
the
northern
Everglades or the Alaskan
wilderness or the Sonoran
Desert requires the dedication and expertise of all the
staff of the refuge system,"
observed
Defenders
of
Wildlife President Rodger
Schlickeisen in an interview
with Fish & Wildlife News
last spring. The organization
is a CARE member.
"Even though refuge staff
have gotten pretty handy ~ith
duct tape, maintaining the biodiversity of the refuge
system also requires adequate funding, and that's
why Defenders has been an active member of CARE
since its inception," he expanded.

Support from the Magic Kingdom
CARE is one of the 21 partners that work closely
with the refuge system. Another is the Walt Disney
Company, which donated the time of Vice President
for Corporate Environmental Policy Kym Murphy to
the refuge system's Centennial Commission, responsible for making the contacts that resulted in an
array of partnerships that have clearly aided wildlife
refuges .
Disney, for example, was the first company ·to
donate $100,000 toward the Centennial Commission
Scholarship Fund for Conservation, administered by
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, another
Refuge System partner. Scholarships will help graduate students from minority populations study conservation and environmental education.
In donating the money, Roy E. Disney, former
chairman of The Walt Disney Company, recalled his
own introduction to conservation through the True
Life Adventures films he helped produce. Now the
company's contributions are research oriented,
including assigning biologists from Disney's Animal
Kingdom to join their Fish and Wildlife counterparts
in studying sea turtle nesting habits near Disney's

The Bald Eagle exhibit at the National
Zoo, which opened on July 4, is a first-ofits-kind collaboration among the National
Zoo, the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association (AZA) and the refuge system.
Gathering to celebrate the opening,
above, are aeft to right) D1: Lucy
Spelman, National Zoo director; Dolly
Parton; Steve Griles,Deputy Secretary of
the Interior; Sydney Butler, Executive
Director, AZA; and Al Cecere, President of
the A1nerican Eagle Foundation, holding
Liberty. This diarama of an Alaskan
brown bear in the Kenai refuge, at left, is
part of the Smithsonian exhibit on the
FWS Centennial. Major partners include
the Fish and Wildlife Service, Federal
Highway Administration, Smithsonian
Institution, and the Whooping Crane
Eastern Partnership.

Vero Beach Resort, located near Pelican Island
Refuge, the nation's first wildlife refuge.

BassPro Shops Enter the Picture
One of the most extensive partnerships is with Bass
Pro Shops, one of the country's largest retailers of
sporting goods. The retailer, interested in both conservation and ensuring that its customers have a
plethora of outdoor recreation options, has undertaken an enormous wide range of activities - from
including Refuge System stories and public service
announcements in its Outdoor World magazine and
radio and TV programs to creating in-store display
and in-store seminars and creating links between
stores and nearby wildlife refuges to entice customers
to take part in refuge events and recreation offerings.
Bass Pro Shops even put the Refuge System
Centennial logo on its shopping bags. More importantly, the retailer has created special events as new
stores are opened near refuges .
The Refuge System's partnerships range far and
wide. A few example:
The U.S. Mint, celebrating the Refuge System's
Centennial, produced the first silver commemorative
medal series ever offered. The limited edition 2003
National Wildlife Refuge System Centennial Medal
Series, consisting of four medals, highlights the
diversity of the Refuge System. A portion of the pro-
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By Phil Million

Wheelin' Sportsmen
on Refuges

ncreasing opportunities for people with disabilities to hunt, fish and othen\Tise enjoy
outdoor recreational activities on the 540+
units of the National Wildlife Refuge System was
the focus of an agreement signed in March 2003
by the Service and the National Wild Turkey
Federation's (NWTF) Wbeelin' Sportsmen program.
ln signing the agreement, Service Director Steve
Williams lauded NWTF and Wheelin' Sportsmen
for making a real difference in sharing the outdoors with young people, women and people with
disabilities.
"This year marks the lOOth anniversary of the
National Wildlife Refuge System," Williams said.
"There could be no better time for us to join with
NWTF and Wheelin' Sportsmen to find ways to
open new doors to the outdoors for disabled people."
The agreement was also signed by Kirk Thomas,
Wheelin' Sportsmen NWTF national coordinator.
"I want to thank the Service for their commitment to give disabled people the opportunity to Service Director Steve Williams signs on. National Wild
participate in th e great outdoors," said Thomas. Turkey Federation photo.
"We may not be able to reach every disabled indi-

I

vidual in North America, but with this MOU that
we're signing here today, we've taken an important step toward that goal."
The agreement calls for the FWS and Wheelin'
Sportsmen officials and members to identify a
minimum of four cooperative events on refuges
during the first year. It also commits both
organizations to work together at the national,
regional and local levels to increase public awareness of both the Wheelin' Sportsmen program and
the National Wildlife Refuge System's Centennial
celebration.
"This is a good start," said Williams, "but with
more than 50 million disabled people in this country, I hope we can figure ways to do even more."
Wheelin' Sportsmen provides all disabled people
with the opportunity to enjoy the outdoors through
chapter events across the country. Through this
program, disabled participants enjoy activities such
as hun ting, fishing and shooting with an able-bodied partner.

Phil Million, currently chief of the conservation
partnerships division, formerly was public affairs
chief of the U.S. Fish and WildlifP- Service for 14
years.

National Wzldlife Refuge Association
By Evan Hirsche
he National Wildlife Refuge Association (NWRA),
formed in 1975 to build national support for the
Refuge System, is the only nonprofit organization dedicated exclusively to making the refuge system better armed to address the growing challenges
of conserving wildlife.
Recognizing the importance of having strong local
community support for refuges and the system, the
Association has helped to forge the nation's 250
Friends groups - and their estimated 40,000 members - into a national voice. Over the past eight years,
the NWRA has worked to build new Friends groups
and strengthen existing ones by providing resources
and tools they can use to be more effective advocates.
The NWRA focuses on providing Friends groups

T

Partners
ceeds will be used to fund refuge education and
interpretive projects. The Mint expected the series to
sell quickly.
The Bald Eagle Refuge exhibit at the National Zoo
in Washington, DC, which opened July 4, is a first-ofits-kind collaboration among the National Zoo, the
American Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA) and
the Refuge System. A permanent display along the
zoo's Beaver Valley, the exhibit is home to Tioga and
Sam, a male and female pair of rehabilitated eagles
from the American Eagle Foundation and offers an
interactive kiosk and interpretative programs led by
Friends of the National Zoo docents. In the next 12
months, the AZA, in partnership ·with the Refuge
System, ,\Till distribute educational material developed for the Bald Eagle Refuge exhibit to zoos and
aquariums across the nation.
The refuge system's centennial exhibit, America's
Wildest Places, opened November 7, 2003 at the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of
Natural History in Washington, DC.
in the second phase of the partnership with the
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High Impact Issues
Jn Febn~ary , 2003, the NWRA joined the Fish and
Wildllfe Service -to h ost the Centennial Refuge
F:riends Conference in Washington, D.C. , which
attracted more than 370 refuge volunteers, staff, and
supporters from 46 states and 121 refuges to training
workshops and roundtable discussions. The
Association also sponsors regional workshops - five
in the next few months -- that cover subjects such as
board development and advocacy.
Early this year, NWRA also led nearly 200 refuge
Friends to Capitol Hill where they met with their leg-

islators to promote a $100 million refuge system
funding increase. Before the rally, the NWRA and the
21-member Cooperative Alliance for Refuge
Enhancement - of which NWRA is a leading member
- held advocacy training about the Federal budget
and the appropriations process. Such grassroots work
h as helped secure record funding increases - including $50 million for fiscal year 2003.
Finally, the Association, jointly with the National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation, sponsors an annual
refuge system awards program that celebrates the
incredible contributions of refuge professionals,
Friends, and volunteers.

Evan Hirsche is the president of the National
Wildlife Refuge Association. To learn more about
NWRA programs, visit the Web at www.refugenet.org.
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with the information, training, and networking they
need to better communicate local refuge needs and
on implementing initiatives that draw national attention to ritical issues, such as refuge system funding
and growth of invasive species.

* December 2003

n honor of the National Wildlife Refuge System's
Centennial, the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation has been working with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service on an array of initiatives that
support and promote Friends groups, environmental
education and habitat improvement on refuges,
among others.
From 1997 through 2002, for example, the Working
Toward 2003 program awarded more than 85 grants,
committing more than $4.6 million in Federal and
other funds to help improve habitat for fish, wildlife
and plants on refuges throughout the United States
in preparation for the Centennial celebration.
The Refuge Friends Initiative , launched by the
Foundation, FWS and other partners in 1996, has
provided more than $1 million in critical funding
and technical assistance that has helped to double
the number and effectiveness of nonprofit refuge
Friends groups across the country. Today, approximately 250 such Friends groups work hand-in-hand
with refuges to conserve wildlife, offer environmental
education, and conduct community outreach, among
other work.

I

In 2002, the Foundation created a Refuge
Centennial Grant Program dedicated to funding conservation projects on refuges. Through this program,
the Foundation committed more than $2 million
through 65 grants, leveraging an additional $3 million in matching contributions, to benefit conservation education, community outreach, habitat restoration and species conservation efforts that highlight
the importance of the refuge system in maintaining
our nation's incredible natural heritage.
In 2003, the Foundation launched a new conservation education initiative, The Nature of Leaming,
which promotes the use of refuges as outdoor classrooms for local schools, while enhancing natural
resource stewardship in the community. The
Foundation also secured commitments from several
major corporations and businesses, including
Southern Company, ConocoPhillips, Wild Birds
Unlimited, Anheuser Busch, Bass Pro Shops,
Sheltered Wings, Inc. and others, which have generated an additional $1 million in private contributions
benefiting refuges.

FRIENDS & PARTNERS

by Martha Nude!

The Prairie Wetl,ands Leaming Center at Fergus Falls,
Minnesota is the first residential environmental education center operated by the FWS.

M

aury Hutelmyer, a teacher at Philadelphia's
Patterson Elementary, has been bringing his
classes to the John Heinz National Wildlife
Refuge at Tinicum every week for some years. He just
never expected some of his students to become so
intense.
But when a group wanted to start a birding club
last year, he agreed. Now the club is associated with
the Bird Club of Delaware County, and Mr. Hutelmyer
brings the kids to the refuge each month to collect
data and track activity in three tree swallow nesting
boxes. Interest in environmental education has
spread.
More than a dozen teachers from inner-city
Pa~te~son Elementary come with Mr. Hutelmyer,
brmgmg their students in grades kindergarten to
fourth. The music and reading teachers assist with
some of the environmental education activities as
well.
"Of course, I want the teachers to teach about ecology. and the environment," said Erika Scarborough,
envrronmental education specialist. "But what's fundamental for students who are living more and more
in a world of concrete and computer games, absorbed
with the Internet and cell phones, is to experience
natural areas and be fascinated."
John Heinz refuge is fostering just that in a multitude of ways through its decade-old environmental
education program. Its 15,000-square-foot Cusano
Environmental Education Center - complete with
large classrooms for teacher instruction and varied
hands-on exhibits - draws about 7,000 students
annually.
Additionally, the refuge, authorized by the state to
provide teachers with professional development,
offers such national curricula as Project Learning
Tree, Project Wild and Project Wet, among others.
The Refuge Environment Education Team has fashioned manuals - adaptable for different grade level that give educators the basis from which to teach a
variety of topics. The team, working for the past
decade, consists of current and former teachers from
urban and suburban school districts as well as those
teaching the Gifted Seminar and Life Skills classes
aimed at youngsters with mental disabilities.
'
John Heinz is hardly alone in the breadth of its
environmental education program. About 300 of the
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nation's 542 refuges are open for recreational and
educational activities. A renewed focus on environmental education is an outgrowth of the National
Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997
which declared that compatible wildlife-dependent
recreation uses are legitimate and appropriate. The
~ct id~ntified. six priority uses for refuge lands,
mcludmg envrronmental education and interpretation along with hunting, fishing, wildlife observation
and photography.
While visits to wildlife refuges grew a healthy 13
percent between fiscal years 1998 and 2002 - bringmg more than 37.7 million people to refuges - participation in environmental education programs
exploded during the same period.
The number of people who participated in the
refuge system's environmental education programs
nearly tripled between· 1998 and 2002, while the
number of teachers who participated in workshops
skyrocketed by more than 40 percent. The number of
students who received environmental education either at a refuge or from refuge employees or volunteers - grew by more than 50 percent in just four
years .
. L~s~ formalized educational participation also grew
s1gmficantly: Nearly 3.2 million people in fiscal year
2002 toured refuges' visitor centers, where they
could learn from an array of exhibits and brochures.
That was a 15 percent increase from fiscal year 1998.
More than 7. 7 million people in 2002 - up more than
30 percent from 1998 - used the refuge system's
kiosks, where informational material is available for
the taking.
The refuge system's environmental education program has a long history. Since 1994, for example, the
refuge system, in partnership with the National
Conservation Training Center (NCTC), has annually

produced "Wild Things," a 90-minute live, interactive, broadcast for teachers and students in grades 57 that delves into a specific environmental topic.
Complemented by an educator's guide, the satellitefed broadcast focuses on "Habitats: Home Sweet
Home" in cooperation with Geography Action!, a program of the National Geographic Society.
In past years, "Wild Things" has explored wetlands,
watersheds, endangered species, shorebirds and habitat restoration. The broadcast, which concludes with
a 30-minute segment in which e-mailed and faxed
questions are answered, is also carried by local cable
and educational television stations so schools that
cannot hook into the satellite feed can still take
advantage of the program.
More than 600 schools in 45 states and several U.S.
territories have participated in the live broadcasts.
The broadcasts, including those aired on cable and
educational channels, can reach as many as IO million students.
"Keep them coming," wrote one teacher. "We look
forward to future programs if they are of the quality
of this one," wrote another.
In 2003, the refuge system united all of its educational offerings under "The Nature of Learning," a
community-based conservation education program
that uses refuges and other natural areas as outdoor
classrooms. Partnerships among a neighborhood
school, natural resource professionals and community members are key to the program's success.
"Partners can use The Nature of Learning to help
students and the community gain a better understanding of conservation issues," said Deborah
McCrensky, the refuge system's outdoor recreation
planner for environmental education and interpretation.
"By creating The Nature of Learning, we've created
an umbrella for environmental education and are
encouraging an interdisciplinary approach that will
help students' overall academic achievement will
bring them into contact with natural resour~es whether at a refuge or elsewhere - and give them a

Continued on page 42
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l.ook at Nature and Learn
Continued from page 41
chance to lead stewardship projects that link classroom work to real life issues," she continued.
The Nature of Learning is a partnership among the
refuge system, NCTC, National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation, National Wildlife Refuge Association
and the Keystone Science Foundation.
It bolsters the Administration's 'Ready to Read,
Read to Learn' education initiative and the education
goals embodied in its 'No Child Left Behind' program, according to Ms. McCrensky. The Nature of
Learning has shown early signs of success. More than
150 organizations applied for start-up grants, funded
by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, to provide environmental education programs in concert
with local refuges.
Interest in environmental education grows exponentially with just a little cultivation. This year, the
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) joined The Walt
Disney Company's Jiminy Cricket Environmentality
Challenge, an environmental education program for
fifth graders that annually reaches more than 3,000
classrooms and more than 90,000 students in
California and thousands more in Florida. Teachers
and students are encouraged to contact refuges to
develop their projects and plan field trips.
The Prairie Wetlands Learning Center at the Fergus
Falls (Minn.) Wetland Management District, the first
residential environmental education center operated
by the FWS, focuses on the ecology of the Prairie
Pothole Region. When the $3 million center opened
in 1998, just 2,000 students visited the center. Now,
it welcomes nearly 9,000 students during day-only
visits, learning how to appreciate the prairie and wetlands and how to protect native plants.
"People don't have a clue what lives in wetlands,"
observed Teresa Jaskiewicz, Fergus Falls environmental education specialist. "We teach them about
aquatic and prairie plants, how the prairie supports
waterfowl. Some of the students don't even know
what ducks eat until they get here." The center contains more than 325 acres of native and restored
prairie, 28 acres of wetlands and nearly four miles of
trails.
The Friends of Willapa Refuge in the southwest
corner of Washington began an environmental education project in 2000 for fourth graders. The students received classroom instruction for four sessions in different subjects, including wildlife habitat.
Then they had a full day on the refuge, where the volunteers had set up mini science stations that brought
their classroom instruction alive.
"Now we're considering elevating the program to
seventh graders," noted outgoing Friends of Willapa
Refuge President Rudy Schuver, a retired Army
colonel, "and then maybe moving it into high school.
We're going slowing in building an appreciation for
the refuge."
One of John Heinz Refuge's successful environmental education programs, called Wetland
Adventures, brought together three middle schools
from disadvantaged areas of Philadelphia to help
rebuild a 120-foot boardwalk as they learned about
wetland ecology. They also planted 500 native
species.
"One student said it was the first time she planted
something that wasn't in a plastic cup," recounted
Ms. Scarborough.
Since then, the students have distributed information about non-point source pollution, created
schoolyard habitats and consistently helped the
refuge with its recycling of aluminum cans.
"Kids don't have to use professional soil sampling
kits and scopes to learn," observed Ms. Scarborough.
"They just have to look at nature and be fascinated."
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Students had a.five day camping experience (camp shown above) in the Arctic Refuge to study "Caribou
Mysteries " as a science curriculum. Caribou photo, crom and Pat Leeson.

Poetry in an Arctic Summer
Beautiful mountains
Sparkle on the sun-lit ground
Standing very tall. Ra!~:,~~dle sc1woz
By Martha Nudel

A

shley didn't learn how to write haikus during her five glorious days with "Caribou Mysteries: Arctic
Investigalions," an unprece.dented environme~tal e~ucation trip. last !une to the Arctic Refuge by
31 seventh and eighth graders from Randy Srmth Middle School m Farrbanks, Alaska.
Instead, she learned the lessons of a lifetime about the natural world and her place in it.
Rarely do teens have the chance to explore the nation's largest wildlife refuge - a fragile, pristine, productive landscape that enabled the students to engage their skills as science investigators, explorers and
even as artists.
The trip grew out of an environmental education program, "Caribou Mysterie : Scie~ce S~euths. and
Detective Math." This science and math curricula - with some language arts elements - is bemg written
for Fairbanks middle schoolers and a Web audience, using the refuge's caribou as a focus. "Caribou
Mysteries" was established by a partnership among the Arctic Refuge, the Fairbanks North Star Borough
School District, and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
For years, Refuge Wildlife Interpretive Specialist Cathy Curby had searched for a m~ans to involve
teachers in creation of a high quality environmental education program about the Arctic Refuge. The
breakthrough came in a phone call from Joy Colbert, of Virginia Tech's Institute for Connecting Sciei_ice
Research to the Classroom, who works with Toyota USA Foundation in seeking to fund grants that bnng
together scientists and teachers. Alaska and the Arctic Refuge were perfect venues in Joy's eye. Last year,
the Institute, using money from Toyota, provided $20,000 to the Fairbanks North Star Borough School
District for "Caribou Mysteries."
.
The excitement didn't stop with curricula development. This spring, Toyota USA Foundation funding
was matched by $22,000 in Federal monies for the five -day camping experience, which brought the educational program right into the Arctic Refuge for a real world connection of math and science with the
sounds, sights and smells of Arctic mountains, tundra, musk oxen, '~ildflowers and soaring eagles. .
The 31 students, selected from several dozen who applied, wrote journal entries, poems and rnirrat1~~s
that will become part of the Arctic Refuge's Web site of classroom science and math lessons and actlVlties about caribou. Look for it at http://arctic.fws.gov/ cariboumysteries.html.
The students and their adult advisors camped on Bureau of Land Management land just outside the
refuge's boundaries. They cooked in the open air. For a few days, they forgot about .daily showers, cable
television and video games. Rather, they discovered a sense of self that only contact with the natural world
can bring. Their journals reflect the evolution.
"l have never gone more than a ~lay without electricity," wrote Student Sigourney Walker. " I didn't
think I could survive. I'm very happy to say that this is one of the most beautiful places I have ever seen.
The scenery is breathtaking. We all climbed up Castle Mountain today. On the way up, I got very tired and
had to stop about every 50 feet. But when I got to the top, it was all worth it!"
100 Years
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By Rachel Levin

F

or a century, refuges across the nation have
served as havens for fish, wildlife and plants,
and provided humans with natural places to
enjoy outdoor recreation. But there's another side to
national wildlife refuges... Just call them "Little
Hollywoods"
"Random Hearts," starring Harrison Ford, was shot
at Patuxent Research Refuge in Laurel, Maryland.
Photographs taken during that time show Ford
perched on his Harley-Davidson, wearing an FWS
cap.
Three movies were filmed on refuges in Hawaii:
"Throw Momma From The Train" (Kilauea Point
NWR), "Uncommon Valor" (Hanalei NWR) and
"Raiders of The Lost Ark" (Huleia NWR).
The action movie "True Lies," starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Jamie Lee Curtis, was filmed in
the lower Florida Keys, using Great White Heron NWR
as a backdrop. In the movie, a nuclear device obliterates the eastern half of the refuge.
Montana's National Bison Range served as the setting for several early action movies, including "The
Big Trail" with John Wayne and "The Plainsman,"
starring Gary Cooper. A Bison Range maintenance
worker named Cy Young reportedly did trick stunts in
"The Big Trail," but unfortunately those scenes were
left on the cutting room floor.
Portions of "U.S. Marshals," staring Tommy Lee
Jones, Robert Downey Jr., and Wesley Snipes were
filmed on Tennessee's Reelfoot NWR in 1997. Most of
the marsh-woods scenes and chase scenes in boats
were filmed on the Grassy Island Unit of the refuge.
In the Northeast, "The Crucible" with Daniel Day
Lewis was filmed on the edge of Parker River NWR,
off the coast of Massachusetts.
Alabama's Wheeler NWR was used in Walt Disney's
1995 feature film "Tom and Huck." The movie was
filmed almost exclusively on the refuge under a
Special Use Permit (required for any filming of a
national wildlife refuge by someone outside the
Service). Filming locations on the refuge included
Cave Springs Landing, Rockhouse Bluff, Arrowhead
Landing Road and Mooresville Hay Field.
Among moss-draped cypress trees and swamp at
Okefenokee NWR, movie-makers have found the perfect setting for a number of films, including "Swamp
Water," " Swamp Girl" and "Swamp Country." At what
is now nearby Banks Lake NWR, the movie "Gator"
with Burt Reynolds was filmed.
And at Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes NWR on the central California coast, cultural resources include the
"Lost City of Cecil B. Demille," the original movie set
where the 1923 version of "The Ten Commandments"
was filmed. After filming was complete, Demille
ordered the set dismantled and buried.
According to refuge lore, the set for the "City of the
Pharaohs" scenes, which took more than two month
to construct, was more than 700 feet wide and towered 120 feet in the air. It featured statues of the
pharaoh Rameses that stood 35 feet tall and used 35
tons of plaster. Movie buffs travel to the refuge to
explore the dunes in search of the lost city- and perhaps participate in some wildlife-dependent recreation.
Refuges have also been used as backdrops for television productions. In a4dition to the many local
travel or nature shows that have been filmed on
refuges, classic wildlife show "Mutual of Omaha's
Wild Kingdom" shot at least three episodes at the
National Bison Range. The Bison Range also was the

set of a segment of the television classic "Lassie;"
"Lassie and the Buffalo" was filmed there in 1974.
Burt Reynolds and Ricardo Mountalban (Mr. Rourke
of "Fantasy Island") visited Florida's Loxahatchee
NWR to film an episode of the 1980s action show
"B.L. Stryker."
Watch a "movie of the week" and you might see a
refuge... South Carolina's ACE Basin NWR was used
by the Showtime cable network for film a movie in

1993, and in the mid-90's a TV broadcast network
shot a re-make of "The Yearling" using the old plantation buildings on ACE was used as a fictional town.
(ACE Basin was also used as a site of a Cadillac commercial.)
Rachel F Levin i,s with the External Affairs Office of
the U.S. Fi,sh and Wildlife Service in Minnesota. Thi,s
article was reprinted from the Spring 2003 i,ssue of
Fish & Wildlife News.
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Cousteau & Crew Film Pacific Refuges
By Joan Moody ·

islands are a celebration of the
uniqueness brought on by isolation,
ost of us can only dream of
and those who are dedicated to prosailing or flying to the remote
tect them-the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
wildlife refuges in the Pacific
Service and the State of Hawaii's
Ocean, but recently Jean-Michel
Department of Land and Natural
Cousteau and a crew from Ocean
Resources."
Futures Society filmed them for an
Cousteau recalls that to prevent
upcoming PBS documentary. During
the introduction of new and intrutheir six-week expedition in summer
sive species- from microbes to for2003, the crew journeyed through
eign plants and insects- the crew
the Hawaiian Islands and Midway
literally had a special set of brandAtoll national wildlife refuges to film
new clothes, sterilized by freezing,
"Voyage to Kure," targeted to air in
to wear on some of the remote
fall 2004.
islands.
Twenty-three crew members from
The explorers found good news
four countries set out aboard the
and bad news in paradise,
Searcher-to reach one of the last prisCousteau's log says. "We found
tine coral reef ecosystems. On land,
teeming populations of spinner dolthe photographers trained their camphins and large apex predators such
eras on thousands of seabirds and
as reef sharks, jacks, and amberother wildlife, while underwater, they
jacks. We encountered many of the
filmed a coral reef paradise.
Hawaiian endemic species of reef
FWS coral reef biologist Jim
fish, including the rare masked
Maragos and seabird biologist Beth
angelfish and Hawaiian grouper ...
Flint from the Pacific Remote Islands
the seldom-seen monk seals were
Refuge Complex provided the crew Jean-Michel Cousteau slowly creeps in for a closer look at this beautiful Laysan albatross
our companions at many of our
with expert guidance about the natu- chick. Photo: Tom Ordway, Ocean Futures Society
dive sites, frolicking around our
ral resources of the area. Another
vessel."
refuge employee, Alex Wegmann,
The crew was struck by how these
signed on to be a crew member on the
creatures, both fish and mammal,
Hokulea canoe voyage scheduled to
showed no fear of humans. "Because
meet Cousteau's group at Midway. The
they have so little contact with people
employees dedicated time to this projand have lived in or near a national
ect because the film will educate
wildlife refuge, they did not know to be
afraid," the explorer notes. "If not for
Americans about the promises and perils in a paradise so fragile that these
state and federal protection and the
splendid work of dedicated yet underrefuges are accessible to visitors only by
special use permit. In a way this latest
manned authorities, could a rapacious
fishing industry deplete these beautiful
educational effort is part of a longstanding outreach project that can be
creatures in only a few weeks time?"
The seabirds associated with the
traced to President Theodore Roosevelt.
islands-Laysan and black-footed albaPacific Islands National Wildlife
tross, and sooty terns-perched on the
crew's heads and cameras. Although the
Refuge
birds still number in the millions,
TR's foresight about the need to proCousteau describes in alarming terms
tect wildlife habitat was so-far-reaching
how the crew came upon hundreds of
that he established a refuge in this farseabirds lying dead along the beaches
away chain of islands, reefs and atolls
with plastic lodged in their bodies. "On
before most people even knew they
almost every island we explored," he
existed. Created in 1909-just six years
notes, "the landscape was littered with
after the first refuge was established at A double rainbow on East Island, French Frigate Shoals, part of Northwestern
the discarded products of human sociPelican Island in Florida- The Hawaiian Hawaiian Islands National Wildlife Refuge. photographed during the Voyage to Kure.
ety from thousands of miles away-cigIslands National Wildlife Refuge covers Photo by Tom Ordway, Ocean Futures Society, used by permission.
arette lighters, golf balls, toothbrushes,
the northwestern Hawaiian Islands with
children's toys, and fishing floats
the exception of Midway and Kure Atolls.
Wildlife Refuge also protects diverse life - 260 among others." They also found hundreds of tons of
The islands in this refuge extend about 800 miles species of coral, fish and other wildlife including fishing nets tearing away coral and entangling sea
northwest of the main Hawaiian islands. They are spinner dolphins and several species of albatross.
turtles and other marine life.
home to 14 million breeding seabirds, wintering
TR recognized the important of Midway Atoll as
shorebirds, and endangered endemic songbirds and both a wildlife sanctuary and a military outpost; what
The Future of the Islands
waterfowl.
is now Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge was a
Cousteau calls for a "comprehensive management
These islands and reefs also provide breeding and vital link when the President sent the first aroundplan
for the entire Northwest Hawaiian Islands
foraging habitat for the endangered Hawaiian monk the-world telegraph message in 1903 and became
seal and the threatened Hawaiian green sea turtle. famous as the site of the World War II Battle of chain" and support for the "dedicated men and
women of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
More than 1.8 million acres of submerged coral reefs Midway.
NOAA who are giving their all to safeguard the
in the refuge protect a fantastic variety of coral,
NWHI." The future of the islands, he says, "belongs
Jean-Michel Cousteau's Log
algae, mollusks, fish, crustaceans, and other marine
to
all of us and our collective will to protect one of
life.
In his August 2003 Log about the Voyage to Kure, the most remote and beautiful places on Earth." The
Jean-Michel Cousteau recorded that the journey complete logs and more photos can be found on
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge
"gave us a remarkable glimpse of an ecosystem large- www.oceanfutures.org/kure.
Situated "midway" across the Pacific, 1,200 miles ly untainted by human interaction, yet still impacted
northwest of Honolulu, Midway Atoll National by the modern world far beyond the horizon. These
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A

t the 2002 Daytona 500, Ward
Burton crossed the finish line
in first place. This year, the
NASCAR driver helped put the
National Wildlife Refuge System in
victory lane.
To promote the lOOth Anniversary
of the National Wildlife Refuge
System, Burton acted as a refuges
spokesperson, and appeared in a
series of three televised public service announcements. Partners in this
unique
relationship
included
Burton's
NASCAR
sponsor,
Caterpillar, Inc., the Ward Burton
Wildlife Foundation, and The
Outdoor Channel, which aired the
three TV spots free of charge.
Fish and Wildlife Service Public
Affairs
representative
Jim
Rothschild and Regional Refuge
Supervisor Lou Hinds helped
arrange the partnership and the
video filming of the three PSA spots.
It was great," said Hinds. "It was a
beautiful day and Burton nailed his
lines perfectly."
Even more good news was The
Outdoor Channel's immediate interest in and
response to the potential partnership that resulted
from airing the spots. After meeting with FWS
Director Steve Williams at the Outdoor Writers'
Association of America conference earlier in the year,
executives from The Outdoor Channel made a special
trip to the FWS office in D.C. to discuss what they
could do to help promote awareness of the refuge
anniversary.
"The original discussion indicated there would
probably be opportunity to air the spots for a discounted fee," said the Service's Rothschild. "But
after reviewing the spots and contemplating the partnership opportunity further, they decided they would
broadcast them in place of their own already scheduled spots for the rest of 2003 and not only that, they
wouldn't charge us a dime!"
Chris Chaffin, Outdoor Channel Director of Public
Relations, who was instrumental in connecting the
outdoor network with the Service, said the partnership is a natural. "The Outdoor Channel reaches
America's sportsmen and -women with 24-hour-a-day
programming on the traditional outdoor sports of
hunting and fishing. So nothing could be more natu-

particularly our relationship with
the National Wildlife Refuge
System. It has a great legacy that
can be enjoyed by current and
future generations."
Ward Burton is uniquely qualified to promote the National
Wildlife Refuge System. An avid
outdoorsman and conservationist,
he founded the Ward Burton
.Wildlife Foundation in 1996, a
nonprofit organization dedicated
to preserving the natural environment for future generations.
Currently 2, 100 acres are owned
or managed by the foundation .
The organization focuses on natural resource stewardship, habitat
enhancement, and youth education projects. Its youth education
affiliate, Return to Nature, Inc..
has already reached more than
140,000 boys and girls with the
conservation message. Burton also
previously served as Honorary
Chairman of National Hunting and
Fishing Day.
Burton's commitment has been
inspiring to Casey Stemler, Special
Assistant to the FWS Director, who
worked closely with National
Conservation Training Center and Service Staff in the
Southeast Region to arrange the partnership.
"Professional athletes operate on a grueling schedule," Stemler said. "Coupled with Burton's devotion
to wildlife conservation and educating the nation's
youth, his willingness to find time to promote the
refuge system made fulfilling the goals set forth in
this partnership easy to accomplish."
"Preserving our natural resources," said Ward
Burton, "has become a passion that was instilled in
me by my father and my grandfather. I believe that it
is the inherent responsibility of all sportsmen and
conservationists to preserve the wildlife, habitats.,
traditions, and values we hold so dear."
It was another sportsman's similar sense of responsibility that accounted for the establishment of the
National Wildlife Refuge System a century ago. On
March 14, 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt set
aside a tiny island off the coast of Florida as a preserve
and breeding ground for brown pelicans. It proved to
be a great milestone in conservation history.
Ben Ikenson is a writer-editor with the public
affairs office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
Washington, D.C.

NASCAR Star Ward Burton
Promotes Wildlife Refuges
ral than a partnership with the Fish and Wildlife
Senrice and America's National Wildlife Refuge
System. We are very pleased to do our part in letting
outdoorsmen know about the refuge system's celebration and values."
Along with filming the PSAs, Burton wears a
FWS/NWRS logo on his uniform, demonstrating support for which Director Steve Williams is grateful.
"Burton has helped tremendously in getting the word
out about refuges to an enormous media market,"
said Williams. "The National Wildlife Refuge System
would not be what it is today without dedicated partners concerned about wildlife conservation who were
willing to put forth a great deal of time and hard
work."
Much of the hard work on refuges involves on-theground habitat restoration, from stabilizing stream
banks, to constructing water delivery systems that
sustain functioning wetlands. Such endeavors require
the use of heavy equipment, the kind of machines
made by Caterpillar.
"At Caterpillar, we're committed to social responsibility," said Caterpillar Vice-President Steve Gosselin.
"We're proud of our involvement in conservation and

Oregon Refuges Earn Tourisin Award
By Susan Saul

I

n a happy contradiction to the the National Wildlife Refuge System centencalling refuges "America's Best Kept Secret," national \\rildlife
refuges m Oregon have won an award from the tourism industry. In recognition of Lhe significant contributions that the 19 refuges in Oregon mal<:e to the
state's tourism economy. the Fish and Wildlife Service was selected as the first
recipient of a new award, Tourism Industry Partner. The Tourism Industry
Council of Oregon, a statewide association of the leading entities in the state's
hospitality industry, presented the award to Carolyn Bohan, Regional Chief of
the National Wildlife Refuge System, on April 14, 2003 at the Oregon Governor's
Conference on Tourism.
From the mid- l990s through 2007, the Service has spent or plans to spend
more than $13 million on visitor service facilities on refuges in Oregon. These
include roads, interpretive exhibits, trails, viewing areas, visitor services and
\\rildlife recreation opportunities on refuges. Other refuge activities that support
tourism include special events such as midlife festivals and Refuge Centennial
celebrations; support and sponsorship of scenic byways designations for roads
on or near refuges; and participation in Lewis and Clark Bicentennial planning
and coordination efforts. Refuges in Oregon received more than 1.3 million visits in 2002.

This birds-eye view of
Cape Meares National
Wildlife Refuge near
Oceanside, Oregon, shows
why it's so important to
so many species. The
nearly inaccessibf,e coastline, with its rugged cliffs
and sheltered coves.
invites hundreds of thousands of seabirds - common murres, pigeon
guillemots, petrels, tufted
puffins. Brandt's and
pelagic cormorants, black
oystercatchers, for
instance--as well as large
concentrations of sea
lions and harbor seals.

ni~l tag~ine

Susan Saul works in the Portland regional office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
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By Ben Ikenson

the visitor experience such as
improved presence of law
f the National Wildlife
enforcement
officials.
Refuge System were a corpoAnother conclusion reached
ration, you might consider
through analysis is that the
investing stock in it. A recent
refuge system could benefit by
report commissioned by the U.S.
extending its outreach efforts to
Fish and Wildlife Service states
broader demographic groups.
that more than 90 percent of
Director Williams notes that this
customers, those human visitors
need is "one of many issues we
to wildlife refuges, are "satisfied
have already begun addressing."
or very satisfied with their
For example, current recruitrefuge experience." Ultimate-ly,
ment activities for fishing and
the report is helping the
hunting programs - both activiNational Wildlife Refuge System
ties
undergoing
expansion
fine tune its public appeal, not
throughout the refuge system for profit but for conservation.
now target the diversity of peoBased on more than 3,000 visple living in urban areas. "In our
itor satisfaction surveys in sumincreasingly urbanized world,"
mer 2002, the report compiled
Williams said, "it is crucial that
information from 43 refuges,
people have opportunities to
with environmental education
experience, and thereby cherish,
programs, a visitor center and
the outdoors." Similarly, the
annual visitation of at least
Service is seeking to expand
75,000. This survey marked the
environmental education profirst time the Service undertook
grams to help ensure that all of
such an extensive on-site survey
today's youth gain an appreciaof its visitors.
tion of fish, wildlife, plant, and
An FWS employee talks to visitors at Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, Photo by John and
"In many ways, we really are Karen Hollingsworth.
habitat issues and how their
trying to 'win investors,"' said
daily actions affect the environFish and Wildlife Service
ment.
Director Steve Williams. "We take our stewardship responsibilities very seriously.
The report also helped the National Wildlife Refuge System analyze aspects of
By getting people interested in the refuge system, they'll want to invest in con- its fee demonstration program. Most refuges are open to the public at no cost, but
servation and preserve our resources for future generations."
others do charge a nominal entrance fee, and some sites charge for special activSurvey analysis revealed that almost 90 percent of respondents would likely ities and additional services. Survey results found that an outstanding majority of
visit a refuge again within two years. According to the report, visitor satisfaction visitors, 94 percent, did not mind shelling out the fee. In fact, statistical analysis
was "not only consistently high, it was also durable. That is, even visitors who per- found that while the fee did not restrict visitation at all, nearly 90 percent of visceived some aspect of a refuge's services or facilities to be inadequate were very itors felt strongly that the refuge provided them with an excellent value.
likely to express overall satisfaction with regard to their refuge visit."
"We are glad to see that the public is pleased when they visit refuges," said
Although there do not appear to be any fundamental areas of concern related Williams. "Refuges are places that the public should want to visit, again and
to visitor satisfaction, the refuge system will use the survey results to hone and again, and the public should feel entitled to tell us how we can keep refuges at
broaden its appeal. The survey data analysis cited specific areas that may improve the top of the weekend 'to do' list."

I

Refuge "Customers''
~enerally Satisfied

Why Urban Refuges Matter
By Jonathan Schafler

H

ad you asked me two years ago - while I was
working at Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge and
seeing more bears and salmon than people - if
I could see myself working at an urban refuge, I
would have probably told you no. But now, as I stop to
move my eighth turtle of the day from harms way, I
thought to myself how fortunate I was to be working
at Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge in Illinois.
Crab Orchard was created in 1947 from surplus
lands of the War Department and adjacent Soil
Conservation lands. It is an experiment in how people and wildlife can co-exist. Alongside an active
Superfund site, an ordinance factory that employs
hundreds of workers and an adjacent maximum security federal penitentiary, Crab Orchard is Illinois'
first designated wilderness area and attracts more
than one million visitors a year. Visitors come to Crab
Orchard for a variety of refuge activities such as fishing, wildlife observation, camping, swimming, picnicking, sailing and water skiing.
So why was I here? Why the radical change? Why
could I be so comfortable at a refuge so far from the
ordinary vision of a national wildlife refuge? Was it
because Crab Orchard has the beautiful vistas and
spectacular views? Not really. Was it to save an
endangered or threatened species? Nope. Perhaps
the re-introduction of an expatriated trust species to
its native home range? That wasn't it either. "If I had
wanted to see that many people, I'd have joined the
Park Service," a fellow co-worker at Kodiak told me.
No one I spoke to seemed to want the urban refuge
experience and the challenges it presented. I pulled
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Area urban youth enjoy fishing opportunities provided
by FWS at Patuxent National Wzldlife Refuge in
Maryland. Photo by Robert H Pos, FWS.

off the roadway once more overlooking Playport
Marina, one of three such refuge facilities, determined to give myself an answer.
Growing up in downtown San Francisco, like so
many other kids, I never knew the joys of wildlife and
wild places. Surrounded by concrete and suburbia,
my idea of the great outdoors was the neighborhood
park and an annual trip to the zoo.
when I was ten, my father married a woman whose
passion for the outdoors opened up a whole new
world for us. Journeys that led me from the cities to
the country, from the country to the wilds, and the
wonderful career I have today.
As I pulled back onto the refuge's 50-plus miles of

roadway, I began to think that maybe it was my turn
to share the passion, to reach those folks who, if not
for our urban refuges, might never venture far from
home. It was my passion now and I wanted to spread
it around.
Urban refuges have a great responsibility to spread
the word, to be the portal and share the story of the
National Wildlife Refuge System. They are a necessary interface between humans and the environment.
A visitor to Tinicum or a San Francisco Bay may have
never know the natural world before their visit. They
may never visit the Midway Atoll, or Fish Springs, but
that's not the point. First impressions count, lasting
impressions vote.
Communities protect their urban refuges . It is
everywhere you look at Crab Orchard. With over
25,000 volunteer hours, an active friends support
group and numerous partnerships to protect and
interpret Crab Orchard's special resources, volun:.
teers and staff help this refuge live up to its responsibilities as an urban refuge.
I turned into the Visitor Center parking lot just as
a school bus off loaded its students for a visit.
Walking in the back door I think it hit me. My time
at this refuge has made me realize that Crab Orchard
National Wildlife Refuge is among the System's most
wonderful places. It does have an important trust
species ... and they just walked in the door.
Now if I could just teach the turtles to stay off the
road.
Jonathan Schafler works at Crab Orchard
NWR,Marion, Illinois. This article is reprinted from
the Fish and Wildlife News of Spring 2003.
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Washington, D.C. - A new study on the refuge system released in October
2003 shows it was a major economic engine for communities in 2002, adding
millions of dollars in jobs and retail sales.
The more than 35.5 million visits to the nation's 540 refuges fueled more than
$809 million in sales of recreation equipment, food, lodging, transportation,
and other expenditures in 2002, according to Banking on Nature 2002: The
Economic Benefits to local Communities of National Wildlife R~fitge Visitation
(125 page PDF). That figure is more than double the $401.1 million generated in
1995, the last time the study was conducted.
"National Wildlife Refuges are wonderful places where people can enjoy quiet
and solitude and unfettered natural beauty in an increasingly crowded and busy
world," said Interior Secretary Gale Norton. "For local communities, our more
than 540 refuges also are economic engines that attract 35.5 million people a
year, providing jobs and other benefits."
As refuges generated recreation spending, nearly 19,000 jobs were created and
more than $318 million were generated in employment income. The 2002
employment statistics were nearly double the 1995 figures, when 10.200 jobs
were attributed to the existence of refuges and about $163 million were generated.
The total for sales and tourism related revenue plus employment income $1.12 billion, in total - is nearly four times the $320 million that the National
Wildlife Refuge System received in FY 2002 for operation and maintenance.
Banking on Nature 2002 only calculated the economic impact of refuges in the
Lower 48 states. Refuges in Hawaii and Alaska were not part of the study.

By Nicholas Throckmorton

A

new federal economic report found that 46 million birdwatchers across America spent $32 billion in 2001 pursuing one of the nation's most
popular outdoor activities. The report from the
Interior Department's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Birding in the United States: A Demographic and
Economic Analysis, is the first of its kind analyzing
data from the 2001 National Survey of Fishing,
Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation.
"Nearly one in five Americans is a bird watcher,"
said Service Director Steve Williams. "This report
recognizes what we always thought to be true.
Birdwatching is very popular and contributes greatly
to our economy, so it is important that we continue
to work with our partners to restore and protect habitat to ensure healthy bird populations."
Montana, Vermont and Wisconsin led the nation in
birding participation rates as a percent of total state
population. California, New York and Pennsylvania
had the most birders.
Birders spent $32 billion on gear such as binoculars, travel, food and big ticket items such as canoes,
cabins and off-road vehicles. This spending generated $85 billion in overall economic output and $13
billion in federal and state income t~uces, and supported more than 863,000 jobs.
The full report is available on-line at
http://library.fws.gov/ nat survey2001 birding.pdf.

"We have invested in national wildlife refuges because they are n 11n ique and
extraordinary way of conserving America's great outdoor heritage," • ii•I Fish and
Wildlife Service Director Steve Williams. "Banking on Nature clear!)' illustrates
that we have done well economically. The economic benefits from refuges would
make venture capitalists envious."
Among the report's other findin~s of the economic value of recreation on the
Refuge System:
•
Refuge visitors would have been willing to pay far more for theh" visits than
it actually cost them. Such a differential. called a "consumer surplus," hit
$792 million in 2002.
Refuge spending is very important in some communities. The town of
Chincoteague, VA , for example, is the gateway to the national wildlife
refuge of the same name. Because of the area's isolation, the refuge's 1.5
million annual visits are hugely important to the local economy, resulting
in about $40 million, including 590 new jobs and $12 million in new compensation. The Fish and Wildlife Service spent $3.8 million to operate
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge in fiscal year 2002 .
Fifteen refuges were studied in detail for Banking on Nature 2002. They were
Chincoteague 0/A), National Elk (WY), Crab Orchard (IL), Eufaula (AL), Charles
M. Russell (MT), Umatilla (OR), Quivira (KS), Matlamuskeet (N C), Upper Souris
(ND), San Francisco Bay (CA), Laguna Atacosa (TX), Horicon (WI), Las Vegas (NM),
l'ule Lake (CA) and Tensas River LA). National statistics were extrapolated from
information gathered at the 15 refuges, the same refuges studied in 1995.

Birdwatching: $32 Billion,
Benefits: Priceless

The snow geese draw visitors to Chincoteague NWR in
Virginia. Photo by John and Karen Hollingsworth, FWS.
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